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Preface 

One of the most important developments ever to have taken place in the 
digital integrated circuit field has been the introduction and dcvclopment of 
the technology known as CMOS. COS/MOS, or COSMOS. CMOS digital 
ICs have considerable advantages over other digital IC types, including all 
members of the TTL family. In particular, they can readily be operated from 
unregulatcd supply voltages in thc rangc 5 to 15 volts, draw virtually zcro 
quiescent or standby currcn!. have ncar-infinite input impedanccs. and are 
very easy to usc. They arc readily available in a large variety of dcviee types, 
ranging from simple inverters and gates to complex counters and decoders, 
and have a multitude of practical applications in the home and the car as well 
as in industry. 

This book is intended to act as a useful single-volume guide to the CMOS 
user, and is specifically aimed at the practical design engineer. technician, and 
experimenter, as well as the electronics student and amateur. It deals with the 
subjcct in an easy-to-read. down-to-earth. non-mathematical but very 
comprehensive manner. It starts off by explaining the basic principlcs and 
characteristics of the CMOS family of devices (Chapter I), and then 
introduces the reader to the versatile 4007UB do-it-yourself CMOS IC, which 
can be used in either the digital or the linear mode (Chapter 2). 

The following chapters of the volume introduce the reader to progressively 
more complex types of CMOS IC starting with simple inverter. gate and logic 
ICs and circuits, and ending with complex counters and decoders. The final 
chapter presents a miscellaneous collection of two dozen useful CMOS 
circuits. 

Throughout thc volume, great emphasis is placed on practical user 
information and circuitry, and thc book abounds with useful circuits, tables, 
and graphs. All ICs used are inexpensive and readily available types, with 
universally recognized type numbers. Where possible, the outlines and pin 
notations of all ICs arc given near the appropriate part of the text. 





1 Basic principles 

Digital integrated circuits (ICs) have been available for a good many years 
now, and most readers will be familiar with common logic family names such 
as TTL (transistor-transistor logic) and ECL (emitter-coupled logic), as well 
as those of older families such as RTL (resistor-transistor logic) and DTL 
(diode-transistor logic). Each of these families offers (or offered) its own 
particular advantages when compared with the other types. but all of them 
share a number of common disadvantages. 

The most significant of these disadvantages are high quiescent current 
requirements (typically 5 mA per gate), tight power supply requirements 
(supplies typically have to be regulated to within 10 per cent of a specific 
value), low input impedance (typically a few hundred ohms per gate), and 
poor noise immunity (meaning that gates can easily be triggered by spikes on 
the input or supply lines). 

In the early 1970s a new and startlingly different type of digital IC appeared 
on the scene, and rapidly started to push all of the older families into 
obsolescence in low- to medium-speed applications. This new family of 
devices is known as COS/MOS or CMOS (complementary-symmetry metal 
oxide semiconductor), and it suffers from none of the disadvantages of the 
earlier families. 

Specifically, C.'\10S rcs typically draw quiescent currents of a mere 
0.01 /lA per gate. can be operated from any supply voltage within the range 
3 to IS volts. have a typical input impedance of about a million megohms per 
gate (but are fully protected against static-charge damage via built-in safety 
circuitry), and have inherently excellent noise immunity that enables the ICs 
to safely tolerate input spikes up to about 50 per cent of the supply voltage 
without upset. 
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CMOS digital ICs have excellent thermal characteristics; low-cost com
mercial types are designed to operate over the temperature range - 4ctC to 
+ 85T. while the more expensive military versions can operate from - 55°C 
to + 125T. 

CMOS digital ICs are incredibly versatile device';; in the following chapters 
of this book we look at some of the many different types of IC that are now 
available within the CMOS family. and show how to use them. In this chapter. 
however. we simply explain the basic operating principles and characteristics 
of CMOS. and mention a few basic usage rule,. 

CI\10S 

The simplest type of circuit that can occur in any digital logic family is the 
inverter or NOT gate. and this element forms the basis of virtually every other 
type of circuit element that is used in digital electronics. FiKur(' 1.1 (a) shows 
the standard symbol of the digital inverter. and FiKllr(' 1.1 (h) shows its RTL 
or resistor-transistor logic equivalent. 

+5V 

R J 

in C:_' __ -+-~>-----, out 

OV 

Ca) 

Figure 1.1 (a! SYlllhol and (h) RTL equit"alent of" lill! digital inverter 

Operation of the FiKllre I.!( h) circuit is quite simple. Inputs and outputs 
are always either low (groundcd or at logic-O) or high (at positivc supply 
voltage or logic-I). Whcn thc input is low. zero base drivc is fcd to Q]. so Q, is 
cut off and its output is high; thc quiescent current is virtually zcro. When. on 
thc othcr hand. the input is high. hcavy base drive is applied to Q, via R ,. so 
Q, is driven to saturation and its output falls to the logic-O levcl: thc quicscent 
currcnt is about 10 mA undcr this condition. 

Thus. thc RTL invcrter circuit of FiKllr(' 1.1 (h) pas a fairly low input 
impedance (about 1.5 kQ) and an output impedance of about 500 Q (R2)' and 
draws a quiescent current of either near-zero or 10 mAo When driven by a low-
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frequency square l\aVe, the circuit will draw a mean current of 5 mA. Now 
compare this with its CMOS equivalent. 

+ 3 to + 15 V 

rl~ J (p-channell 
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i" I ",~,i"",,,,, out 

ov 

figure 1.2 Basi( CHOS (ligll(// illrerler circuil 

Figure I.] shows the basic circuit of a CMOS digital invertcr or NOT gate. 
It compriscs nothing more than a p-channcl and an n-channel enhancement
mode MOSFET (metal-oxide semiconductor field-effect transistor) wired in 
series between the two supply lines, with the MOSFET gates tied together at 
the input terminal and with the output taken from the jUllction of the two 
devices. 

The input (gate) terminal of an enhancement-mode MOSFET presents a 
near-infinitc impedance to DC voltages. and the magnitude of an externall: 
applied gate-to-source voltage controls the magnitude of the drain-to-source 
current flow. When these MOSFETs are used in the digital mode (with either 
a logic-O or a logic-I input) thev can be regarded as voltage-controlled 
switches. 

The basic digital action of the n-channcl device is such that its drain-to
source path acts like an open-circuit switch when the input is at logic-O, or as a 
closed switch in series with a 400 Q resistor when the input is at logic-I. The 
p-channel MOSFET has the inverse of these characteristics, and acts like a 
closed switch plus a 400 Q resistance with a logic-O input and an open switch 
with a logic-l input. The basic action of the CMOS digital inverter circuit can 
thus he understood hy looking at Figure 1.3. 

Figure 1.3' a) shows the digital equivalent of the CMOS inverter circuit 
with a logic-O input. Lndcr this condition, 01 (the p-channel MOSFET) acts 
like a c10scd switch in series with 400 ~L and 02 acts as an open switch. The 
circuit thus draws lcrO quicscent current but can 'source' fairly large drive 
currents into an external output-to-ground load via the 400 ~~ output 
resistance (R 1 ) of the inlerter. 

Figure 1.3(h/ shows the equivalent of the inverter circuit with a Ingic-I 
input. In this Glse 0 I acts like an open switch, but 02 (the n-channcl 
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+ 3 to + 15 V + 3 to + J'i V 

ill 

gates 

in 

(a) (b) 

Figure 1.3 Equivalent circuit of the CMOS digilill imerter Ililh (a) 101(1c-0 and (h) 
logic-I inputs 

MOSFET) acts like a closed switch in series with 400 Q. The invertcr thus 
draws zero quiescent current under this condition, but can 'sink' fairly large 
currents from an external supply-to-output load via its internal400Q 'output' 
resistance (R,). 

Thus, the hasic CMOS digital inverter stage has a near-infinite input 
impedance, draws ncar-zero (typically 0.01 IIA) quiescent current with a 
logie-O or logic-l input. can source or sink subsLlI1tial output currents. and 
has an output that is made inherently short-circuit proofvia thc 400 n output 
impedance of the device. Note that, unlike a digital inverter based on bipolar 
transistor technology, the output of the CMOS circuit can swing all the way 
from zcro to the full positive supply rail voltage value, since no potentials are 
lost via saturation voltages or forward biascd junction voltages etc. These 
scvcral charactcristics are in fact common to virtually all digital ICs in the 
CMOS range. 

Linear action 

All digital signals take a finite time to switch from one logic state to the other, 
and during this time the signal \oltage can be said to have a 'linear' \alue. 
Consequcntly, if the reader is to fully understand CMOS circuitry, it is 
important that he she should understand how the basic Figure 1.2 CMOS 
inverter circuit reacts to the application of linear input voltages. 

When an enhancement-mode MOSFET is used in the linear mode it acts as 
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a voltage-controlled resistance. The n-channel device had a near-infinite 
(about looob megohms) drain-to-source resistance with zero input voltage: 
the resistance remain~'very high until the input rises to a 'threshold' value of 
ab9ut 1.5 to '2.5 volts. but then starts to decrease as the input voltage' is 
increased. e,ventually falling to about 400 Q when the input equ'als the sl1Pply 
line voltage. The p-channel MOSFET characteristics are the reverse of these. 

40 ~------------------------__ ~ Voo~ 15 V 

10 i 
30 

VGS 

~ 20 OV 
..... 0 or 

VOo~J5V 

10 ~ 
p-channel 

o 5 10 15 OV 

Figure 1.4 Typical gate-voflage/drain-current characteristics or p- and n-channel 
MOSFETs operated from a 15 volt supply 

Thus. if either of these devices is used with a 15 volt supply. it will produce 
one or other of the gate-voltage'drain-eurrent curves shown in Figure 1.4. 
Consequently. if the Figure I.:: C\10S inverter stage is connected to a 15 volt 
supply. it will produce the typical drain-current transfer graph of Figure 1.5. 

and the voltage transfer graph of Figure 1.6. The Figure 1.2 circuit operation is 
as follows. 

Suppose the input voltage is slowly increased positive. starting from zero. 
The inverter current is near-zero until the input exceeds the threshold voltage 
of the n-channel MOSFET. at which point its resistance starts to decrease and 
that of the p-channel MOSFET starts to increase. Cnder this condition the 
inverter current is dictated by the larger of the two resistances and is of 
measurable proportions. When the input is apprecia bly less than half the 
supply volts the n-channel MOSFET resistance is far greater than that of the 
p-channel device. so the output of the circuit is high or at logic-I. When the 

voltage is appreciably more than half the supply volts the resistance of 
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Figure 1.5 Trpical drain-current transFer characteristics oFthe simple CMOS inverter 
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Figure 1.6 Trpical voltage transFer characteristics of the simple CMOS inVl'" 
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the n-channel MOSFET is far less than that of the p-channel device, and the 
output of the circuit is thus low or at logic-D. 

When the input voltage is at approximately half the supply value a point is 
reached where both MOSFETs have roughly the same resistance value. At 
this point the inverter starts to act as a linear amplifier (giving a typical voltage 
gain of about 30 dB), and a current of several milliamperes may flow through 
the circuit; small changes of input voltage cause the output to swing sharply 
from one logic state to the other. The value of input voltage needed to cause 
this 'switching' action is known as the transition voltage, and is specified as a 
percentage of the supply voltage. Transition voltages vary between 30 and 70 
per cent of the supply value in practical CMOS ICs. 

Finally, consider the case where the input of the Figure 1.2 circuit is high or 
at logic-I. In this case, when the voltage rises to within a couple of volts of the 
supply value it exceeds the threshold value of the p-channel MOSFET, so the 
p-channel MOSFET acts like an open switch and the n-channel device acts 
like a 400 Q resistance. The inverter current thus falls to near-zero under this 
condition. 

Switching action 

From the above description of CMOS linear action it should be clear that, 
when CMOS is driven by digital switching waveforms, it draws a brief 'pulse' 
of suppy current each time it goes through a switching transition. This pulse 
may have a peak amplitude of several milliamperes, and its duration depends 
(mainly) on the rise or fall time of the switching waveform. The more often 
CMOS changes state in a given time, the greater are the number of current 
pulses that it takes from thc supply and the greater is its mean current 
consumption. Thus, CMOS current consumption is directly proportional to 
switching frequency. 

At frequencies of 5 MHz, CMOS logic draws roughly the same current as 
its standard TTL equivalent. At 5 kHz it draws only one thousandth of the 
current of TTL. Consequently, CMOS is best suited to low- or medium-speed 
applications, although it is capable of operating as high as 10 MHz when 
needed. 

CMOS buffering 

In early CMOS logic ICs the inverter circuit took the simple form shown in 
Figure 1.2. Similarly, the two-input NOR and NAND gates took the basic 
forms shown in Figures 2.18 and 2.20 respectively. These early devices were 
known as 'A-series' (no longer readily available) CMOS ICs, and suffered 
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from two specific snags. The first snag is evident from the voltage transfer 
,graph of Figure 1.6, which shows that (because of the inv~rter's low linear 
voltage gain) the output does not switch fully between logic states unless the 
input also switches fully between these st~tes. The second snag is that A-series 
gates often have inherently different source and sink output impedances and 
current-drive values. To overcome these snags a new CMOS series was 
introduced. and is known as 'buffered' or 'B-series' CMOS. 

A B-series CMOS IC can be simply regarded asanA-series device with one 
or more inverter stages wired in series with its output terminal (and sometimes 
also in series with its inputs). Thus, a B-series inverter can be made by wiring 
three A-series (Figure 1.2) inverters in series, as shown in Figure 1.7. The 
resulting inverter has a typical linear voltage gain of70 to 90 dB. and gives the 
typical voltage transfer graph of Figure 1.8. 

in out 

Figure 1.7 A B-series CMOS inverter can be made by wiring three A-series types in 
series 

IS r---------~-----------, 

VDD = IS V 

10 '-
> 

'5 
::,.0 

5 -

I \. I 
o 5 10 IS 

Figure 1.8 Voltage transfer graph of the Figure 1.7 B-series inverter 
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in I ":>:}---.. 0 u t 
in ::: 

in I 

in1=E>--Bout 
in 2 

or 

~--.. out 

in 2 

Figure J (J Alternative It'ars o(lI1(/kinR a B-series tlt'O-illfilit NOR f!,atefrom A-series 
CJ10S elements 

Similarly, Figure /,t) shows that a B-series two-input NOR gate can be 
made by wiring two A-series inverters in series with the output of an A-series 
NOR gate (Figure 2, /8), or by wiring an inverter in series with each input and 
the output of a two-input A-series NAND gate (Figure 2,20), 

All B-series ICs carry a 'B' suffix in theirtype numbers (e,g, 4001 B, 4093B), 
The serious disadvantages of B-series devices are that they have longer 
propagation delays and lower maximum operating frequencies than A-series 
devices, and are also prone to oscillation if operated in the linear mode or with 
slow input waveforms, Consequently, to meet special circuit design needs, a 
number of CMOS ICs arc still produced in A-style unbuffered form: such 
devices carry a 'UB' suffix in their type numbers, as in the case of the 4007UB 
that forms the basis of Chapter 2, 

Three-state outputs 

The standard CMOS inverter stage produces a two-state output that 
(basically) is always in one or other of the low-impedance logic-O or logic-I 
states, as shown in Figure 1.3, Close inspection of Figure /.3 should make it 
c!car, however, that a 'third' output state is also possible, and this is the one in 

K 
(disable) 

in_--~ 

Figure 1,10 Sl'lIlhol oj'three-state inverter 

x>--eout 
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which 0, and 02 arc ooth acting as open-circuit switches and the output acts 
as a 'floating' high impedancc. Some CMOS inverters are actually made with 
this three-state facility built in (they sometimes form part of the output 
circuitry of complex ICs). Figure 1. J() shows the standard symbol of the three
state invertcr (which has an additional K (control) or 'disable' terminal that 
controls the third state). Figure 1.11 shows the equivalent circuit of the 
inverter when the third state is operative. 

+ 3 to + 15 V 

in------i f------.... out 
gates 

Figure I. 11 F{I"iru/~11I cirellil o(lhe Ihree-slale illl'crlcr in ils '1IlIl-d' .III/Ie 

Input/output protection 

The standard CMOS imertercircuit (on which all other CMOS digital ICs are 
based) has a typical input impcdance of about a million megohms, To protect 
these inputs against the possibility of damage from static charges ctc., nearly 
all ICs in the CMOS digital range have an integral diode-resistor protection 
network on every input terminal; the output terminals are provided with 
similar protcction networks. 

The precise forms ofthcsc built-in protcction networks are subject to some 
variation, but they usually take thc gcncral form shown in Figure 1.12. In this 
network. diodes D, prevcnt the input voltage from going significantly above 
the positivc supply rail value. D2 stop it from going below ground value. and 
R, limits ovcrload input currents to a few milliampercs. Similarly. D3 and D4 
prcvent the output from going above the positive supply or below the ground 
values. and D5 prc\'cnts the 'positive' rail from going negative to the ground 
rail. R, and R2 henc typical values of a few hundred ohms. and all diodcs have 
a maximulll current rating of about 10 mAo 
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I'DD (V+) 

in~--~-L== __ r-~--, r---~~--~-t--~---.out 

Figure L 12 T)'f'icai CHOS iIII'll/ ()/j/f'lI/ f'ro/ee/ion tie/works 

CMOS usage rules 

CMOS digital ICs arc inherently very rugged devices and can withstand 
considerable abuse without suffering damage, Their outputs, for example, are 
inherently short-circuit proof, and their inputs and outputs arc internally 
protected against excess voltages. There arc in fact only three basic ways of 
damaging a CMOS Ie (other than by using excessive supply voltages or 
exceeding power ratings): one of these is to connect the supply lines in the 
wrong polarity, in which casc \'Cry heavy current will flow through 0 5 of 
Figure 1.12 and damage the IC substrate. 

The other ways of damaging CMOS arc via a very loll' impedance input or 
output 'signal' that is either connected to the CMOS when its power supply is 
switched off, or of such a large amplitude that it forces the input terminal 
above the positive supply line or below the zero-volts rail. Tn either case, a 
heavy current will flow through one or more of the 0 1 to 0 4 protection 
diodes, and the substrate will again be damaged. Both of these unlikely 
possible sources of damage can be eliminated by simply wiring a 1 kQ resistor 
in series with each input/output terminal, so that any current that does flow is 
limited to a safe value of a few milliamperes. 

Thus the basic usage rules of CMOS arc quite simple. First. don't break any 
of the rules mentioned above. Second, always tic unused input terminals 
directly to either ground or the positive supply line. depending on the logic 
requirements. Finally, never let 'used' input terminals float: always take them 
to either ground or the posi tive line via a high-value resistor. That', all t here is 
to it. 



2 4007U B circuits 

The 4007UB is the simplest IC in the entire CMOS range. It contains little 
more than two pairs of complementary MOSFETs, plus a simple CMOS 
inverter stage; all of these elements are, however, independently accessible, 
enabling them to be configured in a wide variety of ways, and thus making the 
IC the most versatile in the entire CMOS range. 

The 4007UB is an ideal device for demonstrating CMOS principles to 
students, technicians. and engineers. It is sometimes known as the 'design-it
yourself' CMOS chip, and can readily be configured to act as a multiple 
digital inverter, a NAND or NOR gate, a transmission gate, or a uniquely 
versatile 'micropower' linear amplifier, oscillator, or multi vibrator. We'll 
look at some practical examples of these applications later in this chapter. In 
the meantime, let's look at 4007UB basics. 

4007UB basics 

Figure 2.1 (a) shows the functional diagram and pin numbering of the 
4007UB, which houses two complementary pairs of independently accessible 
MOSFETs, plus a third complementary pair that is connected in the form of a 
standard CMOS inverter stage. Each of the three independent input terminals 
of the IC is internally connected to the standard CMOS protection network 
shown in Figure 2.1(b). All MOSFETs in the 4007UB are enhancement
mode devices; QIo Q3, and Qs are p-channel MOSFETs, and Q2, Q4, and Q6 
are n-channel MOSFETs. Figure 2. /( c) shows the terminal notations of the 
two MOSFET types; note that the B terminal represents the bulk substrate. 

The term CMOS thus actually stands for complementary metal-oxide 

12 
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Figure 2.1 (al Functional diagram of the 4()07UB dual CMOS pair plus inverter. 
r b) Internal input prolectionneHrork (within dashed lines) on each input of the 4007 U B. 
(c) MOSFET terminal notations: G= gate. D= drain S= source, B= hulk substrate 

scmiconductor field-effect transistors, and it is fair to say that all CMOS ICs 
are designed around the basic elcments shown in Figure 2.1. It is thus worth 
getting a good basic understanding of these elements. Let's look first at the 
digital characteristics of the basic MOSFETs. 

Digital operation 

The input (gate) terminal of a MOSFET presents a near-infinite impedance to 
DC voltages, and the magnitude of an external voltage applied to the gate 
controls the magnitude of source-to drain current flow. The basic charactcris-
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tics of the cnhancement-mode n-channel MOSFET arc that the source-to
drain path is open circuit when the gate is at the same potential as the source, 
but becomes a near short-circuit (a low-value resistance) when the gate is 
heavily biased positive to the source, Thus the n-channel MOSFET can be 
used as a digital inverter by wiring it as shown in Figure 2.2; with a logic-O 
(zero volts) input the MOSFET is cut off and the output is at logic-I (positive 
rail voltage), but with a logic-I input the output is at logic-O. 

v+ 

in out 

0 I 

I 0 

in 

Figure 2.2 Digital inl'erler made/rom n-channel MOSFET 

The basic characteristics of the enhanccment-mode p-channel MOSFET 
are that the source-to-drain path is open when the gate is at the same potential 
as the source, but becomes a near short-circuit when the gate is heavily biased 
negative to the source. The p-channel MOSFET can thus be used as a digital 
inverter by wiring it as shown in Figure 2.3. 

v+ 

1I1 out 
G 

0 I 
in 

I 0 

Figure 2.3 Digital inl'erlcr made from !Hhannel MOSFEI' 

Note that in the Figures 2.2 and 2.3 inverter circuits the on currents of the 
MOSFETs arc determined by the value of R [, and that these circuits draw a 
finite quiescent current when they are in one of their logic states. This snag can 
be overcome by connecting the complementary pair of MOSFETs in the 
classic CMOS inverter configuration shown in Figure 2.4( a). 
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4007UH circuits 15 

out 

Figure 2.4 la) CirclIits, (b) truth table and (c) standard symbol a/the CMOS digital 
inverter 

Tn Figure ::.4( a), with a logic-O input applied. QI is short circuited. so the 
output is firmly tied to thc logic-I (positive rail) state, but Q2 is open and the 
inverter thus passes zero quiescent current via this transistor. With a logic-l 
input applied. Q2 is short circuited and the output is firmly tied to the logic-O 
(zero volts) state, but Q\ is open and the circuit again passes zcro quiescent 
current. 

This zero quiescent current characteristic of the complementary MOSFET 
inverter is one of the most important features of the CMOS range of digital 
ICs. and the Figure 2.4( a) circuit forms the basis of almost the entire CMOS 
family. Figure 2.4( c) shows the standard symbol used to represent a CMOS 
inverter stage. Q5 and Q" of the 4007UB are fixed-wired in this inverter 
configuration. 

Linear operation 

To fully understand the operation and vagaries of CMOS circuitry, it is 
necessary to understand the linear characteristics of basic MOSFETs. 
Figure 2.5 shows the typical gate-voltage/drain-current graph of an n-channel 
enhancement-mode MOSFET. Note that negligible drain current flows until 
the gate voltage rises to a 'threshold' value of about 1.5 to 2.5 volts, but that 
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Figure 2.5 Trpical f{ate-l'oltaf{cidrain-clIrrent characteri.llies of an n-channel 
MOSFET 

the drain current then increascs almost linearly with further increases in gate 
voltage. 

Figllre 2.6( a) shows how to connect an n-channel4007UB MOSFET as a 
linear inverting ampliil.cr. RJ serves as the drain load of Q2, and R 2 -Rt bias 
the gate so that the device operates in the linear mode. The R, value must be 
selected to give the desired quiescent drain voltage, but is normally in the 18 to 
100 kQ range. If you want the amplifier to give a very high input impedance, 
wire a 10 MQ isolating resistor between the Rz-R ,junction and the gate OfQ2' 
as shown in Figure 2.15 ( h J. 

F(~lIre 2.7 shows the typical /0/ Vos characteristics of an n-channel 
MOSFET at various fixed values of gate-to-souree voltage. Imagine here 
that. for each set of curves, V GS is fixed at the Voo voltage, but the Vos output 
voltage can be varied by altering the value of drain load RL . The graph ean he 
divided into two characteristic regions. as indicated by th.e dashed line. these 
being the triode region and the saturated region. 

When the MOSFET is in the saturated region (with Vos at some value in 
the nominal range SO to 100 per cent of VGs) the drain acts like a constant
current source. with its current value controlled by V GS: a low VGS value gives 
a low constant-current value. and a high V GS value gives a high constant
current valuc. These saturated constant-current characteristics provide 
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v+ 

(a) 

v+ 

(b) 

Figure 2.6 Methods of hi as in X an n-channel MOSFET as a linear invertinx amplifier 

CMOS with its output short-circuit proof feature and also determine its 
operating speed limits at different supply voltage values. 

When the MOSFET is in the triode region (with Vos at some value in the 
nominal range 1 to 50 per cent of V GS) the drain acts like a voltage-controlled 
resistance, with the resistance value increasing approximately as the square of 
the Vc;s value. 

The p-channel MOSFET has an Io! Vos characteristics graph that is 
complementary to that of Figure 2.7. Consequently, the action of the standard 
CMOS inverter or FiiSure 2.4 (which uses a complementary pair of 
MOSFETs) is such that its current-drive capability into an external load. and 
also its operating speed limits, increase in proportion to the supply rail 
voltage. 

Figure 2.8 shows the typical voltage transfer characteristics of the standard 
CMOS inverter at different supply voltage values. Note that (on the 15 V VDD 

line, for example) the output voltage changes by only a small amount when 
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hgure 2.8 T)pical I'o/rage lransfer charae!erislics or Ihe 4007UB sill/p/e CMOS 
int'cr!er 

the input voltage is shifted around the VDD and 0 V levels, but when ~In is 
biased at roughly half the supply volts a small change of in put voltage causes a 
large change of output voltage: typically, the inverter gives a voltage gain of 
about 30 dB when used with a 15 volt supply, or 40 dB at 5 volts, Figure 2.9 
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out 

hgurc 2.9 Method of hillSillg tile simple CMOS illrenC'r for linear operation 

shows how to connect the CMOS inverter as a linear amplifier; the circuit has 
a typical bandwidth of 710 kHz at 5 volts supply, or 2.5 M Hz at 15 volts. 

Wiring three simple CMOS inverter stages in series (Figure 2.10( a» gives 
the direct equivalent of a modern B-series buffered CMOS inverter stage, 
which has the overall voltage transfer graph of Figure 2.10( b). The B-series 

111~out 

in~()1I1 
(a) 

15 
I'DD = 15 V 

1'1l11= 10 \' 
I:) 

> 

1'00 =5 \' 

r----

IJ I 

o III 15 

(b) 

Figure 2.10 WirinJ;; three simple C.MOS inverters in series (a) gil'cs the equivalent oi a 
B-series hulJi'rcd CMOS inverter, "'hich has the transier characteristics shown in (b) 
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inverter typically gives 70 dB of linear voltage gain, but tends to be grossly 
unstable when used in the linear mode. 

15r----------------------------. 

--

Figure 2.11 Drain-curren[ frans/,'r cizara("[eristics of the simple CMOS inverter 

Finally, Figure 2.11 shows the drain-current transfer characteristics of thc 
simple CMOS inverter. Note that the drain current is zero when the input is at 
either zero or full supply volts, but rises to a maximum value (typicallyO.5 rnA 
at 5 V supply, or 10.5 mA at 15 V supply) when the input is at roughly half the 
supply volts, under which condition both MOSFETs of the inverter arc 
biased on. In the 4007lJB, these on currents can be reduced by wiring extra 
resistance in series with the source of each MOSFET of the CMOS inverter; 
this technique is used in the micropower circuits shown later in this chapter. 

Using the 4007UB 

The usage rules of the 4007UB are quite simple. In any specific application, all 
unused elements of the device must be disabled. Complementary pairs of 
MOSFETs can be disabled by connecting them as standard CMOS inverters 
and tying their inputs to ground, as shown in Figure 2.12. Individual 
MOSFETs can be disabled by tying their source to their substrate and leaving 
the drain open circuit. 

In LIse, the input terminals must not be allowed to rise above Voo (the 
supply voltage) or below Vss (zero volts), To use an n-channel MOSFET, the 
source mLlst be tied to Vss, either directly or via a current-limiting resistor. To 
use a p-channel MOSFET, the source must be tied to Voo, either directly or 
via a current-limiting resistor. 
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14 

Figure 2.12 /ndiridual 4007['B COl1lplcl1ll'!71WT .\fOSFET pairs CilIl he di.lahlcd h) 
(()nnecrillf{ them as C.Io,fOS invertcr.1 alld f{wwulillK their inputs 

Practical circuits: digital 

The 4007UB clements can be configured to act as any of a variety of standard 
digital circuits, Figure 2.13 shows how to wire it as a triple inverter, using all 
three sets of complementary \10SFET pairs, Figure 2,14 shows the 
connections for making an inverter plus non-inverting buffer; here, the 01-02 
and 0.,-04 inverter stages arc simply wired directly in series, to give an overall 
non-inverting action, 

The maximum source (load-driving) and sink (load-absorbing) output 
currents of a simple CMOS inverter stage self-limit at 10 to 20 mA as one or 
other of the output MOSFETs turns fully on. Higher sink currents can be 
obtained by simply wiring n-channel MOSFETs in parallel in the output 

['nil (+ ,'e) 

out out in out 

Figure 2.1:1 40()7CB [l'Ij'/e il11'cr/er 
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Figure 2.14 40117 UB imcrlcr pills Ilon-inverling hufler 

stage. Figure 2./5 shows how to wire the 4007UB so that it acts as a high-sink
current invertcr that will absorh triple the current of a normal inverter. 

Similary. Figure 2./6 shows how to wire the4007UB to act as a high-sourcc
current inverter, and Figure 2.17 shows thc connections for making a single 
inverter that will sink or souree three timcs more current than a standard 
inverter stage. 

Voo (+ vel 

10 
III 

Figure 1.15 4007UB high-sink-currenr inrerlcr 

VOD (+ veJ 

10 
III 

fT1T7 0 V 

Figure 2.16 4()()7 ('B high-souree-current inverter 
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VDD (+ vel 

in 

Figure 2.17 4007U B high-power inverter, lI'ilh triple the sink- and source-current 
capahilily of a standard inverter 

A B out 

0 0 1 

0 1 0 

1 0 0 

1 1 0 

Figure 2.18 4007UB tll'o-input NOR gate 

The 4007UB is a perfect device for demonstrating the basic principles of 
CMOS logic gates. Figure 2.18 shows the basic connections for making a two
input NOR gate. Note that the two n-channel MOSFETs are wired in parallel 
so that either can pull the output to ground from a logic-I input, and the two 

12 out 

~~ut J · 
~6 

Figure 2.19 4007UB three-input NOR gate 
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p-channcl MOSFETs arc wired in series so that both must turn onto pull the 
output high from a logic-O input. The truth table shows the logic orthe circuit. 
A three-input NOR gate can be made by simply wiring three p-channel 
MOSFETs in series and three n-ehannel MOSFETs in parallel, as shown in 
Figure 2.19. 

A B out 
1---------'--..... out 0 0 1 

= ::C)--out 0 1 1 

1 0 1 
B ---'------' 

1 I 0 

Figure 2.20 4007UB t\l'o-input NAND gate 

Figure 2.20 shows how to wire the 4007UB as a two-input NAND gate. In 
this case the two p-channel MOSFETs arc wired in parallel and the two 
n-channel MOSFETs are wired in series. A three-input NAND gate can be 
made by similarly wiring three p-channel MOSFETs in parallel and three 
n-channel MOSFETs in series. 

x _--+--1 
in/out 

f----_oy 
Ie x+=(.+y 

control ~ 
0= open 

I = closed 

Figure 2.21 4007UB transmission gate or hilateral switch 

Figure 2.21 shows the basic circuit for using the 4007UB to make another 
important CMOS clement, the so-called tr.ansmission gate or bilateral switch. 
This device acts like a ncar-perfect switch that can conduct signals in either 
direction and can be turned on (closed) by applying a logic-l to its control 
terminal or turned off (open) \ia a logie-O control signal. 

In Figun' 2.21 an n-ehanncl and a p-ehannel MOSFET are wired in parallel 
(source-to-source and drain-to-drain), but their gate signals are applied in 
anti-phase via the 0,-02 iJ1\erter. To turn the 0.,-Q6 transmission gate on 
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(closed), Q,. gate is taken to logic-I and Q3 gate to logic-O via the inverter; to 
turn the switch 011 the gate polarities are simply reversed. 

The 4007UB transmission gate has a ncar-infinite olT resistance and an on 
resistance of about 600 Q. It can handle all signals between zero volts and the 
positive supply rail value. Note that, since the gate is bilateral, either of its 
tcrminals can function as an input or output. 

A---?--1 
9 

4 
B----c>-~ 

II 

control 6 

O,,(n) 
12 

Q 3 (p) 

X 
Q4(n) 

0,11'1 

V+ 

Figure 2.22 4007UB (H'(i-llay lransmissioll gale 

~A 
= X 

: B 

control I 

0= X to B 

I = X to A 

Finally, Figure 2.22 shows how the 4007UB can be wired as a dual 
transmission gate that functions like a single-pole double-throw (SPDT) 
switch. In this case the circuit uses two transmission clements, but their 
control voltages arc applied in anti-phase, so that one switch opens whcn the 
other closes and vice versa. Thc X sides of the two gates are short circuited 
together to give the desired SPDT action. 

Practical circuits: linear 

Wc've already seen in Figures 2.6 and Figure 2.9 that the basic 4007UB 
MOSFETs and the CMOS invcrter can be uscd as linear amplifiers. 
F(f!;ure 2.23 shows the typical voltagc gain and frequency characteristics of the 
Iincar CMOS inverter when operated from three alternative supply rail values 
(this graph assumes that the amplificr output is feeding into the high 
impcdance of a 10 MQ/l5 pF oscilloscope probe). The output impedance of 
the open-loop amplifier typically varies from 3 kQ at 15 volts supply to 5 kQ at 
10 volts or 22 kQ at 5 volts, and it is the product of the output impedance and 
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output load capacitance that dctermincs the bandwidth of the circuit; 
increasing the output impedance or load capacitance reduces the bandwidth, 

As you would expect from the voltage transfer graph of Figure 2.8, the 
distortion characteristics of the CMOS linear amplifier are not wonderful. 
Linearity is fairly good for small-amplitude signals (output amplitudes up to 3 
\olts peak-to-peak with a 15 V supply), but the distortion then increases 
progressively as the output approaches the upper and lower supply limits. 
Unlike a bipolar transistor circuit, the CMOS amplifier does not 'clip' 
excessive sine wave signals, but progressively rounds off their peaks. 

< 10 

,'--____ -+-_---.J 

o '----__ ....:::..1 ____ ---' ____ ---' 

o 10 15 

Figure 2.24 Tlpical I D V DD ciwl'acterislirs (1/ the linear-mode ( JfOS amplifier 

Figu/'i' 2.24 shows the typical drain-currentisupply-voltage characteristics 
of the basic CMOS linear amplifier. Note that the supply current typically 
varies from 0.5 rnA at 5 volts to 12.5 rnA at 15 volts. 
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Micropower circuits 

In many applications, the quiescent supply current of the 4007U8 CMOS 
linear amplifier can be usefully reduced, at the expense of reduced amplifier 
bandwidth, by wiring external resistors in series with the source terminals of 
the two MOSFETs ofthe CMOS stage, as shown in the micropowercircuit of 
Figure 2.25. This diagram also shows the effect that different rcsistor values 
have on thc drain current, voltage gain, and bandwidth of the amplifier when 
it is operated from a 15 volt supply and has its output feeding to a 10 MQ ' 
15 pF oscilloscope probe. 
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Figure 2.25 Micropower 4()()7UB CMOS linear amplifier, showing method o{reducinr; 
lD. with measured per/ormance details 

It is important to appreciate that in the Figure 2.25 circuit these additional 
resistors add to the output impedance of the amplifier (the output impedance 
roughly equals the R I Ay product), and this impedance and the external load 
resistance/capacitance have a great clfect on the overall gain and bandwidth 
of the circuit. When using 10 Hl values for RJ, for example, if the load 
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capacitance is increased to 50 pF the bandwidth falls to about 4 kHz, but if the 
capacitance is reduced to a mere 5 pF the bandwidth increases to 45 kHz. 
Similarly, if the resistive load is reduced from 10 MQ to 10 kQ. the voltage gain 
falls to unity. Thus. for significant gain. the load resistance must be large 
relative to the output impedance of the amplifier. 

The basic (unbiased) CMOS inverter stage has an input capacitance of 
about 5 pF and an input resistance of near-infinity. Thus, if the output of the 
Figure 2.25 circuit is fed directly to such a load. it will show a voltage gain of 
about 30 and a bandwidth of 3 kHz when R\ has a value of I MQ; it will even 
give useful gain and bandwidth when R\ has a value of 10 MQ, but will 
consume a quiescent current of only 0.4 ,uA! 

The CMOS linear amplifier can be used, in either its standard or its 
micropower forms. to make a variety of fixed-gain amplifiers, mixers, 
integrators. active filters and oscillators, etc. Three typical basic applications 
are shown in Figure 2.26. 

A particularly attractive 4007UB linear application is as acrystal oscillator, 
as shown in Figure 2.27 (a). Here, the CMOS amplifier is linearly biased via 
R\ and provides 1800 phase shift, and the R,-C\-crystal-C2 pi-type crystal 
network gives an additional 1800 of phase shift at the crystal resonant 
frequency. thereby causing the circuit to oscillate. 

v+ 

R, 

in out 

V+ (a) 
v+ 

(b) (e) 

Figure 2.26 The CMOS amplifier can be used in a variety of linear inverting amplifier 
applications. Three typical examples are shown here: (a) x 10 inverting amplifier 
(b) unity-gain four-input mixer (c) integrater 
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c 1 
20-100 pF 10-30 pF 

ov 
(a) 

(b) 

Figure 2.27 Crrstal oscillator using (iii standard and I b) micropoH'er 4007UB CMOS 
Iincur inl'crfcr 

If in the above circuit you simply want the crystal to provide a I'requency 
accuracy within 0.1 per cent or so, R, can be replaced by a short-circuit and 
C,-Cz can be omitted; for ultra-high accuracy, the correct values of 
R,-C,-Cz must be individually determined (Figure 2.27 shows the typical 
range of values). In micropower applications, Rx can be incorporated in the 
CMOS amplifier, as shown in Figure 2.27 (b). If desired, the output of the 
crystal oscillator can he fed directly to the input of an additional CMOS 
inverter stage, for improved waveform shape amplitude. 

Practical circuits: as tables 

One of the most useful applications of the 4007UB is as a ring-or-three astable 
multivibrator; Figure 2.28 shows the basic configuration of the circuit. 
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Figure 2.28 This 4007 B ring-or three astable consumes 280 IlA at 6 V, J.6 mA at 10 V 
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Waveform timing is controlled by the values of R1 and C1 , and the output 
waveform A is approximately symmetrical. Note that for most of the 
waveform period the front-end (waveform B) part of the circuit operates in 
the linear mode, so the circuit consumes a significant running current. 

In practice, the running current of the Figure 2.28 4007UB astable circuit is 
higher than that of an identically configured B-series buffered CMOS IC such 
as the 4001 B, the comparative figures being 280 IIA at 6 V or 1.6 rnA at 10 V 
for the 4007UB, against 12 IIA at 6 V or 75 IIA at 10 V for the 4001 B. The 
4007U3 circuit, however, has far lower propagation delays than the 400lB 
and typically has a maximum astable operating speed that is three times 
higher than that of the 4001 B. 

The running current of the 4007UB astable can be greatly reduced by 
operating its first three stages in the micropower mode, as shown in 
Figure 2.29. This technique is of particular value in low-frequency operation, 
and the Figure 2.29 circuit in fact consumes a mere 1.511A at 6 V or 811A at 10 
V, these figures being far lower than those obtainable from any other IC in the 
CMOS range. The frequency stability of the Figure 2.29 circuit is not, 
however, very good, the period varying from 200 ms at 6 V to 80 ms at 10 V. 

;;>o_~ .. out 
12 

120 ms 

~ 
I.. 800 ms .. I 

Figure 2.30 This 4007UB asymmetrical ring-oF three astable consumes 2 IIA at 6 V, 
5 IIA at 10 V 

Figure 2.30 shows how the 4007UB can be configured as an asymmetrical 
ring-of-three astable. In this case the 'input' of the circuit is applied to 
n-channel MOSFET Q2' The circuit consumes a mere 211A at 6 V or 511A at 
10 V. 

Figure 2.31 shows how the symmetry of the above circuit can be varied by 
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Figure 2.31 This Iiual-[ime-constant l'O'sio/l oj the 4007 U B a.l["hle generates a l'ery 
narroll' output puLle 

shunting R] with the DI-R3 network, so that the ~harge and discharge times 
of C 1 are independently controlled. With the component values shown, the 
circuit produces a 300 J1S pulse once every 900 ms and consumes a mere 2 J1A at 
Ii V or 4.5 J1A at lOY. 
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Figure 2.32 This micropmler l'crsion of the 4007UB dual-time-constant astable 
consum!'s ahsolu[ely minimal cllrrems 
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Finally. to complete this look at the4007UB Ie Figllrl' 2.32 shows how the 
current consumption of the above circuit can be even further reduced by 
operating the QJ- Q4 CMOS inverter in the micropowermode. The table gives 
details of circuit performance with alternative C 1 and R3 values. This circuit 
can give years of continuous operation from a single supply battery. 



3 Inverter, gate, and logic 
circuits 

Pulse inverters, buffers. and gates ar" the most hasic elements used in digital 
electronics. When designing complex digital circuits, it is often necessary to 
work out the most economic or cost-effective way of implementing these 
clements. Sometimes it is best to use several discrete components (diodes, 
resistors, transistors, etc.) to make an clement, and at others it is best to usc a 
dedicated CMOS chip. How do you make the choice? We explain that in the 
next few pages. 

The best known logic gates are the OR, NOR, AND. NAND, EX-OR and 
EX-NOR types. Less well known is 'majority' logic which, as the name 
implies. gives an output only when the majority of an odd numher of inputs 
are high. Majority logic is useful in voting and pseudo-intelligent appli
cations. such as decision-making in robotic and security systems etc. Com
prehensive details of all these types of logic are given in this chapter. 

Buffers and inverters 

The most basic type of digital circuit is the simple pulse inverter. Figure 3.1 (a) 

shows the standard circuit symbol of tIle inverter, and Figure 3.1 (h) shows its 
truth tahle. Figure 3.1 (c) shows a discrete resistor-transistor version of the 
inverter. In digital circuits, input and output signals arc at either logic-O (low, 
or zero volts) or logic-l (high, or at full supply rail voltage) levels. Thus in 
Figure 3.1 (c), when the input is low (atlogic-O) QI is cut off and the output is 
pulled high (logic-I) via R 2 , and when the input is high Q, is driven to 
saturation and its output is pulled to /ero volts. The importance orthe Figure 
3.1 (h, truth table is that it illustrates this information in shorthand form. 

34 
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Figure 3.1 (Q) Slalldul'i! \'\111/10/ Ulld (h) 1I'IIIh lahie of a eliKila/ ill verIer. \ciliz (c! a 
l'esislol'-II'Qnsislol' \'('I'siOIl of Ihe Illlil 

The standard imcrter is the most versatile of alliogie elements. It can he 
uscd to convert an OR gate into a l\OR gate or vice versa, or to convert an 
AND gate to a NAND gate or vice versa. A pair of inverters can be used to 
make a histahle, monostable, or astable multivihrator. etc. 

Lsualiy, a practical inverter has an input impedance that is high relative to 
its output impedance, and can be used as an impedance 'buffer'. Not all 
huffers arc of'the inverting type, and Figure 3.]( a) shows the standard circuit 
symbol of a non-inverting buffer stage, which can be made hy cascading two 
inverting clements as shown in Figure 3.2( C). 

III put 

(I () 

1 1 

(0 ) 

Figure 3.2 ((I J Sl'mho/ and (h) Irlllh lahie oj'a lIoll-inverlillK huffi!1' slagI'. which can he 
IIlli/k hI' (c) cascadil1K 1\\'0 in verIer slaKes 

Inverters and buffers are readily available in dedicated CMOS IC form, 
and Figure 3.3 gives details of five popular examples. The 4041,4049, and 
4069 types use the unbuffered (UB) low-gain CMOS construction form, and 
the 4050 and 4502 use the high-gain buffered CMOS construction form. 

The 4069U B is a simple general-purpose hex (six-clement) inverter. housed 
in a 14-pin package, and has 'standard' output drive capability, Thc 4049UB 
hex inverting buffer and the 4050B hex non-inverting buffer, on the other 
hand, have high output drive capability and are specifically intended to drive 
TTL loads; they can accept input signal levels far higher than thc supply 
voltage, and so can he used to give signal-level translation between CMOS 
and TTL circuits. 
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figure 3.3 Five rOfll/lar CMOS inverter alld hl/fler ICs 

The 4041 UB also has a high output drive capability and can be used to drive 
TTL, but it cannot accept inputs greater than its supply voltage. The device is 
a quad inverting.non-inverting buffer. IL for example. an input is applied at 
pin 3, an inverted output is available at pin 2 and a non-inverted output at 
pin l. 

The 45028 is a hex inverting buffer capable of driving TTL loads. and has a 
tristate output that can be selected via pin 4. When pin 4 is low the Ie gives 
'normal' inverting operation. but when pin 4 is high all outputs go into the 
high-impedance tristate mode. The Ie also has an 'inhibit' control terminal 
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(pin 12). which is normally held low but which drives all outputs to ground (in 
the normal mode) when pin 12 is taken high. 

The basic guidance rules for using inverters and buffers in practical circuits 
are quite simple. If you need a large number of stages, use as many dedicated 
ICs as necessary. If you get to a point where you are short of just one or two 
stages. see if you can make them from spare stages of existing logic rcs (we 
show how later in this chapter) or. failing that. consider using simple resistor
transistor stages of the Figure 3.1 (c) type. 

OR and NOR gates 

Figure 3.4 (a) shows the standard sym bol of a two-input 0 R gate, and Figure 
3.4 (h.l shows its truth table. As implied by its name, the output of an OR gate 

A B out 

:=D- 0ut 

0 0 0 

0 1 1 

1 0 1 

1 1 1 

(a) 

Figure 3.4 (1/) Symbol and (b) trUl/] table of' a two-input () R gate 

goes high ifany of its inputs (A OR B etc.) go high. The simplest way to make 
an OR gate is to use a number of diodes and a single load resistor. as shown in 
the three-input OR gate of Figure 3.5. The diode OR gate is reasonably fast, 
very cost effective, and can readily be expanded to accept any number of 
inputs by simply adding one more diode to the circuit for each new input. 

A-.r-°_I:..., 110te: 01 -D3 arc [,\;4148 

D, 

out 

Figure 3.5 Thre('-input diode OR gate 

Figure 3.6( a) shows the standard symbol of a two-input NOR gate (which 
functions like an OR gate with an inverted output) and Figure 3.6! h) shows 
its truth table. 
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Figure'.7 The diode OR Rate can be conver/ed {() a NOR type hyleedinR its Olilput 
Ihrou/ih a Iransi.llOr or 1(' inFerter 

Figure 3.7 shows how a diode OR gate can be converted to a NOR type by 
feeding its output through a transistor or Ie il1\crter stage. Figure 3.8 drives 
this lesson home hy pointing out that an OR gate can be made from a NOR 
gatc plus an invcrter. or a ]\;OR gate can be made from an OR gate plus an 
inverter. 

A~out 
B-~ :=E>{>rOUl 

(a) 

A~ 
B~out : -=E>--[> out 

(b) 

Figure 3.8 All ORgatecall be madefrolll a NOR gatf'. or vice versa, by takinR {he outpU{ 
ria an inl'crter 

Figure 3.9 shows that a 1\,OR gate can be made to act as a standard inverter. 
and an OR gatc can be made to act as a non-inverting buffer. either hy 
grounding all hut one of its inputs or by connecting all inputs in parallcl. 
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Figure 3.9 A NOR gate can be converted to an inverter, and an ORf{atecan be converted 
to a non-inverting buffer 
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Figure 3. j() gives details of three popular CMOS OR gate ICs, the 4071 B 
quad two-input type, the 4075B triple three-input type, and the 4072B dual 
four-input type. When using IC OR gates, note (Figure 3.ll (a)) that the 
effective number of inputs can be reduced by grounding all unwanted inputs, 
or can be increased (Figures 3.11 (b) and 3.1l( c)) by adding more OR gates 
(either integrated or discrete) to one of the inputs. 
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ADD-B-- out 
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A ____ ---\ 
B ------J 
C --.!....,...~-L....-/ 
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Figure 3.11 The effective number a/inputs ora CMOS () R Kale can be (aj reduced by 
r;roundinK all unwanted inputs, or (b), (c; increased br addinr; more 0 R gates to one or 
the OR inpuls 

Figure 3.1;: gives details offive popular CMOS NOR gate ICs. The 4001 B. 
4025B, and 4002B are quad two-input, triple three-input, and dual four-input 
devices, respectively. The 4000B contains two three-input 1'<OR gates and a 
single inverter. and the4078B is an eight-input gate that gives an OR output at 
pin I and a NOR output at pin 13. 

Note that, since a NOR gate is equal to an OR gate with an inverted output, 
the effeetive number of inputs of a NOR gate can be increased or reduced by 
using the techniques that have already been shown in Figure 3.11. 

A design example 

Figure 3.13 illustrates a simple example of logic design using OR and NOR 
gates and inverters, the aim being to design a simple low-powered tone 
generator (driving a PB-2720 or similar acoustic transducer) that can be 
activated via anyone of four inputs. Look first at Figure 3.13 ( a ). At first sight. 
the design seems to call for the use of a four-input OR gate. with its output 
feeding to a gated tone generator. 

A suitable tone generator can be made by connecting a two-input NOR 
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gate and an inverter in the standard astable configuration shown. Hov.ever, 
this astable is gated on by low input signals, so (in FiKure 3./3 (0)) the required 
circuit action ean be obtained by interposing an inverting stage between the 
output of the four-input OR gate and the input of the astable. Thc Figure 
3.13(a) design thus calls for the usc of three ICs. 

FiKure 3.13 (h) shows a simple rationalization of the FiKure 3./3 (a) circuit 
which enables the IC count to be reduced to two. Here, the four-input OR gate 
plus inverter of Figure 3./3 (a) is replaced by a four-input NOR gate, and the 
inverter section of the astable is made from a two-input NOR gate with its 
inputs short circuited together. 
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Finally, Figure 3. 13 (c) shows how the design can be further rationalized so 
that it uses only a single Ie (a triple three-input NOR gate) and a couple of 
diodes. Here, the astable is made by converting a three-input NOR gate into a 
two-input type by short circuiting two of its inputs together, and by short 
circuiting all three inputs of another gate together to make an inverter, and the 
input gate of the circuit is converted to a four-input type by connecting a two
input diode OR gate to one of its inputs. 

AND and l\'AND gates 

Figure 3.14 shows the standard symbol and truth table of a two-input AND 
gate which, as indicated by its name. gives a high output when all of its inputs 
(A AND B etc.) go high. The simplest way to make an AND gate is to usc a 
number of diodes and a single load resitor, as shown in the three-input AND 
gate of Figure 3. 15; more inputs can be obtained by simply adding one extra 
diode for each new input. 
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Figure 3.15 Thra-inpul diode AND Kule 
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Figure 3.16 (a) Sl'Illbo/ and (h) lrulh tahle o/a Iwo-input NAND gate 

Figure 3.16(a) shows the standard symbol of a two-input NA~D gate 
(which functions like an AND gate with an inverted output) and FI~f;ure 

3.16(b) shows its truth table. Figure 3.17 shows how a NAND gate can be 
made from an A]\i[) gate and an inverter. and an AND gate can be made from 
a NAND gate and an inverter. 
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Figure 3.17 An AND gate can he madefrom aNA N D gate, or vice versa, hy taking the 
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Figure 3.18 A NAND gate can he made to act as an inverter, and an AND gate can he 
made to act as a non-inl'erting huffer 

Figure 3.18 shows that a NAND gate can be made to act as an inverter and 
an AND gate can be made to act as a non-inverting buffer, either by wiring all 
but one of the inputs to the positive (logic-I) rail or by wiring all inputs in 
paralleL 
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Figure 3.19 The effective numher oj'inputs of'an AND or NAND gate can easily be 
(a) reduced or (h) increased 
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Figure 3.19 shows that the effective number orinputs or an AND or NAND 
gate ean be (a) redueed by wiring all unwanted inputs to the positive supply 

rail, or (b) increased by wiring extra AND gates to one or the inputs. 
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Figure 3.20 Three popII/ar CJIGS A XD gare Ie" 

Figure 3.20 gives details of three popular CMOS AND gates, the 40XIB 
quad two-input type, the 4073B triple three-input type. and the 40X2B dual 
four-input type. 
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Figure 3.21 Five popular CMOS NAND gall! ICs 

Figure 3.21 gives details of five popular CMOS NAND gates. The 4011B, 
4023B, and 4012B are quad two-input, triple three-input and dual four-input 
types, respectively. The 4068B is an eight-input device with both AND and 
NAND outputs. The 40107B is a dual two-input NAND gate, housed in an 
eight-pin package, with outputs via open-drain n-channel MOSFETs that 
can sink about 136 mAo 

EX-OR and EX-NOR gates 

Figure 3.22! II) shows the standard symbol ofa two-input EX-OR (exclusive
OR) gate, and FiKure 3,]l! b) shows its truth table. The ouput of the EX-OR 
gate goes high only when the two inputs differ. A useful feature of the EX-OR 
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Figure 3.22 (a) Sl'mho/ ulld (B) truth iuhle of a two-input EX-OR gate 

gate is that it can he used as either an il1\crting or a non-invcrting amplifier hy 
wiring or switching one of its inputs either to the positive (logic-I) supply rail 
(inverting mode) or to ground (non-inverting mode). as shown in Figure 3.23. 
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Figure 3.23 Two-illpll! EX-OR gllte cOllllecied as (a) in"erting and (b) nOIl-illl'ening 
amplifier 
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Figure 3.24 (a) Symbol and (b) truth table of u nm-input EX-NOR gate 

Figure 3.24 shows the symbol and truth table ora two-input EX-NOR gate. 
This logic element is equal to an EX-OR gate with an inverted output. It gives 
a high output only when both inputs arc identical, and is very useful in logic
comparator applications. Figure 3.25 shows details of the two best known 
CMOS EX devices. the 40708 quad EX-OR gate and the 40778 quad EX
NOR gate. 

Schmitt inverters and gates 

CMOS inverters and gates arc generally intended to be driven by logic signals 
that arc in eithcr the fully high (logic-I) or fully low (logic-O) states. If inputs 
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arc allowed to linger between these two states for more than a few 
microseconds, there is a danger that the inverterigate will become unstable 
and act as a high-frequency oscillator. thereby generating false output signals. 

Conseq lIently, if'slov/ signals arc present at one or morc of the inputs of a 
CMOS logic system, these signals must be 'conditioned' (given fast rise and 
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fall times) before they are applied to the actual logic circuitry. The most useful 
conditioning element is the Schmitt trigger. and Figure 3.26 gives details of 
two popular CMOS Schmitt rcs. the 40106B hex Schmitt inverter and the 
4093B quad two-input NAND Schmitt trigger. 

A programmable gate 

Most CMOS logic rcs are dedicated devices; for example. the 4082B is a dual 
four-input AND gate and can be used as nothing but an A ND gate. One very 
useful exception to this is the 4048B multifunction 'programmable' eight
input gate. which has the functional diagram and outline shown in 
Figure 3.27. This IC has two groups of four input pins. plus an 'expansion' 
input pin. and is provided with four control (K) pins which enable the user to 
select the mode of logic operation. 
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Figure 3.27 (a) Functional diagram and (h) outline of the 4048B multifunction 
expandahle eight-input gate 

Control input pin KJ (pin 2) enables the user to select either normal (pin 2 
high) or high-impedance tristate (pin 210w) output operation. The remaining 
three binary control inputs (K a • Kb. and Kcl enable one of eight different logic 
functions to be selected. as shown by the table of Figure 3.28 (a). which also 
shows how to connect unwanted inputs in each mode of operation. Thus. to 
make the 404RB act as a normal six-input OR gate. connect the two unwanted 
inputs to ground (logic-D). and connect control pins K" and Kb to ground and 
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Figure 3.28 (a) Function table and (b) tfw eiglil basic logic configurations of the 4048B 
multifunction expilndahle eight-input gate 

Kc and Kd to the positive supply rail. The expand input (pin 15) is normally 
tied to ground. 

Eight differcnt logic functions are available from the 4048B, as shown in 
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Figure 3,28(b). Note that operation in the AND. OR. NAND. and NOR 
modes is quite conventional. but that operation in the remaining four modes 
(OR/AND. OR/NAND. AND/OR. and AND/NOR) is less self-evident. In 
the latter cases the inputs are broken into two groups of four; each group 
provides the first part of the logic function. but the pair of groups provides the 
second part of the logic function. Thus. in the OR/AND mode. the circuit 
gives a high output only if at least one input is present in the A to 0 group at 
the same time as at least one input is present in the E to H group. 

The expand input terminal of the 4048B enables ICs to be cascaded; thus. 
for example, two ICs can be made to act as a sixteen-input gate by feeding the 
output of one IC into the expand terminal of the other. Note when using 
expanded logic that the input logic feeding the expand terminal is not 
necessarily the same as the overall logic that is required. Thus an OR expand 
input is needed for expanded NOR or OR operation. a NAND expand for 
AND and NAND operation. a NOR expand for ORjAND operation. and an 
AND expand for AND/OR or AND/NOR operation. 

Majority logic 

To conclude this chapter, let's take a brieflook at a little known logic system 
known as majority logic. in which the logic unit has an odd number of inputs 
(three. five. seven etc.) and gives an output only when the majority of inputs 
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Figure 3.29 Details of the 4530B dualfive-hit majority logic gate 
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(two, three, four etc.) arc high, irrespective of lI'hich inputs arc active. This 
type oflogic is useful in some special applications, such as in voting machines 
and semi-intelligent alarms and robotic devices. For example, an alarm bell 
may sound only if at least two of three detectors indicate a 'fault' condition, or 
a robot may move only if there is more stimulus to move than there is to stand 
still. 

The best known CMOS majority logic IC is the 4530B dual five-bit unit 
(Figure 3.29), each half of which contains a five-input majority logic element 
with its output feeding to one input of an EX-NOR gate that has its other 
input (W) externally available, enabling ittobe wired as either an inverting or 
a non-inverting stage. Thus, when W is tied to logic-I, the EX-NOR stage 
gives non-inverting action and the output of the element goes high only when 
the majority of inputs arc high. When W is tied to logic-O, the EX-NOR stage 
gives an inverting action and the output of the clement goes high when the 
majority of inputs are low. 

The effective number of inputs of a 4530B can be reduced by wiring half of 
the unwanted inputs to logic-l and the other half to logic-O (Figure 3.30( a)). 
The effective number of inputs can be increased by cascading clements, as 
shown in Figure 3.30( b), taking the output of one clement to one of the inputs 
of the following element. 
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Figure 3.30 The numher ol effective inputs ol a majority logic circuit can easily be 
( a) decreased or (h) increased 

The 4530B is actually fairly hard to find. Fortunately, however, majority 
logic can easily be created by using a 3140 CMOS op-amp in the configuration 
shown in Figure 3.31, which shows a five-input circuit. Here, the op-amp 
functions as a voltage comparator, with potential divider R6-R7 applying half 
the supply volts to pin 2 of the op-amp, and the five input resistors (which are 
each connected to either ground or the positive supply rail) form a potential 
divider that applies a fraction of the supply voltage to pin 3. 

Suppose that two input resistors arc connected to logic-O and three resistors 
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Figure 3.32 Compound/ire-input op-amp majority logic gate 

go to logic-I. The three logic-I resistors have a combined (paralleled) 
impedance of 333 kn, and the two logic-O resistors have a combined 
impedance of 500 kn. so the resulting potential divider voltage on pin 3 is 
greater than half the supply volts, causing the output of the op-amp 
comparator to switch high. If, on the other hand. only two of the five inputs 
are taken to logic-I, the resulting pin 3 voltage is below half the supply value 
and the op-amp output is switched low. The circuit thus gives majority logic 
action. 

When 5 per cent resistors are used, the Figure 3.31 circuit can be given any 
number of inputs up to a maximum of eleven by simply adding one more 
I Mn resistor for each new input. The output of the circuit switches fully to 
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zero volts when the output is low, but only rises to within a couple of volts of 
the supply rail value when the output is high. In most applications this defect 
is of little importance; it docs, however, mean that clements cannot be 
cascaded to increase the effective total number of inputs. This defect can be 
overcome by using the alternative compound configuration of Figure 3.32 in 
which the output is inverted and level shifted by Q1, and the inputs to the op
amp arc transposed. The output of this circuit switches to within 50 m V of 
either supply rail, enabling units to be cascaded without limit. 



4 Bilateral switches and 
selectors 

A CMOS bilateral switch or transmission gate can be regarded as a near
perfect single-pole single-throw (SPST) electronic switch that can pass 
analogue or digital signals in either direction and can be turned on (closed) or 
off ( opened) by applying a logic-lor logic-O signal to a single high-impedance 
control terminal. Practical versions of such switches have a near-infinite off 
impedance, and a typical on impedance in the range 90 to 300 Q. 

Standard CMOS bilateral switches can be switched at rates ranging from 
near-zero to several megahertz, and have many practical uses. They can, for 
example, be used to replace mechanical switches in signal-carrying applica
tions; the bilateral switch is DC controlled and placed directly on the PCB, 
where it is needed, thus eliminating the problems of signal radiation and 
interaction that normally occur when such signals are mechanically switched 
via lengthy cables. 

At higher frequencies, CMOS bilateral switches can be used in such diverse 
applications as signal gating, multiplexing, A-D and D-A conversion, digital 
control of frequency, impedance and signal gain, the synthesis of multi gang 
potentiometers and capacitors, and the implementation of sample-and-hold 
circuits. Practical examples of most of these applications are shown later in 
this chapter. 

Several types of CMOS multiple bilateral switch IC are available. These 
range from simple types housing four independently accessible SPST bilateral 
switches, to fairly complex types housing an array of bilateral switches and 
logic networks arranged in the form of two independently accessible single
pole eight-way bilateral switches or multiplexers/demultiplexers. Before we 
take a detailed look at the range of such ICs, let's look at the basis operating 
principles and terminology of the bilateral switch. 

55 
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Figure 4.\ (a) Basic circuit and (b) equivalent circuit of the simple CMOS bilateral 
switch 

Basic principles 

Figure 4.1 shows (a) the basic circuit and (b) the equivalent circuit of a simple 
CMOS bilateral switch. Here, an n-type and a p-type MOSFET are effectively 
wired in inverse parallel (drain-to-source and source-to-drain), but have their 
gates biased in anti-phase from the control terminal via a pair of inverters. 
When the control signal is at the logic-O level, the gate ofQ2 is driven to Voo 
and the gate ofQ! is driven to Vss; under this condition both MOSFETs are 
cut off, and an effective open circuit exists between the X and Y points of the 
circuit. When, on the other hand, the control signal is set at the logic-l level, 
the gate ofQ2 is driven to Vss and the gate ofQ! is driven to Voo, and under 
this condition both MOSFETs are driven to saturation, and a near short
circuit exists between the X and Y points. 

Note that, when Q! and Q2 are saturated, signal currents can flow in either 
direction between the X and Y terminals, provided that the signal voltages are 
within the Vss-to- Voolimits. Each of the X and Y terminals can thus be used 
as either an in or an out terminal. 

In practice, Q! and Q2 exhibit a finite resistance (Ron) when they are 
saturated, and in this simple circuit the actual value of Ron may vary from 
300 Q to 1.5 kQ, depending on the magnitude of the Vss-to- Voo supply 
voltage and on the magnitude and polarity of the actual input signal. The 
simple bilateral switch can thus be represented by the equivalent circuit of 
Figure 4.1 (b). 

Figure 4.2 shows an improved version of the CMOS bilateral switch, 
together with its equivalent circuit. This circuit is similar to the above, except 
for the addition of a second bilateral switch (Q3-Q4) that is wired in series with 
Qs, with the 'well' ofQ! tied to the Qs drain. These modifications cause Q! 's 
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Figure 4.2 (a) Basic circuit and (b! equimlent circuit of the improrcd CMOS bilateral 
switch 

well to switch to Vss when the Q1-Q2 bilateral switch is off, but to be tied to 
the X input tcrminal when the switch is on. This modification reduces the on 
resistance of the Q1-Q2 bilateral switch to about 90Q and virtually eliminates 
variations in its value with varying signal voltages etc., as indicated by the 
equivalent circuit of Figure 4.2(b). The only disadvantage of the 
Figure 4.2 circuit is that it has a slightly lower leakage resistance than that of 
Figure 4.1. 

Switch biasing 

A CMOS bilateral switch can be used to switch or gate either digital or 
analogue signals, but must be correctly biased to suit the type of signal being 
controlled. Figure 4.3 shows thc basic ways of activating and biasing the 
bilateral switch. Figure 4.3 (a) shows that the switch can be turned on (closed) 
by taking the control terminal to Voo, or turned off (open) by taking the 
control terminal to Vss. 

In digital signal switching applications (Fi!;ure 4.3(b)) the bilateral switch 
can be used with a single-ended supply, with Vss to zero volts and Voo at a 
positive value equal to (or greater than) that of the digital signal (up to a 
maximum of + 18 volts). In analogue switching applications (Fi!;ure 4.3 (c)) a 
split supply (either true or effective) must be used so that the signal is held at a 
mean value of'zero' volts; the positive supply rail goes to Voo, which must be 
greater than the peak positive voltage value of the input signal, and the 
negative rail goes to Vss and must be greater than the peak negative value of 
the input signaL the supply values are limited to plus or minus 9 volts 
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\'+ \'+ r. in. out 

VIm I 
on ci71 
off SW1L~ 

f'5S out/in 

f'SS 
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Figure 4,3 Hasic methods oltllmillX the bilateral switch on and ojl ((I). alld !)(}\\w 

connectionsi!)r lise Ifith (h) digitul and (c) analoRue in/out siRnals 

maximum. Typically, the bilateral switch introduces less than 0.5 per cent 01' 
signal distortion when used in the analogue mode. 

Logic-level conversion 

Note from the above description of the analogue system that, if a split supply 
is used, the switch control signal must switch to the positive rail to turn the 
bilateral switch on, and to the negative rail to turn the switch off. This 
arrangement is inconvenient in many practical applications. Consequently. 
some CMOS bilateral switch ICs (notably the 4051B to 40538 family) have 
built-in logic-Ievcl conversion circuitry which enables the bilateral swi tches to 
be controlled hy a digital signal that switches between zero (I'ss) and positivc 
(VDD ) volts. whilc still using split supplies to give correct biasing for analogue 
operation, as shown in Figllre 4.4 

f'lllll+ vel 

Figure 4.4 SOI11(, !es li'ature internal IORic-level conversion, enah/illg (In (lllaloRlIc 
.m·itch to he c(ll/[rol/cd ria a single·ellded inpu[ 
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four-way 
multiplexer 

multiplex 
driver 

0\' 

Figure 4,5 A (our-war mulliplcxer used 10 control four LEDs ria a single clala line 

Multiplexing/demultiplexing 

A multiplexer can be regarded as any system that enables information from a 
single data line to be distributed - on a sequential time-share basis - to a 
number n of independent data lines. Figure 4.5. for example. shows how a 
four-way multiplexer (represented by a four-way switch) can be used to 
control (turn on or off) four LEOs down a single data line, 

In Figure 4.5. assume that the multiplex driver continuously sequences the 
multiplexer through the 1-2-3-4 cycle at a fairly rapid rate. and is synchro
nized to the 1-2-3-4 segments of thc data line. Thus. in each cycle. ill the I 
period LE0 1 is off: in the 2 period LE02 is on; in the 3 period LED, is on. and 
in the 4 period LE04 is off, The state of each of the four LEOs is thus 
controlled via the logic bit of the single (sequentially time-shared) data line. 

A demultiplexer is the opposite of a multiplexer. It enables information 
from a number n of independent data lines to be sequentially applied to a 
single data line. Figure 4.6 shows how a four-way demultiplexer can be used to 
feed three independent 'voice' signals down a single cable. and how a 
multiplexer can be used to convert signals back into three independent voice 
signals at the other end. In practice. each 'sample' period of the data line must 
be short relative to the period of the highest voice frequency; period I is used 
to synchroni/e the signals at the two ends of the data line. 

From the above description it can be seen that a C\10S n-channel 
multiplexer can be regarded as a single-pole n-way bilateral switch. and that a 
CMOS multiplexer can be converted into a demultiplexer by simply 
transposing the notations orthe input and output terminals. An II-way single
pole bilateral switch can thus be described as an n-channel multiplexer/ 
demultiplexer. 
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sync. 
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four-way 
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multiplex 
driver 

sync. 
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Figure 4.6 A four-way multiplexer/demultiplexer combination used 10 feed three 
independent voice signals through a single data line 

PracticalICs 

There are three major families of CMOS bilateral switch ICs. The best known 
of these comprises the 4016B/4066B types, which are quad bilateral switches, 
each housing four independently accessible SPST bilateral switches, as shown 
in Figure 4. 7. The 4016B uses the simple construction shown in Figure 4.1, and 
is recommended for use in sample-and-hold applications where low leakage 
impedance is of prime importance. The 4066B uses the improved type of 
construction of Figure 4.2, and is recommended for use in all applications 
where a low on resistance is of prime importance. 

in/out A 
A --'i-VDn 

out/in A cont. A 

--"-out/in B cont. C B 

in/out B in/outC --"-C 
cont. B out/inC 

-"-cont. D out/in D D 

VSS in/out D 

Figure 4.7 The 4016B and 4066B quad bilateral switches each act asfour independent 
SPST switches 
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channels { 4 16 VDD fi: in/out 6 2 IS 

; }'h"""'l' 
com. out/in 14 .-- 2 

o in/out --3 
channels { 7 4 13 

--- 4 4051B 
in/out 5 12 3 

~~ inhibit 6 II A 

VEE 7 10 B 

Vss 8 9 C 

input states 
on channel 

inhibit C B A 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 I I 

0 0 I 0 2 

0 0 I I 3 

0 ! 0 0 4 

0 I 0 I 5 

0 I I 0 6 

0 I I I 7 

I X X X none 

X = don't care 

Figure 4.8 The 4051 B eight-channel multiplexer/demultiplexer acts as a single-pole 
eight-way switch 

The second family of les comprises the 4051 B to 4053B types (Figures 4.8 
to 4.10). These are multichannel multiplexer/demultiplexer les featuring 
built-in logic-level conversion. These les have three 'power supply' terminals 
(VDD' Vss, and VEd. In all applications, VDD is taken to the positive supply 
rail and Vss is grounded, and all digital control signals (for channel select, 
inhibit, etc.) use these two terminals as their logic reference values, i.e. logic-1 
= VDD and logic-O = Vss. In digital signal processing applications, terminal 
VEE is grounded (tied to Vss.) In analogue signal processing applications, 
VEE must be taken to a negative supply rail; ideally, VEE = -V DD' In all cases, 
the VEE-to-VDD voltage must be limited to 18 volts maximum. 

The 4051 B (Figure 4.8) is an eight-channel multiplexer/demultiplexer, and 
can be regarded as a single-pole, eight-way bilateral switch. The Ie has three 
binary control inputs (A, B, and C) and an inhibit input. The three binary 
signals select the one of the eight channels to be turned on, as shown in the 
table. 
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y challlleb{ 0 
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lIl/out 2- 2 1') , } X channels X corn. I 
I ---2 

com, out/in 
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input states on channel 

inhibit B A X Y 
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0 1 1 3 3 
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X = don't care 

Figure 4,9 The 4052B dilferelllialjiJUr-channel multiplexer/demultiplexer acts as a 
ganged two-pole four-way Sll'itch 

r 16 VDlJ 
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L'y 14 J com. 

L' L'()]l1 4 13 av} b com. 
~-X 

-l0' ,11J . in/out -y 
in,.'nut ,-':-" 12 ax 

inhibit 6 11 A ~X 
c com. 

1'[ F 7 10 B -y 

I'ss 8 9 C 

1l1Pllt states 

A or B 
on channels 

inhibit 
or C 

0 0 ax or bx or ex. 

0 1 ay or hy- or cy 

1 X !lOlll' 

X = don'r care 

Figure 4,10 The 4053B triple two-channel mullijJlcxcr demultiplexer acts as three 
independclJ/ sillide-pole tllo-way slritches 
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The 4052B (Figure 4.9) is a differential four-channel multiplexer/ 
demultiplexer or ganged two-pole four-way bilateral switch, and the 4053B 
(Figure 4.JO) is a triple two-channel multiplexer/demultiplexer or set of threc 
independent single-pole three-way bilateral switches. 

The final family of devices comprises the 40678 and 40978 multiplexer' 
demultiplexer types (Figures 4.1 J and 4.12). These devices can be used in both 
analogue and digital applications, but do not feature built-in logic-level 
conversion. The 40678 is a sixtecn-channel device, and can be regarded as a 
single-pole sixteen-way bilateral switch. The 40978 is a differential eight
channel device. and can be regarded as a ganged two-pole eight-way bilateral 
switch. Each Ie is hOLlscd in a 24-pin dual-in-line DIL package. 

Using 40168/40668 TCs 

The 40168 and 4066B are vcry versatile lCs, but a few simple precautions 
must be taken when using them: 

Input and switching signals must never be allowed to rise above VDD or 
below Vss. 

input states 
on channel 

inhibit D C B A 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

com. in/out 24 VDD 
0 0 0 0 1 1 

0 0 0 1 0 2 
7 ~3 8 0 0 0 1 1 3 
6 '" q 

0 0 1 0 0 4 
4 :'1 10 0 0 1 0 1 5 

4 20 11 ]~ 
channels 

_ ::J 

- c 
in:/out 3 6 19 12 -55 

4067B 
7 18 13 

0 0 1 1 0 6 
0 0 1 1 1 7 

0 1 0 0 0 8 
0 1 0 0 1 9 

8 17 14 
0 1 0 1 0 10 

0 9 16 15 0 1 0 1 1 11 

A 10 15 inhibit 0 1 1 0 0 12 

B 11 14 C 0 1 1 0 1 13 

Vss 12 13 0 0 1 1 1 0 14 

0 1 1 1 1 15 

1 X X X X none 

X ::: don't carl' 

Figure 4.11 The 4067 B sixteen-channel multiplexer/demulflj)lexer UCls us a single-pole 
sixlcen switch 
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x com. in/out 24 V DD input states selected 

7 2 23 channels 
0 ,----

inhibit C B A X Y 
6 3 22 1 

0 0 0 0 0 0 
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in/out 
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0 0 0 I 1 I 

0 0 1 0 2 2 

in/out 3 6 19 4 
4097B 

2 7 18 5 

0 0 1 1 3 3 

0 1 0 0 4 4 

0 I 0 I 5 5 
8 17 Y com. in/out 0 1 1 0 6 6 

0 9 16 0 1 1 1 7 7 

A 10 15 
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7 in/out 1 X X X none 

B 11 14 C X = don't care 

Vss 12 13 inhibit 

Figure 4.12 The 4097 B differential eight-channel multiplexer/demultiplexer acts as a 
ganged two-pole eight-way switch 

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 4.13 Unused sections of the 4066B must be disabled, using anyone of the 
connections shown here 

2 Each unused section of the IC must be disabled (see Figure 4.13) either by 
taking its control terminal to VDD and wiring one of its switch terminals to 
VDD or Vss, or by taking all three terminals to Vss. 

Figures 4.14 to 4.19 show some simple applications of the 4066B (or 4016B). 
Figure 4.14 shows the device used to implement the four basic switching 
functionsofSPST, SPDT, DPST,and DPDT. Figure4.14( a) shows the SPST 
connection, which we have already discussed. The SPDT function (Figure 
4.14(b)) is implemented by wiring an inverter stage (a 400lB or 4011B etc.) 
between the ICla and IClb control terminals. The DPST switch (Figure 
4.14 (c)) is simply two SPST switches sharing a common control terminal, and 
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SPST switch 

( a) 

A~ -~_ i SPUT switch 

C (b) 

A __ ~B 

I DPST switch 
C __ ~D 

(cl 

ABU E 

Ly ~ --~ ~ DPDT switch 

C F 
(d) 

Figure 4.14 Implementation of the/our basic switching/unctions via the 4066B (leI) 

the DPDT switch (Figure 4.14( d)) is two SPDT switches sharing an inverter 
stage in the control line. 

Note that the switching functions of FiRure 4.14 can be expanded or 
combined in any desired way by using more Ie stages. Thus. a ten-pole two
way switch can be made by using five of the Figure 4.14 (d; circuits with their 
control lines tied together. 

Each 4066B bilateral switch has a typical on resistance of about 90 Q. 
Figure 4.15 shows how four standard switch elements can be wired in parallel 
to make a single switch with a typical on resistance of only 22.5 Q. 

Figures 4.16 to 4.19 shows ways of using a bilateral switch as a self-latching 
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Figure 4.15 This SPST .milch has a Irpical on resistance o/,only 22.5 ohms 

6 to 12 V + ve 

I'B I 
on

l 

out 

Figure 4.16 LilfciJillf!, push-hutton s\rirch 

device. In these circuits the switch current flows to ground via R 3 , and the 
control terminal is tied to the top of R3 via Ro. Thus. in Fi;;lIrc 4. /6. when PB 1 

is briefly closed the control terminal is pulled to the positive rail and the 
bilateral switch closes. With the bilateral switch closed, the top of R3 is at 
supply line potential and. since the control terminal is tied to R3 via R 2 • the 
bilateral switch is thus latched on. Once latched, the switch can only be turned 
off again by briefty closing PB 2 • at which point the bilateral switch opens and 
the R3 voltage falls to zero. Note here that LED1 merely indicates the state of 
the bilateral switch, and R I prevents supply line short-circuits ifPB\ and PB2 

are both closed at the same time. 
Figure 4.!7 shows how the above circuit can he made to operate as a 

latching touch-operated switch by increasing R2 to I () Mn and using R4 -C 1 as 
a 'hum' Illtcr. 

Figures 4.IR and 4.19 show alternative ways or using the Fi;;lIre 4.16 circuit 
to connect power to external circuitry. The Fi;;ure 4.18 circuit connects the 
power via a voltage-rollower stage, and the Figure 4.19 design connects the 
power via a common-emitter amplifier. 
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Figure 4.17 Latching touch switch 

+ I'supply (6 to 15 V) 
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load 

OV 

Figure 4.18 Latching push-hutton power switch 

Digital control circuits 

Bilateral switches can be used to digitally control or vary effective values of 
resistance, capacitance, impedance, amplifier gain, oscillator frequency, etc. 
in any desired number of discrete steps. Figure 4.20 shows how the four 
switches ofa single 4066Bcan, by either short circuiting or not short circuiting 
individual resistors in a chain, be used to vary the effective total value of the 
resistance chain in sixteen digitally controlled steps of 10 kQ each. 
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Figure 4.19 Alternative version of the latching power switch 
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Figure 4.20 Sixteen-step digital control of resistance. R can be varied from zero to 
150 ill in 10 ill steps 

In practice, the step magnitudes of the Figure 4.20 circuit can be given any 
desired value (determined by the value of the smallest resistor) as long as the 
four resistors are kept in the ratio I :2:4:8. The number of steps can be 
increased by adding more resistor/switch stages; thus, a six-stage circuit (with 
resistors in the ratio (I :2:4:8: 16:32) will give resistance variation in 64 steps. 
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Figure 4.21 Sixteen-step digital control of capacitance. C can be varied from zero 10 

15 I1F in 111F steps 

Figure 4.21 shows how four switches can be used to make a digitally 
controlled capacitor that can be varied in sixteen steps of I nF each. Again, 
the circuit can be expanded to give more steps by simply adding more stages. 

Note that in the Figures 4.20 and 4.21 circuits the resistor/capacitor values 
can be controlled by opera tin g the 40668 swi tches man ually, or au toma tically 
via simple logic networks, or via up/down counters (see Chapter 8), or via 
microprocessor controL etc. 

Thc circuits of Figures 4.20 and 4.21 can be combined in a variety of ways to 
makc digitally controlled impedance and filter networks etc. Figure 4.22, for 
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Figure 4.22 AllernalinK ways (;fusing Figure 4.20 or Figure 4.21 10 make a digitally 
conlrolledfirsl-ordcr IOH'-pass Jilter 
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4.20 
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Figure 4.23 /)igirai control a/gain, using the Figure 4.20 cirellif. (Jain is variable from 
::.ero to unify in sixtecn steps 

example, shows two alternative ways of using them to make a digitally 
controlled first-order low-pass filter. 

Digital control of amplifier gain can be obtained by hooking the Figure 4.20 
circuit into the feedback or input path of a standard op-amp inverter circuit, 
as shown in Figures 4.23 and 4.24. The gain of such a circuit equals Rr/ Rin, 
where Rr is the feedback resistance and Rin is the input resistance. Thus in 
Figure 4.23 the gain can be varied from zero to unity in sixteen steps of 1/ 15th 
each, giving a sequence 01'0/15 (i.e. zero), 1/15,2/15, etc. up to 14/15 and 
(finally) IS IS (i.c. unity). 

In the Figurr 4.24 circuit the gain can be varied from unity to 16 in sixteen 
steps. gi\ing a gain sequence of I, 2, 3, 4, 5, ctc. 1'\ote that in both of these 
circuits the op-amp uses a split power supply, so the 4066B control voltage 
must switch bet ween the negative and positive supply rails. 

Figurr 4.25 shows how the Figure 4.20 circuit can be used to vary the 
frequency of a 555 astablc oscillator in sixteen discrete steps. Finally, 
Figure 4.26 shows how three bilateral switches can be used to implement 

in 

Figure 
4,20 

160 kn 

out 

Figure 4.24 Digital control afgain, lIsing the Figure 4.20 circllit. Gain is variable from 
IInity to 16 in si\/ccn steps 
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+9V 

Figure 4.25 Digital control of 555 astable frequency, in sixteen steps 

digital control of decade range selection of a 555 astable oscillator. Here, only 
one of the switches must be turned on at a time. Naturally, the circuits of 
Figures 4.25 and 4.26 can easily be combined, to form a wide-range oscillator 
that can be digitally controlled via a microprocessor or other device. 

+ 9 V 

555 

3 

le l is 4066B 

Figure 4.26 Digital control of decade range selection of a 555 astable 
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Synthesized mUltigang potentiometers 

One of the most useful applications of the bilateral switch is in synthesizing 
multigang rheostats, potentiometers, and variable capacitors in AC signal 
processing circuitry. The synthesizing principle is quite simple and is 
illustrated in Figure 4.27. which shows the circuit of a four-gang 10-100 kQ 
rheostat for use at signal frequencies up to about 15 kHz. 

Rr 1 
100 ki1 

MiS rath) 

10 krt. 

+ 12 V 

\ 
.JC.JIC 

variable ~-1/S ratio 
output 

c 

t 
RV~t 

D I I):"'"1'\)414S 
L-__ ~..-~-'- Llil rh','ostats variable 

fTOm 10 kil to 100 kn viaRV 1 

Figure 4.27 Svnthesized precision jimr-gang 'rheostat' 

Ie: is 40()(iB 

Here, the 555 is used to generate a 50 kHz rectangular wave form that has its 
markspacc (MiS) ratio variable from II: I to I: II via RV" and this waveform 
is used to control the switching of the 4066B stages. All of the 4066B switches 
are fed with the same control waveform, and each switch is wired in series with 
a range resitor (RJ' Rh, etc), to form one gang of the 'rheostat' between the aa, 
bb, cc, and dd terminals. 

Remembering that the switching rate of this circuit is fast (50 kHz) relative 
to the intended maximum signal frequency (15 kHz), it can be seen that the 
mean or effective value (when integrated over a few switching cycles) of each 
rheostat resistance can be varied via MIS ratio control RV j • 

Thus, ifIC2a is closed for 90 per cent and open for 10 per cent of each duty 
cycle (MIS ratio = 9: I), the apparent (mean) value of the aa resistance will be 
10 per cent greater than Ra. i.e. 10 kQ. If the duty cycle is reduced to 50 per 
cent. the apparent Ra value will double to 18.2 kQ. If the duty cycle is further 
decreased. so that IC 2a is closed for only 10 per cent of each duty cycle (MIS 
ratio = I :9), the apparent value of Ra will increase by a decade to 91 kQ. Thus 
the apparent value of each gang of the rheostat can be varied via RV1 • 

There are some important points to note about thc ahove circuit. First, it 
can be given any desired number of , gangs' by simple adding an appropriate 
number of switch stages and range resistors. Since all switches are controlled 
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by the same M'S ratio waveform, perfect tracking is automatically assured 
between the gangs. T ndividual gangs can be given different ranges, without 
affecting the tracking, by giving them different range resistor values. Also, 
note that the "sweep' range and "law' of the rheostats can be changed by simply 
altering the characteristics of the M,'S ratio generator. 

]\iote that in the above circuit the switching control frequency must be far 
higher than the maximum signal frequency that is to be handled, or the circuit 
will not perform correctly. 

The rheostat circuit of Figure 4.27 can be made to function as a mUltigang 
variable capacitor by using ranging capacitors in place of ranging resistors. In 
this case, however. the apparent capacitance value decreases as the duty cycle 
is decreased. 

The Figure 4.27 principle can be expanded to make synthesized mUltigang 
potentiometers by using the basic technique shown in Figure 4.28. Here, in 
each gang, two rheostats are wired in series but have their switch control 
signals fed in anti-phase, so that one rheostat value increases as the other 
decreases, thus giving a variable potential divider action. This basic circuit 
can be expanded to incorporate any desired number of gangs by simply 
adding more double-rheostat stages. 

control 
input 

b 

Figure 4.2R Sl'nthesi::ed precision tH'o-f{anf{ 'potentiometer' 

Miscellaneous applications 

b 

l-J 
~~L Jt~ 

b 

To complete this look at the CMOS bilateral switch, Figures 4.29 and 4.30 
show a couple of miscellaneous fast-switching applications of the device. 
Figure 4.29 shows how it can be used as a sample-and-hold element. The 3140 
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Figure ,t29 Clil/g iI hilataal ,\witch as a sample-ill/iI-llold elelnel1t 

CMOS op-amp is used as a voltage follower and has a ncar-infinite input 
impedance, and the 40 16B switch also has a ncar-infinite impedance when 
open, Thus. when the 40 16B is closed, the IOn F capacitor rapidly follows all 
variations in input voltage. but when the switch opens the prevailing 
capacitance charge is stored and the resulting voltage remains available at the 
op-amp output. 
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I I 

-LVLsv 
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Figure 4.30 Using the 4066B to implement (I ramp generator circuit 

Finally, Figure 430 shows a bilateral switch used in a linear ramp 
generator. Here, the op-amp is used as an integrator, with its non-inverting 
pin biased at 5 volts via R ,-R 2 , so that a constant current of 5 IlA flows into the 
inverting pin via R, When the bilateral switeh is open, this current linearly 
charges capacitor C, causing a rising ramp to appear at the op-amp output. 
When the bilateral switch closes, C is rapidly discharged via R3 and the output 
switches down to 5 volts, 

The basic Figure 4,30 circuit is quite versatile, The switching can be 
activated automatically via a free-running oscillator or via a voltage trigger 
circui L Bias levels can be shifted by changi ng the R, - R 2 v~tlllCS or can be 
switched automatically via another 4066B stage. enabling a variety of ramp 
wavcl'orms to bc generated. 
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The square-wave generator is one of the most basic circuit blocks used in 
modern electronics. It can be used for flashing LED indicators, for generating 
audio and alarm tones, or, if its leading and trailing edges are really sharp, for 
clocking logic or counter/divider circuitry. Thus a clock generator can be 
simply described as a high-quality square-wave or trigger-waveform 
generator. 

Practical square-wave and clock generator circuits are easy to design, and 
can be based on a wide range of semiconductor technologies, including the 
humble bipolar transistor, the op-amp, the 555 timer IC, and CMOS logic 
elements. In the present volume, we'll confine the subject entirely to CMOS 
based designs. 

Inexpensive CMOS logic ICs such as the 4001 B, 4011 B, and 4093B can 
easily be used to make very inexpensive but highly versatile clock generator 
circuits. They can be designed to give symmetrical or non-symmetrical 
outputs, and can be of the free-running or the gated types. In the latter case, 
they can be designed to turn on with either logic-O or logic-l gate signals, and 
to give either a logic-O or a logic-l output when in the off mode. These very 
inexpensive CMOS circuits can even be used as simple voltage-controlled 
oscillators (YCOs) or as frequency-modulated oscillators. 

If the reader wants really good YCO operation from a square-wave 
generator, with excellent linearity and versatility, he can turn to the slightly 
more expensive 4046B phase-locked-loop CMOS IC We'll look at some 
practical applications of the 4046B later in this chapter. In the meantime, let's 
look at some basic CMOS astable clock generator circuits. 
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note 
leI = 4001B, or 

4011B, etc. 
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Figure 5.1 laj Circuit and waveforms of basic two-stage 1 kHz CMOS astable. 
(b) Ways of connecting a two-input NAND (4011 B) or NOR (4001B) gate as an inverter 

CMOS astable basics 

The simplest way to make a CMOS square-wave generator is to wire two 
CMOS inverter stages in series and use the C-R feedback network shown in 
the basic two-stage astable circuit of Figure 5.I(a). This circuit generates a 
good square-wave output from IC1b (and a not-quite-so-good anti-phase 
square-wave output from ICta), and operates at about I kHz with the 
component values shown. The circuit is suitable for usc in many (but not all) 
clock generator applications, and operates as follows. 

In Figure 5.1 (a) the two inverters are wired in series, so the output of one 
goes high when the other goes low and vice versa. Time-constant network 
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C,-R, is wired between the outputs ofIC, band IC la . with the C,-R I junction 
fed to the input of the IC la inverter stage. Suppose initially that C I is fully 
discharged, and that the output ofIC, b has just switched high (and the output 
of IC la has just switched low). 

Under this condition, the CI-R I junction voltage is initially at full positive 
supply volts, driving the output ofIC, a hard low, but this voltage immediately 
starts to decay exponentially as C, charges up via R" until eventually it falls 
into the linear transfer voltage range ofIC, a, making its output start to swing 
high. This swing is amplified by inverter IC I b, initiating a regenerative action 
in which Ieh output switches abruptly to the low state (and IC 1a output 
switches high). This switching action makes the charge of C1 try to apply a 
negative voltage to the input ofICla , but the built-in protection diodes ofIC la 

prevent this and instead discharge C,. 
Thus, at the start of the second cycle, C I is again fully discharged, so in this 

case the C I -R I junction is initially at zero volts (driving IC I a output high). 
However. the voltage then rises exponentially as C I charges up via R I , until 
eventually it rises into the linear transfer voltage range of IC la . This initiates 
another regenerative switching action in which IC, b output switches high 
again (and IC la output switches low), and C I is initially discharged via the 
IC Ia input protection diodes. The operating cycle then continues ad infinitum. 

The operating frequency of the above circuit is inversely proportional to 
the C-R time constant (the period is roughly lAC R), and so can be raised by 
lowering the values of either C I or R I . C, must be a non-polarized capacitor 
and have any value from a few tens of picofarads to several microfarads, and 
R, can have any value from about 4.7 kQ to 22 MQ: the astable operating 
frequency can vary from a fraction of a hertz to about I MHz. For variable
frequency operation, wire a fixed and a variable resistor in series in the R, 
position. 

Note at this point that each of the inverter stages of the Figure 5.1 ( a) circuit 
can be made from a single gate of a 4001 B quad two-input NOR gate or a 
4011 B quad two-input NAND gate etc. by using the connections shown in 
Figure 5.J(b). Thus each of these ICs can provide two astable circuits. Also 
note that the inputs of all unused gates in these ICs must be tied to one or other 
of the supply line terminals. The Figure 5.1 (a) astable (and all other astables 
shown in this chapter) can be used with any supplies in the range 3 V to 18 V; 
the zero volts terminal goes to pin 7 of the 4001 B or 40 II B, and the positive 
terminal goes to pin 14. 

The output of the Figurl' 51(a) astable switches (when lightly loaded) 
almost fully between the zero and positive supply rail values. but the CI-R I 
junction voltage is prevented from swinging below zero or above the positive 
supply rail levels by the built-in clamping diodes at the input of IC la . This 
factor makes the operating frequency somewhat dependent on supply rail 
voltages. Typically. the frequency falls by about 0.8 per cent for a 10 per cent 
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rise in supply voltage: if the frequency is normalized with a 10 V supply, the 
frequency falls by 4 per cent at 15 V or rises by 8 per cent at 5 V. 

The operating frequency of the Figure 5.1 (aJ circuit is also influenced by 
the transfer voltage value of the individual lela inverter/gate that is used in 
the astable, and can be expected to vary by as much as 10 per cent between 
different les. The output symmetry of the square waveform also depends on 
the transfer voltage valuc, and in most cases the circuit will give a non
symmetrical output. In most non-precision and hobby applications these 
defects are. however. of little practical importance. 

note 

Ie I = 4001 B or 4011 B 

out 

JUU1.. +vc
Oy 

Figure 5.2 This compensaled version of the I kHz astable has excellent frequency 
stahility 

Astable variations 

Some of the defects of the Figure 5.1 (a) circuit can bc minimized by using the 
'compensated' astable of Figure 5.2 in which R, is wired in series with the 
input ofIe l ". This resistor must have a value that is large relative to R I , and 
its main purpose is to allow the CI-R I junction to swing freely below the zero 
and above the positive supply rail voltages during the astable operation and 
thus improve the frequency stability of the circuit. Typically, when Rz is ten 
times the value of Rio the frequency varies by only 0.5 per cent when the 
supply voltage is varied between 5 and 15 volts. An incidental benefit of R2 is 
that it gives a slight improvement in the symmetry of the astable output 
waveform. 

The basic and compensated astahle circuits of Figures 5.1 and 5.2 can be 
built with a good number of detail variations, as shown in Figures 5.3 to 5.6. In 
the basic astable circuit, for example, CI alternately charges and discharges 
via RI and thus has a fixed symmetry. Figures 5.3 to 5.5 show how the basic 
circuit can be modified to give alternate CI charge and discharge paths and 
thus to allow the symmetry to be varied at will. 

The Figure 5.3 circuit generates a highly non-symmetrical waveform, 
equivalent to a fixed pulse delivered at a fixed tirnebase rate. Here, CI charges 
in one direction via R, in parallel with the 0 1 - R I combination, to generate the 
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notl' 

IC I = 4001 B (If 40 I In 

II ,+Vl' 

.J ~ OV 

Figure 5.3 !v/odi/."vinR Ihe astable to give a non-symmetrical (!Ulpu/.· mark is controlled 
by the parailell'alues of R I and R, space is controiled by R, (mil" 

mark or pulse part of the waveform, but discharges in the reverse direction via 
R2 only, to give the space between the pulses. 

Figure 5.4 shows the modifications for generating a waveform with 
independently variable mark and space times; the mark is controlled by R 1 -

RV1-D1, and the space by R j -RVr D 2 . 

note IC I = 4001B or 4011B 

I .... mark .. I. space .. I 

J I+ ve 
L-__ ....... 0\ 

Figure 5.4 This aSlilhie has independently variable mark and space limes 

note: 

iC l =4001Bor4011B 

out 

Figure 5.5 The mark/space rlllio of this astable isfu//y variable/rom 1.11 10 11:1 via 
RV I; frequencv is almosl cons/ant at about 1 kHz 
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Figure 5.5 shows the modifications to give a variable-symmetry or MIS 
ratio output while maintaining a near-constant frequency. Here, C\ charges 
in one direction via D2 and the lower half of RV j and R2 , and in the other 
direction via D\ and the upper half of RV\ and R I . The MIS ratio can be 
varied over the range 1: 11 to 11: 1 via RV\. 

voltage-control 
ll1put 

OV 

Figure 5.6 Simple VCO circuit 

voltage control (set 
input cut-off 

I voltage) 

rJn OV 

note 

IC I ~ 400lB or 401 IB 

n n n +ve 
.....J U U LOV 
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note: 

IC , =4001Bor4011B 

n n n +ve 
-----I U U L.O V 

I-----l 
cut-off 

Figure 5.7 Special-effects VCO which cuts off' when Yin/ails helow a preset value 

Finally, Figures 5.6 and 5.7 show a couple of ways of using the basic astable 
circuit as a very simple veo, The Figure 5.6 circuit can be used to vary the 
operating frequency over a limited range via an external voltage. R2 must be 
at least twice as large as R\ for satisfactory operation. the actual value 
depending on the required frequency-shift range: a low R2 value gives a large 
shift range, and a large R z value gives a small shift range. The Figure 5.7 circuit 
acts as a special-effects veo in which the oscillator frequency rises with input 
voltage, but switches off completely when the input voltage falls below a value 
preset by RV\. 
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Gated astable circuits 

All of the astable circuits of Figure 5.1 to 5.5 can be modified for gated 
operation, so that they can be turned on and off via an external signal, by 
simply usinga two-input NAND (401IB) or NOR (400IB) gate in place ofthe 
inverter in the lela position and by applying the input gate control signal to 
one of the gate input terminals. Note, however, that the 4001B and the 4011 B 
give quite different types of gate control and output operation in these 
applications, as shown by the two basic versions of the gated asta ble in Figures 
5.8 and 5.9. 

gate II +ve 

---1 I-ov 
I 

out h ".., ni + ve 
--.-J UU U Lov 

gate ---r--l 
out 

lei = 4011B 

Figure 5.8 This gated astable has a normally low output and is gated on by a high 
(logic-]) inpu t 

+ ve 

Ie] ~ 4001B 

gate _"'--->' out 

-:-l ,+ve 
gate ~ OV 

--i n n n r+--+ ve 
out U U U u: 0 V 

Figure 5.9 This version o/the gated astable has a normally high output and is gated by a 
low (logic-O) input 

Note specifically from these two circuits that the NAND version is gated on 
by a logic-I input and has a normally low output, while the NOR version is 
gated on by a logic-O input and has a normally high output. R2 can be 
eliminated from these circuits if the gate drive is direct coupled from the 
output of a preceding CMOS logic stage, for example. 
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Note that in the basic gated astable circuits of Figures 5.8 and 5.9 the output 
signal terminates as soon as the gate drive is removed; consequently, any noise 
present at the gate terminal also appears at the outputs of these circuits: 
Figures 5.10 and 5.1 J show how to modify the circuits so that they produce 
noiseless outputs. 
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Figure 5.10 Semi-Ia{(:hing or noiseless galed aSli1hle eireuil. wilh logic-l gale inpul and 
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Figure 5.11 Alternative semi-Ialching galed astable. II'ith logic-O gate influt and 
normally high output 

Here, the gate signal of Ie Ja is derived from both the outside world and 
from the output ofIC I b via diode 0 R gate OJ-OrR2' As soon as the circuit is 
gated from the outside world via O 2 the output of ICJb reinforces or self
latches the gating via D J for the duration of one half astable cycle, thus 
eliminating any effects of a noisy outside world signal. The outputs of these 
semi-latching gated astable circuits are thus always complete numbers of half 
cycles, 
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Ring-of-three-astable 

The two-stage astable circuit is a good general-purpose square-wave 
generator. However, it is not always suitable for direct use as a clock 
generator with fast-acting counting and dividing circuits, since it tends to pick 
up and amplify any existing supply line noise during the 'transitioning' parts 
of its operating cycle and to thus produce output square waves with distorted 
leading and trailing edges. A far better type of clock generator circuit is the 
ring-of-three astable shown in Figure 5.12. 

out 

IC I = 400lB or 401 IB 

JlJlJL +ve 

OV 

Figure 5.12 This ring-ol-three astable makes an excellent clock generator 

The Figure 5.12 ring-of-three circuit is similar to the basic two-stage 
astable, except that its input stage (lCla-IC I b) acts as an uItra-high-gain non
inverting amplifier and its main timing components (CI-RI) are transposed 
(relative to the two-stage astable). Because of the very high overall gain of the 
circuit, it produces an excellent and distortion-free square-wave output, ideal 
for clock generator use. 

The basic ring-of-three astable can be subjected to all the design 
modifications that we've already looked at for the basic two-stage astable, e.g. 
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input IC I = 4011B 

out 

gate ---r-l-+ ve 

OV 
I ' --.llJlnJL+ ve 

out 
OV 

Figure 5.13 This gated ring-ol-three astable is gated by a logic-l input and has a 
normally low output 
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it can be used in either basic or compensated form and can give either a 
symmetrical or a non-symmetrical output. The most interesting variations of 
the circuit occur, however, when it is used in the gated mode, since it can be 
gated via either the leI b or the Ie le stages. Figures 5.13 to 5.16 show four 
variations on this gating theme. 

Thus the Figure 5.13 and 5.14 circuits are both gated on by a logic-l input 
signal, but the Figure 5.13 circuit has a normally low output whereas that of 
Figure 5.14 is normally high. Similarly the Figure 5.15 and 5.16 circuits are 
both gated on by a logic-O signal, but the output of the Figure 5.15 circuit is 
normally low whereas that of Figure 5.16 is normally high. 
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Figure 5.14 This gated ring-of-three astable is gated by a logic-l input and has a 
normally high output 
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Figure 5.15 This gated ring-of-three astable is gated bl' a logic-O input and has a 
normally low output 
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Figure 5.16 This gated ring-of-three astable is gated by a logic-O input and has a 
normally high output 

The Schmitt astable 

An excellent astable clock generator can also be made from a single CMOS 
Schmitt inverter stage. Suitable ICs for use in this application are the 401 06B 
hex Schmitt inverter, and the 4093B quad two-input NAND Schmitt trigger 
(see Figure 3.26). In the latter case, each NAND gate of the 4093B can be used 
as an inverter by simply disabling one of its input terminals, as shown in the 
basic Schmitt astable circuit of Figure 5.17. 

V+ 

Cj R, 

10nFI 100kQ 
OV 

Figure 5.17 Basic Schmitt astable 

out ..J1J1..J" 

The Schmitt astable circuit gives an excellent performance, with very clean 
output edges that are unaffected by supply line ripple and other pertur
bations. The operating frequency is determined by the C ,-R, values, and can 
be varied from a few cycles per minute to I MHz or so. The circuit action is 
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Figure 5.18 Gated Schmitt astahle 

such that C1 alternately charges and discharges via R 1, without switching the 
C 1 polarity; Clean thus be a non-polarized component. 

Figure 5.18 shows how the above 4093B-based astable circuit can be 
modified so that it can be gated on and offvia an external signal. Note that the 
circuit is gated on by a high (logic-I) input, but gives a high output when it is in 
the gated-off state. 

The basic astable circuit of Figure 5.17 generates an inherently symmetrical 
square-wave output. The circuit can be made to produce a non-symmetrical 
output by providing its timing capacitor with alternate charge and discharge 
paths, as shown in the circuits of Figures 5.19 and 5.20. The Figure 5.19 circuit 
produces a fixed MIS ratio output. The MIS ratio ofthe Figure 5.20 circuit can 
be varied over a wide range via RV1 . 

v+ 

Figure 5.19 Astahle with non-symmetrical M/ S ratio 

A CMOS 555 IC 

Most readers will know that the popular 555 timer IC can be wired in the 
astable mode and used to generate excellent square-wave output signals. They 
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v+ 

P----r-.... out 

Figure 5.20 1.lluhl1' wilh variable MiS ratio 

gnu v+ 

trigger discharge 

out threshold 

reset control 

Figure 5.21 Outline of the ICM7555 CMOS 555 IC 

+ 12 V 

3 
out 

Figure 5.22 Basic 7555 astable 

may not know that a CMOS version of this device is also available, and is 
known as the ICM7555. Figure 5.21 shows the outline of this IC and Figure 
5.22 shows how it can be used in the basic astable mode. 

The action of the Figure 5.::2 basic astable is such that C 1 alternately 
charges via R ,-R2 and discharges via R2 only, generating an excellent near
symmetrical square-wave output that is suitable for use as a clock waveform. 
Note that Rz acts as the main time-constant resistor and can have any value 
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from about 4 kQ to 22 MQ; C 1 is the time-constant capacitor and can have any 
value from a few picofarads to many hundreds of microfarads. and may be of 
the polarized or non-polarized types. 

The astable circuit can only work ifpin 4 is tied to the positive supply rail; if 
pin 4 is grounded, the astable is disabled. The astable can thus be used in the 
gated mode by simply wiring pin 4 as shown in Figure 5.23. 

The basic astable circuit generates an almost symmetrical output 
waveform. It can be made to generate a non-symmetrical waveform in a 
variety of ways. Figure 5.24 shows one useful v:triation. In this case C1 
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alternately charges via Rl-R J and D 2 , and discharges via Dl-RVI and R 2 ; the 
output waveform symmetry of this circuit is thus fully variable via R V,. 

4046B veo circuits 

To complete this look at eMOS square-wave and clock generator circuits, 
let's consider some practical yeo (voltage-controlled oscillator) applica
tions of the 40468 phase-lacked-loop (PLL) IC Figure 5.25 shows the 
internal block diagram and pin-outs of this chip, which contains a couple of 
phase comparators, a yeO, a zener diode, and a few other bits and pieces. 

For our present purpose, the most important part of the chip is the yeO 
section. This is a highly versatile device. It produces a well-shaped symmetri
cal square-wa ve output has a top-end frequency limit in excess of I MHz, has 
a voltage-to-frequency linearity of about I per cent and can easily be scanned 
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Figure 5.25 ll11crna/ Mock dial!.wm and pin-outs of the 4046B 
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through a 1 000000: 1 range by an external voltage applied to the yeO input 
terminal. The frequency of the oscillator is governed by the value of a 
capacitor (minimum value 50 pF) connected between pins 6 and 7, by the 
value of a resistor (minimum value 10 kQ) wired between pin II and ground, 
and by the voltage (any value from zero to the supply voltage value) applied to 
yeO input pin 9. 

+ 9 V (regulated) 

Rf'j 

100 H2 
frequency' 

Figure 5.26 Basic wide-range VCO, .Ipanning near-::,ero [0 roughly 5 kHz via RY,. 

Figure 5.26 shows the simplest possible way of using the 40468 yeO as a 
voltage-controlled square-wave generator. Here, CI-R I determines the 
maximum frequency that can be obtained (with the pin 9 voltage at 
maximum) and R VI controls the actual frequency by applying a control 
voltage to pin 9: the frequency falls to a very low value (a fraction of a hertz) 

+ 9 V (regulated) 

Rf' j 

4046B 100 kr2 
out __ frequt'lll') 

4L, ______ -, ____ .-~ 
II 

Figure 5.27 The /i'equenc)' 0/ [his VCO is variahle all [he way dOH'n [() zero 
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with pin 9 at zero volts. The effective voltage-control range of pin 9 varies 
from roughly I Y below the supply value to about I Y above zero, and gives a 
frequency span of about I 000 000: I. Ideally, the circuit supply voltage should 
be regulated. 

It was stated above that the frequency falls to near-zero when the input 
voltage of the Figure 5.26 circuit is reduced to zero. Figure 5.27 shows how the 
circuit can be modified so that the frequency falls all the way to zero with zero 
input, by wiring high-value resistor R2 between pins 12 and 16. Note here that, 
when the frequency is reduced to zero, the yeo output randomly settles in 
either a logic-O or a logic-I state. 

+ 9 V (regulated) 

7 16 
3 

RVj 
4046B 100 kn 

out 
4 

frequency 

12 
R1 R, 
68kn 4.7 Mn 

Figure 5.28 Restricted-range VCO, with jYequency variable from roughly 72 Hz /0 

5 kHz via RV,. 

Figure 5.28 shows how the pin 12 resistor can alternatively be used to 
determine the minimum operating frequency of a restricted-range yeo. 
Here, fmin is determined by C, -R 2 , and fmax is determined by C, and the 
parallel resistance of R1 and R2 • 

Figure 5.29 shows an alternative version of the restricted-range yeo in 
whiehj~ax is controlled by C ,-R" andj~in is determined by C] and the series 
combination of R] and R2 • Note that, by suitable choice of the R] and Rz 
values, the circuit can be made to span any desired frequency range from I: I 
to near-infinity. 

Finally, it should be noted that the yeO section of the 4046B can be 
disabled by taking pin 5 of the package high (to logic-I) or enabled by taking 
pin 5 low (to logic-O). This feature makes it possible to gate the yeO on and 
off via external signals. Thus, Figure 5.30 shows how the basic yeo circuit 
can be gated via a signal applied to an external inverter stage, Alternatively, 
Figure 5.31 shows how one of the internal phase comparators of the 4046B 
can be used to provide gate inversion, so that the yeo can be gated via an 
external voltage applied to pin 3. 
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+ 9 V (regulated) 
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Figure 5.29 Alternative version of the restricted-ranxe VCO. fmax is controlled by 
C,-R,. fmin by C,-(R, + R z ) 
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Figure 5.30 Gated wide-range VCO. using an external gate inverter 

Bistable circuits 

Strictly speaking. a clock generator can be any circuit that generates a clean 
(noiseless. v.ith sharp leading and trailing edges) waveform suitable for 
clocking modern fast digital counter/divider circuitry. Thus a clock generator 
can take the form of a simple Schmitt trigger that converts a sine-wave input 
into a good square-wave outllut. or a square-wave generator of the type 
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ic~ate +l)\' 
1I1 
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Figure 5.31 Gated widc-ranKc VCO. using one o/the internal phasc ('oll/pam/ors as a 
galt! inverter 

already described in this chapter, or of a monostable pulse generator of the 
type described in chapter 6, and so on. 

One particularly useful type of clock generator is the simple R-S (reset-set) 
bistable (also known as the R-S flip-flop), which can be used to deliver a single 
clock pulse each time the available one of its two input terminals is activated, 
either electronically or via a push-button switch. Figures 5.32 to 5.35 show 
four ways of making such bistables, using pairs of 4001 B or 40 II B gates. 

The bistable circuit of Figure 5.32 is triggered by positive-going input 
pulses, ,!nd is designed around 4001 B NOR-type gates. Figure 5.33 shows how 
the circuit can be modified for push-button triggering. 

The bistable circuit of Figure 5.34 is triggered by negative-going input 
pulses, and is designed around 4011 B NAND-type gates. Figure 5.35 shows 
the circuit modified for push-button triggering . 

.'\Iote that, in all the above circuits, once the bistable has been set its state 
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Figure 5.32 Pulsc-/riKgercd NOR histable 
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Figure 5.35 Manually triggered NAND bistable 
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can not be altered until the reset terminal is activated, and once it has been 
reset its state cannot be altered until the set terminal is activated. Also note 
that each circuit provides a pair of anti-phase outputs. Finally, note that other 
types of flip-flop circuits are discussed in depth in Chapter 7. 



6 Pulse generator circuits 

In digital electronics the two most commonly used types of waveform are the 
free-running or gated square wave, and the triggered or one-shot pulse 
waveform. We dealt with square-wave generator circuits in Chapter 5. This 
chapter deals exclusively with pulse generator circuits. 

Pulse generator basics 

Professional and amateur circuit designers often have to devise means of 
generating pulse waveforms in various parts of a circuit. Sometimes they 
simply need to generate a pulse of non-critical width on the arrival of the 
leading or trailing edge of an input square wave. as shown in Figure 6.1, and in 
such cases they may use a circuit element known as a half-monos table or edge 
detector. At other times they may need to generate a pulse of precise width on 
the arrival of a suitable trigger signal, and in such cases they may usc a 
standard monostable or one-shot multi vibrator circuit. 

In the standard monostable circuit, the arrival of the trigger signal initiates 
an internal timing cycle which causes the monostable output to change state 
at the start of the timing cycle, but to revert back to its original state on 
completion of the cycle, as shown in Figure 6.2. 

Note that once a timing cycle has been initiated the standard monostable 
circuit is immune to the effects of subsequent trigger signals until its timing 
period ends naturally. This type of circuit can sometimes be modified by 
adding a reset control terminal, as shown in Figure 0.3, to enable the output 
pulse to be terminated or aborted at any time via a suitable command signal. 

A third type of monostable circuit (mono) is the retriggerablc mono. Here 
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the trigger signal actually resets the mono and then, after a very brief delay, 
initiates a new pulse-generating timing cycle, as shown in FiRure 6.4. Thus 
each new trigger signal initiates a new timing cycle, even if the trigger signal 
arrives during an existing cycle. 
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Thus the circuit designer may usc a half-mono, a standard mono, a 
resettahle mono, or a rctriggcrahle mono to generate pulses in a circuit, the 
type decision depending on the specific circuit design requirements. 

The choice or IC to usc in a pulse generator design is usually dictated hy 
considerations of economics and convenience. rather than hy the actual 
design requirements. Thus, if the designer needs a standard CMOS 
monostahle of only modest precision, he can build it very inexpensively by 
using a logic IC such as a 400 I B or -.10 II B, or can huild a circuit of hetter 
precision (but greater cost) hy using a 7555 timer chip or a dedicated 
monostable IC such as a 4047B. In this chapter we take a detailed look at 
CMOS versions of the various types of pulse generator circuit, and at a variety 
of ways of implementing them. 

Edge detector circuits 

Edge detector circuits arc used to generate an output pulse on the arrival or 
eithcr the leading or the trailing edge of a rectangular input waveform. In 
most practical applications the precise \\ idth of the output pulse is non
critical. The basic method of making an edge detector is to Iced the 
rectangular input waveform to a short-time-constant C-R differentiation 
network, to produce a douhle-spike output waveform with sharp leading 
edges on the arrival of each input edge, and then to eliminate the unwanted 
part of the spike waveform with a discriminator diode. The remaining spike or 
sawtooth waveform is then converted into a clean pulse shape hy Iceding it 
through a Schmitt trigger or similar circuit. The Schmitt may he of either the 
inverting or the non-inverting t) pc, depending on the req uired polarity of the 
output pulse waveform: in either case, the resulting circuit is kno\\ n as a half
monostahlc or half-mono pulse generator. 
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CMOS Schmitt trigger ICs incorporate built-in protection diodes on all 
input terminals, and these can be used to perform the discriminator diode 
action described above. Note that each gate of the popular 40938 quad two
input NOR Schmitt IC (see Figure 3.26) can be used as a normal Schmitt 
inverter by wiring one input terminal to the positive supply rail and using the 
other terminal as the input point, as shown in Figure 6.5. A non-inverting 
Schmitt can be made by wiring two inverting Schmitts in series, as shown in 
Figure 6.6. 

v+ 
v+ 

in 
out in out 

Figure 6.5 A 4093B two-input NOR Schmitt can be used as a normal Schmitt inverter by 
wiring one input high 

v+ 

in out = in out 

Figure 6.6 A non-inverting Schmitt can be made by wiring two inverting Schmitt 
elements in series 

Figure 6.7 shows two ways of making a leading-edge-detecting half-mono 
circuit. Here, the input of the Schmitt is tied to ground via resistor R, and C-R 
has a time constant that is short relative to the period of the input waveform. 
The leading edge of the input signal is thus converted into the spike waveform 
shown, and this spike is then converted into a good clean pulse waveform via 
the Schmitt. The circuit generates a positive-going output pulse if a non
inverting Schmitt is used (Figure 6.7( a)), or a negative-going output pulse if 
an inverting Schmitt is used (Figure 6.7(b)). In either case, the output pulse 
has a period P of roughly 0.7CR. 

Figure 6.8 shows how to make a trailing-edge-detecting half-mono. In this 
case the Schmitt input is tied to the positive supply rail via R, and C-R again 
has a short time constant. The circuit generates a positive-going output pulse 
if an inverting Schmitt is used (Figure 6.8( a)), or a negative-going pulse if a 
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non-inverting Schmitt is used. The output pulse has a period of roughly 
0.7CR. 

Two useful variants of the edge-detecting half-mono circuit are the 
noiseless push-button switch of Figure 6.9, which effectively eliminates the 
adverse effects of switch contact bounce and noise. and the power-on reset
pulse generator circuit of Figure 6.10, which generates a reset pulse when 
power is first applied to the circuit. 

v+ 

press release 

I I v+ 

~ov 

Figure 6.9 Noiseless push-hullon switch 

In Figure 6.9 the input of the non-inverting Schmitt is tied to ground via 
high-value timing resistor R, and by input protection resistor R z• so the 
output of the circuit is normally low. When push-button switch PB, is closed. 
C, charges rapidly to the full positive supply value. driving the Schmitt output 
high, but when PB, is released again C, discharges relatively slowly via R" 
and the Schmitt output does not return low until roughly 20 ms later. The 
circuit thus ignores the transient switching effects of PB, noise and contact 
bounce etc .. and generates a clean output pulse waveform with a period that is 
roughly 20 ms longer than the mean duration of the PB, switch closure. 

The Figure 6.10 circuit uses an inverting Schmitt and produces a 700 ms 

v+ 

POWc'T 

on 
I 

s-L 
--I 700 ms I--

Figure 6.10 Power-on reset-pulse generator 
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output pulse (suitable for resetting external circuitry etc.) when power is first 
connected. When power is initially connected C 1 is fully discharged, so the 
Schmitt input is pulled low and its output is switched high: C 1 then charges via 
Rl until, after about 700 ms. the C 1 voltage rises to such a level that the 
Schmitt output switches low, completing the switch-on output pulse. 

4001B/4011B monostables 

The cheapest way of making a standard or a resettable monostable (or one
shot) pulse generator is to use a4001B quad two-input NOR gate or a4011B 
quad two-input NAND gate in one of the configurations shown in FiRures 
6.11 to 6.14. Note. however, that the output pulse widths of these circuits are 
subject to fairly large variations between individual ICs and with variations in 
supply rail voltage, and these circuits are thus not suitable for use in high
precision applications. 

FiRures6.11 and 6.12 show alternative versions of the standard monostable 
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Figure 6.11 Two-gale NOR monoslahle is Iriggered by a posilive-going signal and 
generales a posilivc-going oulpul pulse 
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Figure 6.12 TIm-gaIl' NAND monoslahle is Iriggered by a negalive-going signal and 
generales a ncgalive-going OUlpUI pulse 
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circuit, each using only two of the four available gates in the specified CMOS 
package. In thcse circuits the duration of the output pulse is determined by the 
C,-R , values, and approximates 0.7 CIR I . Thus, when RI has a value of 
1.5 MQ the pulse period approximates one second per microfarad of C I value. 
[n practice, C I can have any value from about 100 pF to a few thousand 
microfarads, and RI can have any value from 4 kQ to 10 MQ. 

An outstanding feature of these circuits is that thc input trigger pulse or 
signal can be direct coupled and its duration has little effect on the length of 
the generated output pulse. The NOR version of the circuit (Figure 6.11) has a 
normally low output and is triggered by the edge of a positive-going input 
signal, and the !,;AND version (Figure 6. 12) has a normally high output and is 
triggered by the edge of a negative-going input signal. 

Another feature is that the pulse signal appearing at point A has a period 
equal to that of either the output pulse or the input trigger pulse. whichever is 
the greater or the two. This feature is of value when making pulse-length 
comparators, over-speed alarms, etc. 

The operating principle of these monostablc circuits is fairly simple. Look 
first at the case of the Figure 6.1 1 circuit, in which [CIa is wired as a NOR gate 
and IC [b is wired as an inverter. When this circuit is in the quiescent state the 
trigger input terminal is held low by R 2 • and the output of IC I b is also low. 
Thus both inputs of IC la are low, so IC 'a output is forced high and C I is 
discharged. 

When a positive trigger signal is applied to the circuit the output oflC la is 
immediately forced low and (since C I is discharged at this moment) pulls lC I b 
input low and thus drives IC I h output high. IC [b output is coupled back to the 
IC la input, howe\'er, and thus forces lC la output to remain low irrespective of 
the prevailing state of the trigger signal. As soon as IC la output switches low, 
C\ starts to charge up via R, and. after a delay determined by the C-I-RI 
values, the Cr voltage rises to such a level that the output of IC,b starts to 
swing low, terminating the output pulse. Ifthc trigger signal is still high at this 
moment, the pulse terminates non-regeneratively, but if the trigger signal is 
low (absent) at this moment the pulse terminates regeneratively. 

The Figure 6.12 circuit operates in a manner similar to that described 
above. except that IC la is wired as a NAND gate, with its trigger input 
terminal tied to the positive supply rail via R z, and the R J timing resistor is 
taken to ground. 

In the Figure 6.11 and 6.12 circuits the output is direct coupled back to one 
input ofIC la to effectively maintain a trigger input once the true trigger signal 
is removed, thereby giving a semi-latching circuit operation. These circuits 
can be modified so that they act as resettable monostablcs by simply 
providing them with a means of breaking this feedback path. as shown in 
Figures 6.13 and 6.14. 

Here, the feedback connection from IC I b output to ICla input is made via 
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Figure 6.14 Resettable NAND-type monostable 

R 3 . Consequently, once the circuit has been triggered and the original trigger 
signal has been removed each circuit can be reset by forcing the feedback input 
ofIC la to its normal quiescent state via push-button switch PBI. In practice, 
PB I can easily be replaced by a transistor or CMOS switch etc., enabling the 
reset function to be accomplished via a suitable reset pulse. 

Flip-flop monostables 

Medium-accuracy monostables can easily be built by using standard edge
triggered CMOS flip-flop rcs such as the 4013B dual D-type or the 4027B 
dual lK-type in the configurations shown in Figures 6.15 and 6.16. Both of 
these circuits operate in the same basic way, with the ICwired in the frequency 
divider mode by suitable connection of its control terminals (data and set in 
the 4013 B, and 1, K, and set in the 4027B), but wi th the Q terminal connected 
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Figure 6.16 JK-Iype flip-flop used as a monoslable 

back to reset via a C-R time-delay network. The operating sequence of each 
circuit is as follows. 

When the circuit is in its quiescent state the Q output terminal is low and 
discharges timing capacitor C1 via R2 and the parallel combination D1-R1. 
On the arrival of a sharply rising leading edge on the clock terminal the Q 
output flips high. and C I starts to charge up via the series com bina tion R 1-R2 • 

Eventually, after a delay determined mainly by the C 1-R 2 values (Rl is large 
relative to R2)' the C voltage rises to such a value that the flip-flop is forced to 
reset, driving the Q terminal low again. C 1 then discharges rapidly via R z and 
D 1-R" and the circuit is then ready to generate another pulse on the arrival of 
the next trigger signal. 
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The timing period of the Figure 6. 15 and 6.16 circuits is roughly equal to 0.7 
C I R I and the reset period (the time taken for C I to discharge at the end of 
each pulse) roughly equals C I Rz. In practice, R2 is used mainly to prevent 
degradation of the trailing edge of the pulse waveform as C I discharges; Rz 
can be reduced to zero if this degradation is acceptable. Note that the circuit 
generates a positive-going output pulse at Q, and a negative-going pulse at Q 
(not-Q), and the Q waveform is not influenced by the Rz value. 

The Figure 6. 15 and 6.16 circuits can be made resetable by connecting C I to 
the reset terminal via one input of an OR gate and using the other input of the 
OR gate to accept the external reset signal. Figure 6.17 shows how the 40278 
circuit can be so modified. 
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v+ 

Figure 6.17 Resettable J K-type monostable 
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Finally, Figure 6.18 shows how the 40278 can be used to make a 
retriggerable monostable in which the pulse period restarts each time a new 
trigger pulse arrives. Note that the input of this circuit is normally high, and 
that the circuit is actually triggered on the trailing (rising) edge ofa negative
going input pulse. The circuit operates as follows. 

At the start of each timing cycle the input trigger pulse switches low and 
rapidly discharges C I via DI and then, a short time later, the trigger pulse 
switches high again, releasing C I and simultaneously flipping the Q output 
high. The timing cycle then starts in the normal way, with C I charging via RI 

until the C I voltage rises to such a level that the flip-flop resets, driving the Q 
output low again and slowly discharging C I via R I . 

If a new trigger pulse arrives during a timing period (when Q is high and 
charging C I via R I ), C I discharges rapidly via DI on the low part of the 
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Figure 6.18 Retriggerable JK-lype monoslable 

trigger, and commences a new timing cycle as the input waveform switches 
high again. In practice, the input trigger pulse must be wide enough to fully 
discharge CI, but should be narrow relative to the width of the output pulse. 
The timing period of the output pulse equals O.7CIR I. For best results, RI 

should have as large a value as possible. 

7555 monostables 

In all the monostable circuits that we have looked at so far, the width of the 
output pulse depends on the threshold switching value of the IC that is used, 
and this value is subject to considerable variation between individual ICs and 
with variations in supply voltage and temperature. These circuits thus have 
only moderate accuracy. Ifvery high pulse-width accuracy is needed, the best 
way of getting it is use a ICM7555 IC 

The ICM7555 is a CMOS version of the well known 555 timer chip, and 
uses a built-in supply-line-referenced precision voltage comparator to 
activate internal flip-flops and thus precisely control its triggered output pulse 
width, irrespective of wide variations in supply rail value and temperature. 
The 7555 can operate from supplies in the range 2 to 18 volts. 

Figure 6.19 shows the basic way of using the 7555 as a manually triggered 
variable long-period pulse generator. Timing components RI CI are wired 
between the supply rails and have their junction taken to pins 6 and 7 of the 
Ie. The IC is triggered by briefly pulling pin 2 low (to less than one-third of 
Vsupply) via PB I, at which moment the output (pin 3) switches high and the IC 
enters its timing cycle, with C I charging up via R I . Eventually, after a delay of 
1.ICIRI, the CI voltage rises to the upper threshold switching value (two
thirds of Vsupply) of the 7555, and the output switches abruptly low, ending the 
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Figure 6.19 Manually triggered 1.1 s to 100 s monostable with reset facility 

timing cycle. The timing cycle can be terminated prematurely, if required, by 
briefly pulling reset pin 4 low via PBz. 

In most practical applications of the 7555 the designer will want to trigger 
the Ie electronically, rather than electromechanically, and in this case the 
trigger signal reaching pin 2 must be a carefully shaped negative-going pulse. 
Its amplitude must switch from an off value greater than two-thirds of Vsupply 

to an on value less than one-third of Vsupply (triggering actually occurs as pin 2 
drops through the one-third of Vsupply value). The pulse width must be greater 

2 to 18 V +ve 

trigger 8 

L--It----L----'1'-----l 
I nF 6 out 

3 

C2 

10 nF 

Figure 6.20 Simple electronically triggered 7555 monostable 
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than 100 ns but less than that of the desired output pulse, so that the trigger 
pulse is removed by the time the monostable period ends. 

One way of generating a suitable trigger signal from a rectangular or 
square-wave input that switches fully between the supply rails is to connect 
the signal to pin 2 via a short-time-constant C-R differentiating network, 
which converts the leading or trailing edge of the waveform into suitable 
trigger pulses as shown in Figure 6.20. 

The best possible way of triggering the 7555, however, is to use one of the 
previously described medium-accuracy monostables to generate a narrow 
(100 ns or greater) positive-going trigger pulse that is direct coupled to pin 2 of 
the 7555 via a transistor stage. Figure 6.21 shows the connections. Note that in 
this and the previous circuit C 2 is used to decouple the trigger circuitry from 
the effects of supply line transients etc. 

2 to 18V +ve 

out 

Figure 6.21 Pulse-triggered 7555 monostable 

4047B and 4098B monostables 

A number of dedicated CMOS monostable ICs are available and are worth 
considering in some circuit applications. The best known of these devices are 
the 4047B monostablejastable IC and the 4098B dual monos table (a greatly 
improved version of the 4528B). Figure 6.22 shows the outlines and pin 
notations of these two devices. 

Note that, like most of the CMOS-based monostables that we have already 
looked at, the 4047B and 4098B have rather poor pulse-width accuracy and 
stability. These ICs are, however, quite versatile, and can be triggered by 
either the positive or the negative edge of an input signal, and can be used in 
either the standard or the retriggerable mode. 

The 4047B actually houses an astable multivibrator and a frequency 
divider stage, plus logic networks. When used in the monos table mode the 
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trigger signal actually starts the astable and resets the counteI'. driving its Q 
output high. After a number of C-R controlled astable cycles the counter flips 
over and simultaneously kills the astable and switches the Q output low, 
completing the operating sequence. Consequently, the C-R timing compon
ents produce relatively long output pulse periods approximating 2.SC R. 

In practice, R can have any val ue from 10 kQ to 10 MQ. C must be a non
polarized capacitor with a value greater than 1 nF. Figures 6.2Jf (I) and (h) 
show how to connect the IC as a standard monostable triggered by either 
positive (a) or negative (b) input edges, and Figure o.:!3(cj shows how to 
connect the monostablc in the retriggerable mode. Note that these circuits can 
be reset at any time by pulling pin 9 high. 

The 4098B is a fairly simple dual monostable. in which the two mono 
sections share common supply connections but can otherwise be used 
independently. Mono I is housed on the left side (pins I to 7) of the IC and 
mono 2 on the right side (pins 9 to IS) of the Ie. The timing period of each 
mono is controlled by a single resistor R and capacitor C, and approximates 
O.SCR. R can have any value from S kQ to 10 MQ, and C can have any value 
from 20 pF to 100 flF. Figure 6.24 shows a variety of ways of using the 4098B. 
Note that in these diagrams the bracketed numbers relate to the pin 
connections of mono 2 and the plain numbers to mono I, and that the reset 
terminal (pins 3 or 13) is shown disa bled. 

Figures 6.24 (a) and (h) show how to use the Ie to make retriggerable 
monostables that are triggered by positive or negative input edges, respect
ively. In Figure 6.24( OJ the trigger signal is fed to the +trigger pin and the 
- trigger pin is tied low. In Figure 6.24 (h) the trigger signal is applied to the 
- trigger pin and the + trigger pin is tied high. 

Figures 6.24((') and id) show how to use the IC to make standard (non
retriggerablc) monostables that are triggered by positive or negative edges, 
repectively. These circuits are similar to those mentioned above except that 
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the unused trigger pin is coupled to either the Q or the not-Q output, so that 
trigger pulses are blocked once a timing cycle has been initiated. 

Finally, Figure 6.24(e) shows how the unused half of the Ie must be 
connected when only a single monostable is wanted from the package. The 
-trigger pin is tied low, and the +trigger and reset pins are tied high. 



7 Clocked flip-flops 

CMOS digital ICs can be classified into two basic types: those based on simple 
gate networks (logic types), and those based primarily on clocked flip-flop 
(bistable or memory) elements. The latter include simple counter/dividers, 
shift registers and data latches, and complex devices such as presettable up/ 
down counters and dividers; in all these cases, however, the devices are based 
on the simple clocked flip-flop element. 

In this chapter we explain how the clocked flip-flop circuit works, and then 
go on to introduce some simple CMOS flip-flop ICs and show some practical 
ways of using them. As an immediate follow-up the next two chapters 
introduce a range of advanced counter/divider ICs and associated devices, 
together with a stack of applications information. 

Basic principles 

The simplest type of CMOS flip-flop is the cross-coupled bistable. Figure 7.1 
shows the circuit, symbol and truth table of a NOR gate version of this 

set 

Q 

II Q 
R Q 

reset 

S R Q Q 

0 0 stays the same 

0 1 0 1 

1 0 1 0 

1 1 disallowed 

(a) (b) (e) 

Figure 7.1 (a) Circuit, (b) symbol and (c) truth table of a NOR-type (S-R) flip-flop 
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device, which has two input terminals (normally tied low via pull-down 
resistors) and a pair of anti-phase output terminals (Q and not-Q or Q). 

The basic action of the circui t is such that if the set terminal is briefly taken 
high (to logic- I) the Q output immediately switches high (and the not-Q 
output switches low), and the cross-coupling then causes the outputs to latch 
into this state even when both inputs are pulled low again. The only way that 
the output states can be changed is to apply a logic-l to the reset terminal, in 
which case the Q output immediately switches low (and the not-Q output 
switches high), and the cross-coupling then causes the outputs to latch into 
this new state even when both inputs are pulled low again. 

Thus, the basic set-reset (S-R) flip-flop acts as a simple memory element 
which 'remembers' which of the two inputs last went high. Note that if both 
inputs go high simultaneously the output states cannot be predicted, so this 
event must not be allowed to occur. 

set 
S Q 

JL 
clock 

R Q 
reset 

Figure 7.2 Clocked S-R flip-flop 

The versatility of the basic Figure 7.1 circuit can be greatly enhanced by 
wiring an AND gate in series with each input terminal, using the connections 
shown in Figure 7.2, so that high input signals can only reach the S-R flip-flop 
when the clock signal is also high. Thus, when the clock signal is low, both 
inputs of the S-R flip-flop are held low, irrespective of the states of the set and 
reset inputs, and the flip-flop acts as a permanent memory, but when the clock 
signal is high the circuit acts as a standard R-S flip-flop. Consequently, 
information is not automatically latched into the flip-flop, but must be 
clocked in via the clock terminal: this circuit is thus known as a clocked S-R 
flip-flop. 

Figure 7.3 shows how two of these clocked S-R flip-flops can be cascaded 
and clocked in anti-phase (via an inverter in the clock line) to make the most 
important of all flip-flop elements, the so-called clocked master-slave flip
flop. The basic action of this circuit is as follows. 

Master-slave flip-flop 

When the clock input terminal of Figure 7.3 is in the low state the inputs to the 
master flip-flop are enabled via the inverter, so the set-reset data is accepted, 
but the inputs to the slave flip-flop are disabled, so this data is not passed to 
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set-up or output or 
master flip-flop slave flip-flop 

set Q Q s Q 

JL clock 
clock 

Q 
reset Q R Q 

4081 4081 
symbol 

Figure 7.3 Clocked master-slave flip-flop circuit and 5vlI1/101 

the output terminals. When the clock input terminal goes to the high state the 
inputs to the master flip-flop are disabled via the inverter. which thus outputs 
only the remembered input data, and simultaneously the input to the slave 
flip-flop is enabled and the remembered data is latched and passed to the 
output terminals. 

Thus, the clocked master-slave flip-flop accepts input data or information 
only when the clock signal is low, and passes that data to the output on the 
arrival of the leading edge of a posi tive-going clock signal (edge clocking). The 
clocked master-slave flip-flop is such an important device that it is given its 
own circuit symbol, as shown. 

s Q 

+°<1 : 
clock clock 

R Q 

symbol 

Figure 7.4 A toggle or type-T flipflop is a Figure 7.3 type configured as shown 

The clocked master-slave flip-flop can be made to give a toggle (divide-by
two) action by cross-coupling input and output terminals as shown in Figure 
7.4, so that set and Q (and reset and not-Q) logic levels are always opposite. 
Consequently, when the clock signal is low the master flip-flop receives the 
instruction 'change state', and when the clock goes high the slave flip-flop 
executes the instruction; so the output changes state on the arrival of the 
leading edge of each new clock pulse. It takes two clock pulses to change the 
output from one state to another and then back again. so the output switching 
frequency is half that of the clock frequency. This circuit, which is known as a 
toggle or type-T flip-flop, thus acts as a binary counter/divider. 
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data S Q 

U clock clock clock Q 

Q 

D clock Q Q 
0 S 0 I 

I S I 0 

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 7.5 (a) Basic circuit, (b) symbol and (c) truth table of a simple D-typeflip-flop 

D and JK flip-flops 

The type-T flip-flop is a specialized element which acts purely as a counter/ 
divider. A far more versatile device is the data or type-D flip-flop, which is 
made by connecting the clocked master-slave flip-flop in the configuration 
shown in Figure 7.5. Here an inverter is wired between the Sand R terminals 
ofthe flip-flop, so that these terminals are always in anti-phase and the input 
data is applied via a single data pin. Figures 7.5 (b) and (c) show the symbol 
and truth table of the type-D flip-flop. It can be used as a data latch by using 
the connections shown in Figure 7.6 (a), or as a binary counter/divider by 
using the connections shown in Figure 7.6 (b) (with the D and not-Q terminals 
coupled together). 

data 

=tIut 

data D Q 
in 

clock clock Q 

I--E-- out 
(i/2) 

(a) (b) 

Figure 7.6 A D-typeflip-flop can be used as (a) a data latch or (b) a divide-by-two 
(binary counter/divider) circuit 

Figure 7.7 shows the basic circuit, symbol and action table of an even more 
important and versatile clocked flip-flop, which is universally known as the 
JK-type flip-flop. This flip-flop can be 'programmed' to act as either a data 
latch, a counter/divider, or a do-nothing element by suitably connecting the J 
and K terminals as indicated in the table. In essence, the JK flip-flop acts like a 
T -type when both J and K terminals are high, or as a D-type when the J and K 
terminals are at different logic levels. When both J and K terminals are low the 
flip-flop states remain unchanged on the arrival of a clock pulse. 

4013B and 4027B flip-flops 

The two best known CMOS clocked flip-flop ICs are the 4013B D-type and 
the 4027B JK-type. Both of these ICs are duals, each containing two 
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J K 
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I 0 

I I 
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does nothing (inhibits) 

sets Q output low 

sets Q output high 

changes output state 

(cl 

u
TI-

(b) 

Figure 7.7 (aj Basic circuit, (bj symbol and (c) action table of the JKjiip-jiop 
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clock 1 
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clock Q Q 
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.r 1 0 
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Q1 14 V+ 
<21 2 13 Q2 

clock 1 3 12 <22 

reset 1 4 11 clock 2 

data 1 5 10 reset 2 

set 1 6 9 data 2 

OV 7 8 set 2 

(b) 

direct inputs 

R S Q Q 
0 0 clocked 

operation 

0 1 1 0 

1 0 0 1 

1 1 disallowed 

Figure 7.8 (aj Functional diagram, (b) outline and (c j truth tables of the 4013B dual 
D-type jiip-jiop 
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K 1 clock Q Q Q Q 

0 0 ~ no chan~e 

0 1 ~ I 0 

1 0 S 0 I 

I 1 S changl's 

Uo 0 ~~:r:~~on 
o 1 1 0 

1 0 0 1 

1 1 dis:!ll()\\il'd 

( c) 

Figure 7,9 ((/ J Flll/clilil/a! diilg}'(/l/1, (h) oUllinc alld (') trulh tahies of Ihe .jOl' B dual 
J K(lip~fI{)p 

independent flip-flops sharing common power supply connections, Figure 7,R 
shows the i'unetional diagram, pin connections, and truth tables of the 4013 H, 
and Figul'l' 7.9 shows similar details of the 4027B, 

Note that both of these lCs have set and reset input terminals that arc 
additional to the connections shown in the basic Figures 7.5 and 7.7 circuits, 
These terminals arc known as direct inputs and enable the clock action of the 
flip-flop to be overridden, so that the devices can act as simple uncloeked set
reset flip-flops, For normal clocked operation (as a counter!divider or data 
latch etc,), the direct Rand S terminals must be tied to logic-O as indicated, 

The 40138 and 40238 arc fast-acting ICs, and when using the111 it is very 
important to note that their clock signals must be absolutely clean (noise-free 
and bouneeless) and have rise and fall times of less than 5 iiS. The 40 UB is 
particularly fussy ahoutthe shape of its input clock signals. the 40278 rather 
less so, Both devices clock or shift on the positive transition oCthe clock signal. 
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4013B 
( :1) OV 

v+ 

K 
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S 

K 

() 

402"B 
(hi 

1/2 out 

Figure 7.10 Dil'ide-hy-two counters made from (a) D and (b / JKflip~flop stages 

Ripple counters 

The most popular application of the clocked flip-flop is as a binary counter, 
and Figure 7.10 shows how to connect the 4013B D-type and 4027B JK-type 
flip-flops to make divide-by-two counters. In both cases the Sand R terminals 
are tied to logic-a to aceept clocked operation. In the case of the 40 13B the 
not-Q output is tied directly to the data input terminaL while in the case of the 
4027B the J and K terminals are both tied high (to logic-I) to give counter! 
divider action. When clocked by a fixed-frequency waveform both circuits 
give a symmetrical square-wave output at half of the clock frequency. 

S 

R Q 
4013B 

D Q 

clock 

S 

R Q 
4013B 

1/4 

fin 

OV 0 V 

v+ t/2 v+ 

() 

K 
clock 

S 

R Q 

4027B 

Figure 7.11 D and JK versions 0/ dil'ide-hrfour ripple counters 

t/4 

Q 
K 

402"B 

Numbers of the Figure 7.10 stages can be cascaded to give multiple binary 
division by simply clocking each new stage from the not-Q output of the 
preceding stage. Thus Figure 7.11 shows hmv two D or JK stages can be 
cascaded to give an overall division ratio of four (2 2 ), and Figure 7.12 shows 
how three stages can be cascaded to give a division ratio of eight (2 3 ). Figure 
7.13 shows how D stages can be cascaded to make a dividc-by-2N counter, 
where N is the number of counter stages. Thus, four stages give a ratio of 
sixteen (24), five stages give 32 (25), six give 64 (26). and so on. 

The Figure 7.11 to 7.13 circuits arc known as ripple counters. because each 
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Figure 7.12 D and JK versions of divide-hr-eiKht counters 
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Figure 7.13 D version of dit'ide-hy-21' ripple counter 
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clock 
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stage is clocked by the preceding stage (rather than directly by the input clock 
signal), and the clock signal thus seems to ripple through the counter. 
Inevitably, the propagation delays of the individual dividers all add together 
to give a summed delay at thc end of the chain, and counter stages (other than 
the first) thus do not clock in precise synchrony with the original clock signal; 
such counters are thus asynchronous in action. If the outputs of the counter 
stages are decoded via gate networks, the propagation delays of the 
asynchronous counter can result in unwanted output signals (see section 
'Decoding' in this chapter). 
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Long ripple counters 

Type 40138 and 40278 counters can be cascaded to give any dcsired number 
of ripple stages. Where more than four stages are needed, howcver, it is 
usually economic to usc a special-purpose MSI ripple-carry binary counter 
divider Ie. Figures 7.14 to 7.17 show the outlines and functional diagrams of 
four popular ICs of this type. 
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Figure 7.14 Outline andjilllcliollal diagram o/the 4024B sel'en-stage ripple counter 
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Figure 7.15 Olillille olld (imctiollal diagram o/the 4040B tlld"e-s(oge ripple counter 

The 4024H (Figl/re' 7.14) is a seven-stage ripple unit with all seven outputs 
externally accessible: it gives a maximum di\ision ratio of 12R. The 40408 
(Figl/re' 7.15) is a twelve-stage unit with all outputs accessible; it gives a 
maximu1ll division ratio of 4096. The 40208 (Figl/rc 7.16) is a {'ourteen-stage 
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Figure 7.16 Outline and(ullctional diagram of the 4020B/ourteen-stage ripple coullter 

unit with all outputs except 2 and 3 externally accessible; it gives a maximum 
division ratio of 16334. 

Figllre 7.17 gives details of the 40608. This is another fourteen-stage unit. 
but does not have outputs 1.2. j and II externally accessible. A special feature 
of this Ie is that it incorporates a built-in clock oscillator circuit. The diagram 
shows the connect ions for Llsing the internal circuit as either a crvsta lor an R

C oscillator. 
Note that the '+0::'08. 40248. 40408, and 40608 ripple counters are all 

provided with Schmitt trigger action on their input terminals. and can thus be 
clocked via slow or non-rectangular input waveforms. They all trigger on the 
negative transition of each input pulse. All counters can be set to zero by 
applying a high level (logic-I) to the reset line. 

Decoding 

The outputs of a two-stage divide-by-four ripple counter (Figure 7.18(a;) 
have four possi ble coded sta ks. as shown in Figure 7./8 ( hi. Thus. a ( the start 
or 0 reference point or each clock cycle the Q2 and QJ outputs arc both in the 
logic-O state. On the arrival or the first clock pulse in the cycle. OJ S\\itches 
high. On the arrival orthe second pulse. Q2 goes high and 0 J goes IllW. On the 
third pulse. 02 and 0 J both go high. Finally on the arrival or the fourth pulse 
Q2 and Ql both go low again. and the cycle is back to its original () reference 
state. 
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Figure 7.17 (a) Outline, (b) jU/1ctional diagram and alternative oscillator connections 
of the 4060BfiiUrteen-stage ripple counter (c) crystal oscillator (el) R-C oscillator 

Each of the four possible coded states of the ripple counter can be decoded, 
to give four unique outputs. by ANDing the high outputs that are unique to 
each state, as shown in Figure 7.1S(c). Since the ripple counter is an 
asynchronous device, however, the propagation delay between the two flip
flops may cause signals or 'glitches' to appear in the decoded outputs, as 
illustrated by the 0 decoded waveforms of Figure 7.18(d). 

The principles outlined in Figure 7.1S can be extended to any multistage 
ripple counter in which the coded outputs are accessible for decoding. Note, 
however, that the greater the number of stages the greater the total 
propagation delays and, consequently, the greater the magnitude of the 
decoded glitches. 

Up and down counters 

A standard ripple counter is one in which positive-edge-c1ocked flip-flops are 
used, and in which each stage (except the first) is clocked from the not-Q 
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output of the preceding stage. As shown from the coded output stales of 
Figure 7./8( h) the binary outputs of a standard counter increase with each 
succeeding pulse o[the clock eycle. and such counters are inherently known as 
up or add counters. 

It is. however, possible to make down or subtract counters, in which the 
binary-coded output decreases with each new clock pulse, by simply clocking 
each flip-flop stage (except the first) from the Q output of the preceding stage. 
Figw'(' 7./9 shows the circuit and truth table of a two-stage (divide-by-four) 
ripple down or subtract counter. 

Walking-ring (Johnson) counters 

Ripple counters are very userul where un decoded binary division is needed, 
but (because of the glitch problems) are not very suitable 1'01' use in decoded 
counting applications. Fortunately, an alternative dividing technique that is 
suitable for use in decoded counting applications is available. It is known 
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as the walking. ring or Johnson technique, Such circuits rely on the 
programma hie na t ure of J K flip-flops that en,! hies them to act as either set or 
reset latches, as binary dividers, or as do-nothing devices. In walking-ring 
(Johnson) counters all flip-flops arc clockcd in parallel, and thus operate in 
synchrony with the input clock signal. and arc known as synchronous 
counters. They give glitch-free outputs. 

PiKul'C 7.20 shows the circuit and truth tables ofa synchronous divide-by
three counter. Note that the truth table shows the action state of each Ilip-flop 
at each stage of the counting cyclc: remember that when the clock is low the 
action imtrLlction is loaded (via the JK terminals) into the flip-flop, and the 
instruction is then carried out as the clock signal transitions high. 

Thus at the stan of the cycle (clock low), when Q, and Q, arc both low the 
instruction ·chang.c state' (11) is loaded into FF). and the instruction 'set Q2 
low' (01) is loaded into FF2 . On the arrival of the iirst clock pulse this 
instruction i,; carricd out. and Q) goes high and Q, stays low. 

When the clock goes low again, new program information is fcd to thc flip
flops. FFI is instructcd to 'changc state' (II) and FF2 is instructcd 'sct Q2 
high' (10); these instructions are implemented on the posi tive transition of the 
second clock pulse, causing Q, to go high and QI to go low. When the clock 
goes low again new program information is again fed to the flip-flops from the 
outputs of their partners. FF) is instructed 'set QI low' (01) and FF, is 
instructed 'set Q2 low' (0 I): these instructions arc implemented on the positive 
transition of the next clock pulse, causing Q) and Q2 to go back to their 
original 0 states, The counting sequence then repeats ad infinitum. 

Thus in the walking-ring (Johnson) counter all !lip-flops are clocked in 
parallel. hut arc cross-coupled so that the clocking responsc of anyone stage 
depcnds on thc statcs of the other stages. Walking.-ring counters can be 
configured to give any desired count ratio, and Figures 7.~ / and 7.22 show the 
circuits and truth tables of divide-by-four and divide-by-five counters 
respcctively. 
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4018B dhidc-by-N counter 

When synchronous count numbers greater than four are needed it is usually 
cCll1lomical to use an MSI CMOS IC such as the 4018B (rather than several 
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Figure 7.23 Outline andfimctional diagram of the 4018B preseltahle dil'ide-by-N 
counter 

40278s) to perform the function. Figure 7.23 shows the functional diagram 
and outline of the 4018B presettable divide-by-V counter; it can be made to 
divide by any whole number between two and ten by merely cross-coupling its 
data and output terminals in various ways. 

The 40188 incorporates a five-stage Johnson counter, has a built-in 
Schmitt trigger in its clock line, and clocks on the positive transition of the 
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input signal. The counter is said to be presettable because its outputs can be 
set to a desired state at any time by Ceeding the inverted version oCthe desired 
binary eodc to the J I to J 5 'Jam' inputs and then loading thc datil by taking the 
preset enable (pin 10) terminal high. 

Figllre 7.24 shows methods of connecting the 40 I SH to give any wholc
number division ratio between two and ten. On even division ratios no 
additional components are needed. but on odd ratios a two-input AND gate 
is needed in the feedback network: this can be a single 40818 AND gate, or 
can be made from two 40118 NAl\iD gates. 

/",-1 ""6 H -:-;2 ~ out //12 

fin-1 ""6 H ""6 rout /;36 

/in-1 "'-5 H ""]0 rout //50 

In'~ ""]0 H "'- ]0 H ~IO ~out/11000 

Figure 7.2:1 ll"l'ical examples oj" d;!";s;o/l hI" IIlImh"rs [<realer Ihan len 

Greater-than-ten division 

Even division ratios greater than ten can usually be obtained by simply 
cascading suitably scaled counter stages, as shown in Figure 725. Thus, a 
divide-by-two and a divide-by-six stage give a ratio of twelve, a di\idc-bv-six 
and a divide-bY-six give a ratio or :16. and so on. Non-standard and une\en 
division ratios can be obtained bv using standard synchronous counters (such 
as the 40 I SH) and decoding their outputs to generate suitable counter-reset 
pulses on completion of the desired count. More advanced types or counter. 
together with special decoder Ies. arc discussed in the next two chapters. 

Latches and registers 

To round off this chapter, let's move away Crom counters and take a brieflook 
at three other applications of the clocked master-slave flip-flop. Figllre 7.26 
shows 110\\ to make a four-bit dala ]a tch rrom rour D-type flip-flop stages (for 
an eight-bit latch, use eight flip-flops). The data latch is useful for storing 
numbers. data. etc. Input data is ignored until a positive store pulse is applied. 
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at which point the latch storcs and outputs that data and maintains it until 
told to do otherwise via a new store command. 

Figllre 7.]7 shows how to make a four-bit serial-in, serial-out (SISO) shift 
rcgister. Ifa bit of binary data is applied to the input it is passcd to the output 
of the first flip-flop on the application of the first clock pulse. then to the 
output of the second on the second pulse. to the output of the third on the 
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Figure 7.28 Four-hit scrilil-in/paral/el-ou/ (Sf PO) shifi regis/a 
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third pulse, and to the fourth (final) output on the fourth pulse, The circuit 
can hold four bits of data at any given moment. Thc SISO register is useful for 
simply delaying binary signals, or for storing bits of binary data and 
unloading them (in serial form) when required. 

Finally, Figure 7.28 shows how the above circuit can be converted to a 
scrial-in/parallel-out (SIPO) shift register by simply taking the parallel 
outputs from the Q outputs of all flip-flops, This register is useful for 
converting serial data into parallel form. 



8 Up and up/down 
counters 

In thc previous chapter we looked in detail at CMOS D and JK flip-flops and 
showed how they can be used to make a variety of types of simple counting 
dividing and other circuits. In this chapter we continue this theme by looking 
at sophisticated CMOS up and up/down counter/dividers. We round off the 
subject in Chapter 9 by looking at dedicated down counters and at various 
types of decoders and display drivers. 

The 4017B decade counter 

The best known sophisticated CMOS up counter is the 4017B. This is a five
stage synchronous walking-ring or Johnson decade counter with ten fully 
decoded outputs that switch high sequentially on the arrival ofcach new clock 
pulse. only one output being high at any moment. Each output can sink or 
source up to several milliamperes of current. 

Figure 8.1 shows the outline and functional diagram of the 4017B. and 
Figure 8.2 shows the basic timing diagram of the device, which has clock, 
reset, and inhibit input terminals and ten decoded and one carry output 
terminal. 

The 401 78's counters are advanced one step at each positive transition of 
the clock input signal when the clock inhibit and reset terminals are both low. 
Nine of the ten decoded outputs are low, with the remaining one high. at any 
given time. The outputs go high sequentially, in phase with the clock signal. 
with the selected output remaining high for one full cloekcyclc. An additional 
carry out signal completes one cycle for every ten clock input cycles. and can 
be used to ripple-clock additional 40l7s in multidecade counting circuits. 

133 
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Figure 8.1 Outline andfunctiona/ diagl"!lll1 of the 40/7B decade counter 

The 40 17B counting cyclc can be inhibited by setting the clock inhibit 
terminal (pin 13) high. A high signal on the reset terminal (pin 15) clears the 
counters to Lero and sets the decoded 0 output terminal high. In use, all 
unused inputs orthe Ie must be tied high or 10\\. as appropriate. The Ie has a 
built-in SL·hmill trigger on its clock line, and is thus not fussy about clock
signal rise and raIl limcs. 

4017B applications 

Figures 8.3 to 8,6 show some basic ways of using the 4017B in counting 
applications. In Figure 8.3 the IC is connected as a decade counter/divider in 
which the output frequency is one-tcnth of the input clock frequency. Hcre, 
the reset and inhibit terminals arc grounded and the output is taken from thc 
carry out tcrmina 1. thc decoded outputs being ignored. 

Figure 8.4 shows how three decadc dividcrs or the Figllre 8.3 typc can be 
cascaded to make a three-decade divider that gencrates outputs at I/lOth, 
I 100th and I IOOOth of the clock frequency: the carry out signal of each 
counkr is used to provide the clock signal to the I'olkl\\ing stage. Note that in 
this particular circuit the four outputs arc buffered via simplc CMOS 
inverters (made from 4001 gatcs etc.), to ensure that outputluac\ing does not 
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Figure 8.3 4017B connected as a decade counter/dirider 

degrade the clock signal rise times. Thus, if the clock input signal is derived 
from a I MHz crystal oscillator, the circuit can bc used as a laboratory 
frequency standard, gcnerating frequencies or I MHz, JOO kHz. 10 kHz. and 
J kHz. 

Figurc8.5 shows a simple method of connecting the 40 J 7B as a divide-by-N 
counter (N = any whole number from two to nine) with N decoded outputs. 
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Figure 8.4 Any number of 4017 Bs can be cascaded to make a multidecade divider. rr the 
outputs are externally loaded they should be buffered, as shown here 
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Figure 8.5 Simple method or connecting the4017B asa divide-by-N (N = two to nine ) 
counter with N decoded outputs. The circuit is shown set for divide-by jive operation 

Here, the Nth decoded output is simply short circuited to the reset terminal so 
that the counter resets to zero on the arrival of the Nth clock pulse. In the 
diagram, the circuit is set for divide-by-five operation. 

Figure 8.6 shows a slightly more sophisticated version of the divide-by-N 
counter, in which logic gates control the reset operation via the ICla-IC I b flip
flop. The operation here is such that the reset command is given on the arrival 
of the Nth clock pulse and is maintained while the clock pulse remains high, 
but is removed automatically when the clock pulse goes low again. 

Sequencing 

The most important feature of the 40 17B is the fact that it provides up to ten 
fully decoded outputs, making the IC ideal for use in a whole range of 
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Figure 8.6 A/temalil'e method ojconnecting the 4017B as a divide-by-N coulller. The 
circuit is shown set for divide-by-five operation 

sequencer applications in which the outputs are used to drive LED displays, 
relays, sound generators, etc. Figures 8.7 and 8.8 show ways of extending the 
usefulness of the IC in such applications. 

Figure 8.7 shows how to connect the IC so that it stops operating after 
completing a predetermined counting sequence. In the diagram the counter is 
set to stop when its clock inhibit terminal is driven high by the 9 output, but 
the counter can in fact be inhibited via anyone of the 401 Ts decoded output 
terminals. The count sequence can be restarted by pressing reset button PB 1 . 
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outputs 9 

pins 3 

o V fTlT1 

Figure 8.7 il4ethod oj'connectinJ; the 4017Bfor sequence-and-stop action 
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Finally. Figure R,/? shows how a pair of 40 17Bs can be connected to give up 
to seventeen stagcs or rully decoded counting. The clock input signal is fed to 
both ICs. bUl when the count is below nine the 9 output of IC! is low and 
causes thc clock inhibit terminal of IC z to be set high via IC3c• so IC z is not 
influenced by the clock signals. Whcn the ninth clock pulse arrives the C) 

output of IC! goes high and inhibits IC! from further clocking action; 
simultaneously. the clock inhibit terminal of IC z is driven low via IC oc• 

enabling IC2 to respond to subsequent clock signals. Eventually. on the 
arrival of the seventeenth clock pulse. the 9 output of ICz goes momentarily 
high and triggers the IC,,,-IC,h 1511s monostable. which resets both counters 
to their 0 states. The counting sequence then repeats. 

Note that the l) output ofIC! and the 0 and 9 outputs or [C, arc lost in the 
counting action. so the circuit gives a maximum or seventeen usable counter, 
divider stages. The circuit can be made to count by any number in the range 
ten to sC\'cnteen by connecting the free terminal or [e,,, to the appropriate 
output terminal of IC,. 

The 40228 octal counter 

The 40228 can be regarded as an octal (divide-by-eight) brother of the 40 17B. 
It is a four-stage walking-ring synchronous counter with eight fully decoded 
outputs. so arranged that they go high sequentially. Figure 8.9 shows the 
outline and functional diagram of the device. For normal octal counting. the 
reset and inhibit terminals arc tied low; the carry out signal completes one 
cycle ror every eight input clock cycles. The IC has a built-in Schmitt trigger 
on its clock input line. and is thus not fussy about clock-signal rise and fall 
times. The clock is inhibited by a high signal on pin 13: the counter is reset by a 
high signal on pin 15: and the counter advances on each positive transition of 
the clock signal 
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Figure 8.9 Outline andfunctiona/ dia!;ram ot fhe 4022B octal counter 

Synchronous up counters 

Synchronous up counters arc normally used in fairly simple applications in 
which it is necessary to merely count a number of input pulses, or divide them 
by a fixed ratio, and (perhaps) then display the results on a sevcn-segment 
LED or LCD readout unit. 

Three basic families of C/Vi0S up counters are readily available, to suit 
virtually all possible nccds. The oldest family compriscs the 4026B and 4033B 
types, which arc decade counters with built-in decoders which give seven
segment display outputs that can directly drive sensitive LED displays. 
Another family of devices comprises the 4518B and 4520B duals, which house 
two counters in each sixteen-pin package. The 45188 is a dual decade counter 
with BCD outputs, and the 45208 is a dual hexadecimal (divide-by-sixteen) 
counter with a four-bit binary output. The outputs of these ICs must be 
decoded externally if they are to be used to drive seven-segment displays etc. 

The third family of up counters comprises the 401608 to 401638 range of 
presettable counters, which can be made to reset to (or start to count from) 
either zero or any four-bit number that is fed into a set of four preset (jam) 
pins. The 401608 and 40162B are decade dividers. and the 40161 Band 
40163B are binary dividers. 

Let's now look al details 01' each of these three families of up counters, 
starting with rhe 4026B and 4033B types. 
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4026B and 4033B counters 

The 4026B and the 4033B are synchronous up counters which incorporate 
decoding circuitry that gives a seven-segment output suitable for directly 
driving a sensitive seven-segment common-cathode LED display; the output 
drive currents are limited to only a few milliamperes. Both Ie's have clock, 
clock inhibit, and reset input terminals, and a carry output terminal that 
completes one cycle for every ten input clock cycles and can be used to clock 
following decades in a counting chain. The counters are advanced on the 
positive transition of the input clock cycle. 
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Figure 8.10 Outline and functional diaf!.ram or the 4026B decade counter with seven
segment display driver and display enable control 

Figure 8.10 shows the outline and functional diagram of the 4026B. This Ie 
features display enable input and output terminals, which enable the entire 
display to be blanked. Normally, the display enable in pin is held high; the 
display blanks (but the Ie continues to count) when this pin is pulled low. The 
Ie also has an un gated c segment output terminaL which can be used with 
external logic to make the Ie count by numbers other than ten. 

Figure 8.11 shows the outline and functional diagram of the 40338. This Ie 
features ripple blanking input and output (RBI, RBO) terminals, which can 
be used to automatically blank leading and trailing zeros in multidecade 
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Figure 8.11 Outline and Junctional diagram oj the 4033B decade counter with seven
.Iegmen! display driver and ripple blanking facilitv 

applications; the 0 display blanks automatically when the ripple blanking 
input pin is held low. The Ie also features a lamp test pin, which is normally 
held low but which drives all seven decoded outputs high when the input pin is 
taken high. 

Figure 8.12 shows how to connect the 4026B and the 4033B for simple 
decade counter/display operation. In both cases the reset and clock inhibit 
terminals are tied low. In the case of the 4026B. the display enable input must 
be tied high if the display is to be illuminated. In the case of the 403.18, the 
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Figure 8.12 Method of connecting the 4026B and 4033B/or normal decade dividing; 
display operation. In the case oj the 4033B, the RBI connection does not give suppression 
of display zeros 
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ripple blanking input terminal must be tied high if the display is required to 
give normal operation, or must be tied low if it is required to give zero 
suppression. Note that in both circuits. ifmultidecade counting is to be used. 
the carry out of onc stage must be used to provide the clock input signal of the 
ncxt stage. 

Figure 8.13 Method oj" connecting the RBI and R80 lCrminals of the 40338 10 give 
leading and lrailing :ero suppression ill a fIlu/lidecade disp/ar so Ijllll.lor example, lile 
COUll I 009.90 is disp/and as 9.9 

Finally, Figllre 8.13 shows how to interconnect several 4033Bs to give 
automatic suppression of leading and trailing zeros so that, for example, lhe 
count 009.90 will actually be displayed as 9.9. To get leading zero suppression 
(on the integer side) the RBI (pin 3) terminal of the most significant digit 
(\1S0) counter must be tied low, and its R BO (pin 4) terminal must be taken 
to the RBI terminal of the next MSO counter, and so on down to the units 
counter. To get trailing zero suppression (on the fraction side of the display) 
the RBI of the least significant bit (LSB) must be tied low, and its RBO 
terminal must be taken to the RBI terminal of the next LSB counter, and so 
on, to the first counter in the fractions chain. 

When contemplating usc of the 4026B or the 40338, note that these ICs do 
not incorporate data latches; consequently, the displays tend to blur when lhe 
ICs are actually going through a counting cycle. 

4518B and 4520B counters 

The 4518B and 4520B arc dual up counters with binary-coded outputs. The 
4518B is a dual decade counter with hi nary-coded decimal (BCD) outputs, 
and the 4520B is a dual hexadecimal (divide-by-sixteen) counter with four-bit 
binary outputs. The ICs have identical outlines and functional diagrams, as 
shown in Figure 8.14. 

An unusual feature of these counters is that they can be clocked on either 
the positive or the negative edge of the clock signal. For positive-edge 
clocking, feed the clock to the clock terminal and tic the enable terminal high. 
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Figure 8,14 Ouililll' and (ill1eli(l1l1l1 diagrams 0/ Ihe 45188 (decade) Ilild 45:'OB 
(hillarr) dual COllillerl 

For negative-edge clocking, feed the clock to the enable terminal and tic the 
clock terminullow, The counters are cleared by a high level on their reset pins, 
and clear asynchronously. 

Note that these counters do not have a carry output: to cascade counter 
stages, t he negative-edge clocking feature must be utilized. as shown in Figure 
8. J 5. Here the Q4 output of each counter is fed to the enable input of the 
iollowing stage. which must han; its clock terminal tied low. 

401608 to 40163B counters 

This range of counters comprise presettable types, in which the four-hit 
output can be Illade to agree with a four-bit code set up on four preset pins, 
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Figure 8.15 .111'1//(111.1 of casmdillg 4518B or 4520B counler.\" fiJI' ripple ()perali()n 

regardless of other conditions. This facility is useful, for example. III 

producing a count/display system that will repeatedly count from I to x. 
rather than from 0 to x as in a non-programmable counter. 

The40 1608 to 40 163 8 ICs have identical outlines and functional diagrams. 
as shown in Figure 8./6, but differ in their methods of counting and clearing. 
The 40 160B and 40 162B are both decade counters with BCD outputs, but the 
40160B has an asynchronous clear action whereas the 401628 has a 
synchronous clear action. The 40161 Band 40163 B arc both hexadecimal 
counters with four-bit outputs. but the clear action of the 401618 is 
asynchronous whereas that of the 40 163B is synchronous. 

Thus. a low level on the clear terminal of the 401608 or 401618 
asynchronous types immediately sets all four outputs low, regardless of the 
states of the clock. load. or enable inputs, but in the case of the 40162B or 
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40163B synchronous types a low level on the clear terminal sets the outputs 
low only on thc arrival of thc next positive c1ockedge. Note that a low level on 
the load terminal disables the counters and causes the outputs to agree with 
the preset (P) data on the arrival or the next clock pulse, regardless of the 
stages of the enable inputs. 

The counters have two clock enable pins (EP and ET), which must bc tied 
high for normal counting operation. These pins are available to facilitate an 
internal carry look-ahead feature that is useful in fast counting applications. 
Figure 8.17 shows how to connect the ICs for use as normal counters. 
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Figure 8.17 Merhod of' connectin?, the 40160B to 401638 ran?,,, of' lC'., for normal 
counter operarioll 

Synchronous up/down counters 

Synchronous up/down counters are devices that can be made to count in 
either direction, either by using a single clock input in conjunction with a 
direction control, or by using two seperate clock signals, with one controlling 
the up counting and the other controlling the down count. Up/down counters 
are very versatile devices; they can be used in the fixed mode as conventional 
up counter/display units or as count-down counter/display devices. In the 
active mode, they can be used as difference or add/subtract counters or 
bidirectional counter/display units etc. 

Three basic types or families of CMOS up/down counters arc readily 
available. They arc all versatile presettable types, giving undecoded rour-bit 
binary or BCD outputs which can be forced to agree with a rour-bit binary 
number set on four jam or preset terminals. 

The oldest type or CMOS up/down counter is the 4029B. This device uses a 
single clock signal, with count direction controlled via an up,down terminal. 
The IC can act as either a decade (BCD output) countcr, or a binary (four-bit 
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binary output) counter. depending on the setting oj' a binary decade select 

terminal. 
The..() 1013 and ,,(51613 family of up down counters also uses a single clock 

signal, \\ ith count direction controlled via an up down terminal, but in this 
case the count scale is fixed. The 451 0 H is a decade counter with HCD outputs. 
and the ,,(51613 is a binary counter with a four-bit binary output. 

Finally. the ,,(019213 and ,,(019.113 family of up down COllnter, lise seperate 
clocks to give the up and d(mn cOllnting action. The ,,(0 I ':J2B is a decade 
counter v\ith BCD outputs. and the "(019.1B is a binary courHer. 

Let';; now look in detail at each of these three sets of lip down counters. 
starting with the ,,(02913 type. 
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The 40298 up/down counter 

Figllre 8.18 shO\\s the outline and functional diagram of this versatile 
presettable IC: a high preset enable signal fon.:es the outputs to immediately 
(asynchronollsly) agree with the binary code set on the jam inputs. The IC 
acts as a binary counter when the binary, decade input terminal is high. or as a 
decade counter (with BCD outputs) when the terminal is low. The IC counts 
up when the up down input terminal is high. or down v\hen the terminal is 
low. Note. however. that the up down controlmllst Ollir he changed Irhell/he 
clock signal is !)o.li/il'C, 
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The 40298 terminal marked carry in is actually a clock disabling terminal. 
and is held low for normal clocking operation. When carry in and preset 
enahlc arc low. the counter shifts (up or down) one count on each positive 
transition of the clock signal. The carry out terminal of the Ie is normally high 
and goes Inw only when the counter reaches its maximum count in the up 
mode or its minimum count in the down mode (provided that the earry in 
signal is low). 

The actions of the carry in and carry out terminals of the 40298 arc 
designed to facilitate fully synchronous action in multidecade counting 
applications. as shown in Figure 8.19, wherc all res arc clocked in parallel and 
the carry out terminal ofeaeh counter is used to enahle the following one (at a 
'one-tenth of" rate) via its carry in terminal. 

clp/Liown 
(0 or I) 

preset enable 
(nol ,mil\' U:I -1'-.---------1'--,.----------1'...., 

dc. ;i~I<.·--L-----------L----------" 
(O,l[ ) 

Figure 8. 19 Mcrilod or cascading 40:!9 Bs Fir synchronous [iarallcl clocking 
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prt'set <.'I1:Jblt'--.r;"o---------1'--;----------'1'-..., 
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bini.lry/decade_---' _________ -" _________ _" 

(0 or I) 

Figure 8.20 Method or cascading 4029 Bs fi,,' asynchrono1ls ripple clocking 

ov 

ov 
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Numbers of 4029Bs can also be cascaded and clocked in the asynchronous 
ripple mode by using the connections shown in Figure8.2n. but in this case the 
Q outputs of different counters will not be glitch-free when decoded. Note 
that in this diagram the clock and carry in terminals arc joined together on 
each IC, to ensure that false counting will not occur if the up/down input is 
changed during a terminal count. 

dlXk up_ ...... -I 

clock dOwll __ -----1 

IClis40111l 

to, input:. 
ot 

UP/dOWn} 

4029B 
i.:i<h:h: 

Figure 8.2l Simple circuit/i)r convertil1l!. Ihe 40]9B 10 a dual-clock up'down counter 

Finally. Figllre 8.21 shows a simple circuit that can he used to convert the 
4029B into a dual-clock up/down counter. in which clock signals on the up 
terminal give up clocking. and clock signals on the down terminal give down 
clocking. The counter shifts (up or down) on the positive transition of either 
clock signal. Note that only one clock terminal can be used at a time. and that 
the unused tcrminal must bc held high. 
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Figure 8.22 Outline andfunctional diagram o/"the 45 JOB (decade) and45 J6B (hinary) 
up/down counters 
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45108 and 45168 up/down counters 

The 4510B and 4516B arc prescttable up/down counters. The 45108 is a 
decade counter with BCD outputs. and the 4516B is a hinary (hexadecimal) 
counter. The ICs have identical outlines and functional diagrams, as shown in 
Figure 8.22. These counters have a reset terminal which enables all outputs to 
be set low (cleared) by applying a high level on the reset line. The outputs can 
be made to agree with a binary code on the preset (P) terminals by applying a 
high level on the preset enable line. The IC counts up when the up/down 
terminal is high. and down when the terminal is low; the up/down input must 
only change when the clock signal is high. 

The carry in terminal is actually a clock disabling terminal, and is held low 
for normal operation. When carry in (and reset and preset enable) is low, the 
counter shifts one count on each positive transition of the clock. The carry out 
terminal is normally high and goes low only when the counter reaches its 
maximum count in the up mode or its minimum count in thc down mode 
(providcd that the carry in terminal is low). 

Numbers of 451 OBs and 4516Bs can be cascaded and clocked in parallel to 
give Cully synchronous action by using the connection shown in Figurf 8.23. 

up,.idown __ ._---------r---------, 
(0 or I) 

preset enable -'1'-T-------~1'_r_--------'h 
(normally 0) 

do.:k ~--f'-~-------_€_-+---------E__J 

res,,-'t 
(normJlly 0) 

Figure 8.23 Me/hod oj'cascodinR45108 or 45168 ICs/or synchronollsparallel clocking 

or can be cascaded in the asynchronous ripple mode by using the connections 
shown in Figurf 8.24, which ensures counting validity even if the up/down 
input is changed during a terminal count. 

40192B and 40193B up/down counters 

The 40192B and 40 193B are presettable dual-clock up/down counters. The 
40 I 92B is a decade counter with BCD outputs, and the 40 I 93B is a 
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up..:down __ ---.-_________ ----1_---_____ -., 
(0 elf 1) 
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Figure X.24 Jfefhod ofcll.l'('wling 45 lliB or 45168 IC.I'.ior 1i.IT!/(·hrol1liliS ripple clocking 
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hexadecimal counter. The les have identical outlines and functional 
diagrams, as shown in Figure 8.:'5. A high on the reset terminal asynchro
nously sets all four outputs to zero. A low on the presct enable terminal 
asynchronously sets the outputs to the \'alucs set on the four jam (1) input 
terminals. 

Thc counters hav'c 1\\0 clock input lines. one controlling the up count and 
the othercontrollillg the down count. Only one clock input terminal 111W,t be 
used at a time. and the unused input must be tied high. The counter shifts one 
count (up or down) on each positive transition or the used clock line. 

The carry and borrow output signals orthe counters arc normally high. but 
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the carry signal goes lov. one-half clock cycle after the counter reaches its 
maximum count in the up mode, and the borrow output goes low one-half 
clock cycle after the counter reaches minimum count in the down mode. 

o v v+ o v v+ o v v+ 

rl'sd - ______ +-----___ -4--t-_______ ----1 

(nonn:_tll) 0) 

pr<.'sl't-ell:..tbk 
lllorm:.dh 1) 

Figure 11.26 Method o(cascading 40192B or 40193B counters 

12 

13 

Finally, Figure 8.26 shows how to connect40192Bs or40193Bs in cascaded 
multiple IC applications. The borrow and carry outputs of each IC are simply 
connected directly to the clock down and clock up inputs respectively of the 
following ICs. 



9 Down counters and 
decoders 

In the previous two chapters we have looked in detail at CMOS D and JK flip
flops, and at various sophisticated types of CMOS up and up/down 
counter/divider ICs. In this chapter we round off our look at CMOS counter/ 
dividers and associated devices with a detailed examination of dedicated 
presettable down counters, plus a brief survey of various types of decoders 
and display-driver ICs. 

Presettable down counter basics 

Dedicated presettable down counters are special ICs that can be externally 
programmed to divide by any number by simply feeding that number (in 
binary or BCD form) to a set of preset terminals. Figure 9.1 illustrates the 
basic principle. Here. a programmable decade down counter (PDDC) has the 
BCD code 6 fed to its four preset inputs via a BCD thumbwheel switch, so that 
the counter automatically gives divide-by-six operation. 

out 
~ 1/6 

BCD 
thumbwheel 
switch 

P4 P1 P2 PI 

PDllC clock 
in 

Figure 9.1 A programmahle decade down counter (PDDC) can count/divide hy any 
BeD numberfed to its preset terminals 
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hunJreds tens units 

P4 P3 P, p] P4 I' 3 P, I' ] P 4 1'3 1'2 1'] 

CkKk clock 

I'DDC3 PDDe PDDC] 

figure 9.2 PDDCs have programnwh/c caselli/ability; the output of this circuit is equal 
to the sum of the individuul division ratios 

The unique feature of the PDDC, however, is that it has a characteristic 
known as 'programmablc cascadabiIity', as illustrated in Figure 9.2. Here, the 
hundreds counter is set to divide-by-two, the tens counter to divide-by-six, 
and the units counter to divide-by-three, and the overall system gives a 
division ratio of 200 + 60 + 3 = 263, Conventional counters (Figure 9.3) 
would, of course, give an overall division ratio of 200 x 60 x 3 = 36000 if 
cascaded with the same division ratios. 

figure 9.3 When conventionul COUll tel's are cascaded they give ajinal output equolto the 
product of the individual division rllllo.1 

Thus, the very special feature of the presettable down counter is its 
programmable cascadability, which enables it to be made into systems which 
count or divide by any desired numbers that are fed into its preset inputs. 
Practical PDDCs can readily be made to act as programmable frequency 
dividers or frequency synthesizers, or as programmable down counters or 
timers. The programming can be done electromechanically via thumbwheel 
switches, or electronically via microprocessor control etc. 

How down counters work 

Figure 9.4 shows the basic functional diagram of a decade version of the 
presettable down counter (binary versions are similar). The unit houses a 
four-stage synchronous down counter which shifts down one count on each 
positive transition of the clock signal. as indicated by the truth table of Figure 

in 
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Figure 9A Basicfunctional diarram o(apresellahle decade down counter, toretiJer lvith 
the truth tahle of the actual counkr stages 

ij,.j, Note in particular that if a count sequence starts with all stages in the 0 
(minimum count) state. the first arriving clock pulse causes the counters to 
jump to the BC D 9 (code 100 I) or ma xi mum count state, The outputs of the 
four counters are available at the Q terminals, 

The clock signal of the PDDC can be disabled by a high level on the inhibit 
controL A decoded zero output is available and goes high only when all 
counters arc in the 0 or minimum count state, Four preset input terminals are 
provided. and the counters ean be forced to take up the BCD states set on 
these by applying a high level to the load pin, 

Figure 9.5 shows how to connect a PDDe as a programmable counter that 
counts down from the BCD number that is loaded via thc start button. and 
stops counting and gives a high output when that number of clock pulses has 
been received, Suppose that the BCD number 6 is loaded via the start button, 
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l'uh\..'s 

COllllt-b):-.\ 
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Figure 9,5 PDDC connected as (/ programmahle do \I 11 counter 
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and clock signals are then initiated. On the arrival of each clock pulse the IC 
counts down one step. going through the numhcrs 5, 4,3,2, I and finally, on 
the arrival of the sixth pulse, to O. at which point the zero outputtcrminal gocs 
high and activates the inhibit terminal. causing any furthcr clock pulses to he 
ignored. The count sequence is then complete. It can be restarted by pressing 
the start button. 

)---------_ _...-- oul 

lL..-_---" 
I 

sturt '=:6til 
puls,,-' 

I' IJ [l( , 

clock input 
pulses 

Figure 9.0 Tl\'()-dccade !,rogramnlllhic dowII counler, sel for COUll I 2() o!,eralioll 

Figul'i" C).6 shows how two rODCs can he cascaded to make a two-decade 
programmable down Cllunter giving a count 01'26. Note that the /ero outputs 
of the ICs are ANDed to gencrate the inhibit control ofrDOC l (and also the 
final output), and that the clock signal ofPDDC2 comes from the Q4 output 
of PODC,. The count action of the circuit is as follows. 

When the start button is pressed the BCD number 2 is loaded into the tens 
counter and 6 is loaded into the units counter: the clock input signal is then 
initiated. rODe, counts down from 6 to 0 through the first six clock pulses 
but then, since the zero outputs arc not both high at this stage. simply starts 
acting as a divide-by-tcll counter and starts counting down from the BCO 
number 9 (code 1001) on the arrival of the seventh pulse. simultaneously 
sending a single clock pulse to PDDC2 as Q4 switches high. Ten pulses later 
(on the seventeenth pulse) PDDC, sends another clock pulse to PDDe 2 • 

making its Lero output go high. and nine pulses later (on the 26th pulse) the 
Lert) output of PO DC I also goes high, at which point the output of the AND 
gate goes high and inhibits further counting action. The seljuence is then 
complete. 

Flglll't! Y. 7 shows how to wire a single PO De as a programmable timer with 
an output that goes high as the start hutton is pressed butthen goes low again 
a preset time later. The circuit is like that of FiRUri" C).5. except that its final 
output is inverted and the clock signal is taken from a tixed time-reference 
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Figure 9.7 PDDC cOllneCTed as II programmable timer 

out 

L 
I 

Vth 
pulse 

source (e.g. I pulse second). Note that the Figure 9.6 circuit can also be made 
to act as a programmable timer by similarly inverting its final output and 
taking the clock signal Crom a fixed time-reference source. 

Frequency dhision 

Figure 9.8 shows how to wire a PDDC as a programmable Crequency divider. 
The divide-by-N code is fed to the preset terminals, and the output is taken 
from the zero terminal. which is coupled back to the load pin. Suppose that at 
the start of the (.;Ount the BCD number 4 has been loaded into the counter. On 
the arrival of the first clock pulse the counter decrements to 3, on the second 
pulse to 2. on the third to I, and on the fourth to O. at which point the zero 
output goes high and loads the BCD number 4 back into the counters, so the 
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Figure 9. ~ P D DC connected as a programmable Fcquenc.l divider 
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whole sequence starts over again and the zero output goes back low. Tbus, the 
counter repeatedly counts by the number (4) set on the preset inputs, and the 
output (from the zero terminal) takes the form ofa narrow pulse with a width 
of a few hundred nanoseconds. 

in 
clock PDDe 

zero 
out 

ov 

out 
= /10 

Figure 9.9 P D DC ('ollllected as a simple decade freque/lcl' di\'ider 

Figure 9.9 shows a PDDC connected as a simple divide-by-ten counter! 
divider. Here, the load terminal is grounded, so the preset codes have no effcct 
and thc counter repeatedly cycles through its basic BCD count, from 9 to 0 
and thcn back to 9 again, and so on. The output, taken from the zero output 
terminal, goes high for one full clock cyclc in every ten. 

l' 4 1'3 P, P I P, PI 

loau load 
zero PDDC2 

PDDC I clock 
out zero in 

clock out 

inhibit 

ov 

Figure 9.10 Two-decade programmahle frequcllcl' divider, set for divide-hy-24 
operatio/1 

Figure 9.10 shows how to wire two PDDCs to give cascaded programmable 
frequency divider opera tion. Tn this case the units counter is set for divide-by
four and the tens for divide-by-two operation (= -:- 24). The two zero outputs 
are ANDed to give the load action (and also the final output). and thc PODC 2 

clock signal is derived from the Q4 output of PO DC 1. The circuit operates as 
follows. 
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Assume that at the start of the count cycle the BCD number 24 is loaded 
into the counters. For the first few counts in the cycle PDDC 1 counts from 4 to 
o and then, since PDDC 2 is not also in the 0 state at this moment, goes into the 
normal divide-by-ten mode, jumping to the 9 state (and simultaneously 
feeding a clock pulse to PDDC2 as Q4 switches high) and counting down from 
there. This action continues until eventually, on the arrival of the 24th pulse, 
the zero outputs of both ICs go high together, at which point the output of the 
AND gate goes high and loads the BCD number 24 back into the counters, 
and the whole sequence starts over again. 

Thus, the Figure 9.10 circuit repeatedly divides by the two-decade number 
that is programmed in, producing a narrow (a few hundred nanoseconds) 
outputs pulse from the AND gate on the completion of each 'divide-by-24' 
counting cycle. 

Frequency synthesis 

The main application of programmable frequency dividers is in pro
grammable frequency synthesis, where they are used in conjunction with a 
phase-locked loop (PLL) as shown in Figure 9.11. Here, the output ofa wide
range voltage-controlled oscillator (V CO) is fed, via the programmable 
divide-by-N counter, to one input of a phase detector, which has its other 
input taken from a fixed-frequency crystal-controlled reference generator. 
The phase detector produces an output voltage proportional to the difference 
between the two input frequencies; this voltage is filtered and fed back to the 
VCO control input in such a way that the VCO automatically self-adjusts to 

thumb wheel 
selector switches 

crystal-controlled 
reference 

programmable 
divide-by-.\" 
counter 

frequency frer ---------' 
(I kHz) 

lout = 1;01.\" 
= 236 kHz 

Figure 9.11 A programmable divide-by-N counter can be used in conjunction with a 
PLL to make a precision programmable frequency synthesi:::er 
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hring the variahle input frequency of the phase detector to the same value as 
the reference frequency, at which point the PLL is said to he 'locked'. 

Note that the output frequency of the yeO is .v times the value of the 
freLjuency on the variahle input of the phase detector. Thus, whcn the PLL is 
locked, the YCO output frequency is N times the rciCrence frequency, e.g. if N 
= 236 and IreI' = I kHz . .fOUl equals 236 kHz and has crystal accuracy. 
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Figure 9.12 Our/inc lind /illlcliolla/ dia/iram ojrhe 4522B (decade) and 4526B (hilla!')') 
prugrw}}!1/(/h/(! dOH'n C()U'"lfel's . 

The 45228 and 45268 

The best known family of CMOS programmable cascadahle down counters 
comprises the 45228 (decimal) and the 4526B (binary) four-bit ICs. which 
both have the outlines and functional diagrams shown in Figure 9.12. 
Functionally, these Ies arc almost identical to the hasic circuit of Figllre 9.4, 

except that the counters can he synchronously reset to the zero state by taking 
the master reset pin high. and that an AND gate is huilt into the zero output 
line. so that the zero output can only go high if the cascade feedback terminal 
is also high. thus enabling cascading to he achieved without the usc of external 
gates. 

The 45228 and 4526B can he used in the same ways as shown in Figures 9.5 
to I). / /. except that the mastcr rcset pin is normalh grounded anel the AND 
gate is huilt into the les. \Vhen the ICs are used alone, the cascadc ked back 
(CF) tcrminal must bc tied high to enable the zero output. When cascading 
two or more les, tic the zero output of the most significant digit (MSD) 
packagc to the CF tcrminal of the MSD· I package, repeating the process on 
all less significant dividers except the first. Figure 9. /3 shows practical 
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Figure 9.13 TIl'o-sliige programmab!(' down COUllIt'I' , IIsing 45228 or 45268 fe, 
connections for making a two-stage programmable down counter, and Figure 
9.14 shows the connections for a two-stage programmable frequency divider. 

When using these I(,s. note that all unused inputs (including presets) must 
be tied high or low. as appropriate. and that the outputs of all internal counter 
stages are available via the Q terminals. enabling the counter states to be 
decoded via external circuitry. 

The 401028 and 401038 

The 401 02B and 401 03B are another popular family ofC'vl0S programmable 
caseadable down counter ICs. but in this case each device e!fectively houses a 
pair ofpresettablc four-bit down counters cascaded in a single package. with 
only the zero output (which goes low under the zero-count condition) of the 
counters externally available; Q outputs are not provided. Figur(' 9.15 shows 
the outline, functional diagram. and truth table that is common to both Ies. 
The 40 I 02B functions as a two-decade BCD-type down counter, and the 
40103B as an eight-bit (or two four-bit words) binary type. Both types clock 
down on the positive transition of the clock signal. 

Codes that are applied to the eight preset pins of the ICs can be loaded 
asynchronously hy pulling the A L pin low. or synchronously (on the arrival of 
the next clock pulse) by pulling the SL pin low. When the clear input is pulled 
low the counter asynchronously clears to its maximum count. When the 
inhibit control is pulled high it inhibits both the clock counting action and the 
zero output action. thereby acting as a carry in terminal in cascaded 
applications. 
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Figure 9.14 T\\'o-s!af?C prof?rt1mmable frequency divider. using 4522B or 45268 ICs 
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Figure 9.15 (/I: OlltiillC. (Iuj/met ional diaf?ram. and (c) trllth tahie of the 401028 Mo

decade and 40103B eight-hit hinar)' down counters 

Figures 9.16 to 9.19 show four basic ways of using this family ofpresettable 
down counters. Figure 9.16 shows the connections for making a pro
grammable eight-hit or two-word timer or down counter, and Figure 9.17 
shows the circuit ofa programmable frequency divider. The latter circuit gives 
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divide-by-(N + I) operation. its output going low for one full clock cycle 
under the zero-count condition: true divide-by-N operation can be obtained 
by tying SL high and wiring zero out to AL. but in this case the output pulses 
will have widths of only a few hundred nanoseconds. 

Finally. Figures 9.18 and 9.19 show the basic connections that arc used to 
cascade 401 028 or 401 038 stages in large-word programmable applications. 
The Figure 9.18 connections give ripple operation. and the Figure 9.19 
connections give fully synchronous operation (for fast applications). 

Decoders 

Most of the counter cli\iders that we have looked at in this and the previous 
two chapters give four-bit coded outputs. \\hich take the standard form 
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Figure 9.18 Method ol ripple cascading 40102 B or 40103B counters 
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Figure 9.20 The coded oulput slates ojajiJur-/Jil cnllnler are shown in (a), and (/J) and 
(c) show hOle- In deeml" Ihe !lilli/hers 5 and 7, respectively 

shown in Figure i),]()r II). Thus. when the counters arc in the 5 stale they give 
an output code of 0 101. and in the 7 state give 0 III (read with Q .. to the left). 

Individual output states of the counters can easily be decoded and used for 
driving external display units, control lines, etc. by using the basic logic 
techniques shown in Figure 1).]0 (h) and 9.20(e). Here outpuh that arc high 

out 
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(logic-I) in the desired code state are fed directly to the inputs of a four-input 
AN D gate, and those that are low are fed to the input of the gate via inverter 
stages. TfBCD numbers are to be decoded. and the numbers lie between 2 and 
7 inclusive, the Q4 code can be ignored and three-input AND gating can be 
used. 

24 
follow (latch v+ 

inputs { : 

decode 
inhibit 

outputs pins ~ } inputs 
7 

16 
4 V+ 6 IO 

2 3 4514B 11 
or 

0 4 451 )B 8 

7 B 

},"'"" 
9 

4028B 
9 C 2 14 

D 15 

6 A 0 12 

OV 8 OV 13 
8 9 12 13 

Figure 9.2l Oui/inn and pin notations of the 402fiB BCD-fu-decimai (one-oFten) 
decoder, and uf file 4514B (active-high output) and 4515B (udive-i'iH output) Jour-bil 
binarr (one-orsix feen) decoders 

If more than two of three code states are to be decoded. it is usually 
economic to use dedicated CMOS decoder ICs, such as the 4028B, 4514B. or 
4515B (Figure 9.21) for the purpose. The 4028B BCD-to-decimal decoder 
simply gives direct decoding of the ten BCl) or binary numbers 0 to 9 
inclusive; input terminal A corresponds to Q\ of the eode, and C corresponds 
to Q4 of the code. 

The 4514B and 4515B are full four-bit decoders, with an individual output 
for eaeh of the sixteen possible code numbers. The 4514B gives active-high 
outputs (all outputs except the sclected one are normally low), and the 4515B 
gives active-low outputs. These 1 Cs are far more sophisticated than the 4028B 
type, and have follow latch or FII control on pin I and a decode inhibit or Dl 
control on pin 15. 

The DI control disables all decoding functions; it drives all outputs low in 
the 4514B. or high in the 45l5B, irrespective of the states of all other pins. The 
ICs act as straight or direct decoders when the F/I terminal is high, but when 
the terminal is pulled low it latches the prevailing input code into memory and 
retains it. irrespective of the subsequent states of the input code, as long as F II 
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remains high; the latched code is decoded and fed to the output in the normal 
way. 

BCD-to-seven-segment decoders/drivers 

The BCD outputs of decade counters can easily be decoded and used to drive 
seven-segment LED or LCD displays by using suitable decoder/driver ICs. 
Seven-segment displays have the standard format and terminal notations 
shown in Figure 9.22( a), with the segment pins individually available on the 
package. 

(a) 

frol11 driver 
~ 

common 
cathode 

(b) 

etc. 

v+ 

common 
anode 

~ 
from driver 

(c) 

etc. 

Figure 9.22 Seven-segment LED or LCD displays have the standard format shown in 
(a). LED types are available in (b) common-cathode or (c) common-anode forms. 
Current-limiting resistors must be wired in series with the segment pins 

LED seven-segment displays are available in either common-cathode or 
common-anode forms, and Figures 9.22(b) and 9.22( c) show small sections 
of the equivalent circuits of these types. Common-cathode types must be 
driven by ICs that can source significant currents, and common-anode types 
must be activated by devices that can sink significant currents. Note that in 
both types a current-limiting resistor must be wired in series with each 
segment pin. 

The most popular CMOS IC for driving seven-segment LED displays is the 
4511B BCD-to-seven-segment latch/decoder/LED-driver, which has the pin 
notations and functional diagram shown in Figure 9.23. This IC is ideally 
suited to driving common-cathode displays, since its outputs can each source 
up to 25 rnA. The451lB is an easy IC to use. It has four BCD input terminals, 
seven segment-driving output terminals, and only three input control 
terminals. 

,------,---,-
The lamp test input terminal is normally tied high; when pulled low it turns 

on all seven segments of the display, irrespective of the input code. The blank 
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Figure 9.n I £IJ (J"rlille and (h) /imclioll(J/ diugrml/ of lile 451/ B BCD-Io-sevell
.\'ei{l1It'lI! lu!ch dccni/cr. LieD-driver 

input terminal is also normally tied high; when pulled low it turns off all 
display segments, irrespective of the input code. The store control enables the 
IC to give either direct or latched decodcr operation, When store is low, the IC 
givcs direct decoding of thc BCD inputs, If store is switched high, the BCD 
input that is present at the moment of switching is latched into thc internal 
store and then decoded, and this BCD number is held (and the actual BCD 
input is ignored) as long as store remains high. 

Seven-segment LCD drivers 

Seven-segment I iq uid crystal displays (LCDs) h,nc the salTle format as LED 
typcs (Figure 9,]]( iI)). except that their common terminal is known as thc 
backplane or BP. LCDs must effectively be driven by AC signals with 
virtually zero DC components. In practice, the AC signal takcs the form of a 
square wave with a frequency in the range 30 Hz to 200 Hz, 

Older LCD drivers relied on the usc of dual power supplies to give the AC 
drive. Modern types use the single-supply bridge technique of Figure 9,J4 tn 
give the necessary AC drive, Here. when a segment is turned on, the segment 
and BP are driven by anti-phase sq uare waves, as shown. Note here that, as far 
as the display is concerned, it is the value of the segment voltage relative to the 

badplalle mirage that is important. Thus. in part A of the waveform the 
segment is 10 V positi\e to BP, and in part B it is 10 V negative to BP, so the 
LCD is effectively driven by an AC signal with a peak-tn-peak value of 20 
volts and with zero DC value. In this system, when a segment is turned offit is 
simply shortcircuited to BP. 

The most popular C\IIOS IC for driving seven-segment I.CDs is the 4543B 
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Figure 9.25 Outline am/ usage diar;ram of/he 45438 8CD-to-sevell-segmenl latch/ 
decoda" LCD-driver 

BCD-to-seven-segment latch, decoder LCD-driver. whieh uses the tech
niques descrihed above, Figllre 925 shows the outline and basic usage 
diagram of the device, which must have its phase terminal connected to the 
backplane of the display and driven from a symmetrical external square wave. 
The store control gives direct decoding when pulled high, or gives latched 
decoding when pulled low. The blank terminal is normaily grounded. and 
blanks the entire display when pulled high. 

Conclusion 

In this and the previous two chapters we have looked at a selection of CMOS 
counting and decoding [Cs. Tah/es 9.1 to 9.7 list the actual devices that we 
have looked at. Tn practice. all of these clc\iees arc intended for usc in fairly 
simple one-olT or limited-run applications. For decliea ted applications such as 
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making frequency meters or digital clocks, special VLSI (very large-scale 
integration) rcs are readily available. Similarly, when driving seven-segment 
LCD or LED displays of more than three sections, it is often economical to 
use a dedicated VLSI IC with full multiplexing facilities to do the job; these 
ICs are also readily available. 

Table 9.1 

Type 

40208 
40248 
40408 
40608 

Table 9.2 

Type 

40138 
4017B 
4018B 
40228 
40278 

Table 9.3 

Type 

40268 

4033B 

4518B 
45208 
40160B 
40161B 
401628 
401638 

NOIl-synchrollous (ripple) coWlfers 

Description 

Fourteen-stage (divide-by-16 384) counter 
Seven-stage (divide-by-128) counter 
Twelve-stage (divide-by-4096) counter 
Fourteen-stage counter, with built-in oscillator 

General-purpose counters 

Description 

Dual type D flip-flop 
Decade counter with ten decoded outputs 
Decade divide-by-N counter 
Octal counter with eight decoded outputs 
Dual J K flip-flop 

Srllchronous up counters 

Description 

Decade counter with seven-segment display outputs (features 
display enable control) 
Decade counter with seven-segment display outputs (feature ripple 
blanking) 
Dual decade counter, 8CD outputs 
Dual hexadecimal counter, four-bit binary outputs 
Presettable decade counter with asynchronous clear 
Presettable binary counter with asynchronous clear 
Presettable decade counter with synchronous clear 
Preseltable binary counter with synchronous clear 



Table 9.4 

Type 

4029B 
45 lOB 
4516B 
40192B 
40193B 

Table 9.5 

Type 

4522B 
4526B 
40102B 
40103B 

Table 9.6 

Type 

4028B 
4514B 
4515B 

Table 9.7 

Type 

4511B 
4543B 
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Synchronous presettable up down counters 

Description 

Four-bit binary or BCD decade counter 
BCD decade counter 
Four-bit binary counter 
BCD decade dual-clock counter 
Four-bit binary dual-clock counter 

Synchronous presettable down counters 

Decade counter 
Binary counter 
Two-decade BCD counter 
Eight-bit binary counter 

Four-bit decoders 

BCD-to-decimal decoder 

Description 

Description 

One-of-sixteen decoder, active-high outputs 
One-of-sixteen decoder, active-low outputs 

BCD-to-seven-segment decoder drivers 

Description 

Latch/decoder/LED-driver 
La tch/ decoder/LCD-driver 
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To conclude the volumc, this final chapter presents a miscellaneous collcction 
of useful CMOS digital IC circuits that do not readily fit into any of the 
specific classifications of earlier chapters. These circuits include alarm-call 
gcnerators, security alarms, DC lamp controllers, and some unusual designs 
hased on the 4046B phase-locked-loop IC 

Alarm-call generators 

Inexpensive CMOS gate ICs such as the 400 I B can easily be used (in 
conjunction with one or more transistors) to make a variety of audible-output 
alarm-call generator circuits. These generators may give monotonc, pulsed
tone, or warble-tone outputs, may give latching, non-latching, or 'one-shot' 
operation, and can be designed to give output powers ranging from a few 
milliwatts up to about 18 watts. In this section we look only at low-powcr 
versions of these alarm-call generations; power-boosting circuits are de
scribed in a later section. 

Figure 10. J shows the practical circuit of a low-power switch-activated 
SOO Hz (monotone) alarm call generator. Here, two gates ofa 4001 B arc wired 
as a gated astahle m ultivibrator (see Chapter 5) with a freq uenc} set at 800 Hz 
by the R1-C \alues. and the remaining two gates ofIC arc disahled by taking 
their inputs to ground. The action of this astable is such that it is inoperative, 
with its pin 4 output high, when its pin I input is high, hut acts as a square
wave gcncrator when pin I is low. 

Thus whcn the pin I input terminal is high, /ero hase current is fed to QI' so 
the circuit is inoperative and passes only a small leakage current, but when the 

170 
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+:::;to+15\ 

(b) 

I :igurc 1 (), I Low-power 800 H:: mOllotone alarm-call generator designedfor (a) NO 
and (b) NC switch activation 

input is low the astable is operative and generates a square-wave tone signal in 
the speaker via Qt. Note that the circuit can he activated via normally open 
(NO) switch contacts by using the connections shown in Figure 10.1 (a), or hy 
normally closcd (NC) contacts by using the input connections shown in 
Figurf 10.1 ( h). In thc latter case the circuit draws a standhy clirrent of about 
I ItA via bias resistor Re. 

The basic FiKlIrc flU circuit is intended for low-power applications only. 
and can be used with any speaker in the range 3 Q to I 00 ~~ and wi th any supply 
in the range 5 to 15 volts. Note that resistor R, is wired in series with the 
speaker and must have its value chosen so that the total resistance is roughly 
I OOQ. to keep the dissipation ofQI within acceptahle limits. The actual power 
output level of the circuit depends on the individual values of speaker 
impedance and supply voltage that are used. but is no more than a few tens of 
milliwatts. If desired. the output power can be raised as high as IS walls by 
using one of the booster circuits shown later in this chapter. 

FiKlIre /0.2 shows how a 400 I B can bc used to generate a pulsed SOO Hz 
alarm-call signal when its contacts are operated. Here, the two left-hand gates 
of the Ie are wired as a low-frequency (about 6 Hz) gated astable 
multivibrator that is activated by the input switch. and the two right-hand 
gates are wired as an 1)00 Hz astable that is activated by the (, Hz astahle. 

Normally. when the pin I input terminal is high. both astables are 
inoperative and the circuit consumes only a small leakage current. When the 
input is low. both astables arc activated and the low-frequency circuit pulses 
the SOO Hz astable on and otf a t a rate of about (, Hz. so a pulsed 800 Hz tnne is 
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+Sto+lSV 

ov 
(a) (b) 

Figure 10.2 Low-power pulsed-tone alarm-call generator designed for (aJ NO and 
(bJ NC switch activation 

generated in the speaker. Note that the circuit can be activated via an NO 
switch by using the connections shown in Figure 10.2 ( a) or by an NC switch 
by using the connections of Figure 10.2(b). 

Figure 10.3 shows how the Figure 10.2 circuit can be modified so that it 
generates a warble-tone alarm signal that switches alternately between 60q Hz 
and 450 Hz at a 6 Hz rate. These two circuits are basically similar, but in 
Figure 10.3 the 6 Hz astable is used to modulate the frequency of the right
hand astable rather than to pulse it on and off. Note that the pin 1 and pin 8 
gate terminals of both astables are tied together, and the astables are thus 
both activated directly by the input switch. The circuit can be activated via 
NO switches by using the connections of Figure 10.3 (a), or by NC switches by 
using the connections of Figure 10.3(b). 

(al (bl 

Figure 10.3 Low-power warble-tone alarm-call generator designed for (aJ NO and 
(b) NC switch activation 
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Self-latching circuits 

The alarm-call generator circuits of Figures 10.1 to 10.3 are all non-latching 
types which produce an output only while activated by their control switches. 
By contrast, Figures 10.4 and 10.5 show two ways of using a 400 I B so that it 
gives some form of self-latching alarm-generating action. 

+ 5 to + IS V 

Q, 
2N3906 

R} 100!1 
total 

~------~------------r-O~V~----------~ 

(al 

+ 5 to + 15 V 

s, 
start 

(b) 

OV 

Figure 10.4 One-shot SOO H~ monotone alarm designedfor (a) NO and (h) NC switch 
activation 

The Figure 10.4 circuit is that of a one-shot or auto-tum-off alarm-call 
generator. Here, the two left-hand gates of the Ie are wired as a one-shot or 
monostable multivibrator that can be triggered by a rising voltage on pin 2, 
and the two right-hand gates are wired as a gated 800 Hz astable multi vibrator 
that is activated by the output of the monos table. 

Thus, the circuit action is such that both multi vibrators are normally 
inoperative and the circuit consumes only a small leakage currcnt. As soon as 
switch Sl is momentarily activated. however, the monostablc triggers and 
turns on the 800 Hz monotone alarm signal. which then continues to be 
generated for a preset period. irrespective of the state ofS j . At the end of this 
period the alarm automatically turns off again. and the action is complete. 
The circuit can be reactivated again by applying another rising voltage to pin 
2 via Sj (Figures 10.4 (a) and 10.4 (b) show alternative switching methods). 
Note that the alarm duration time is determined by the C value, and 
approximates one second per microfarad ofvaluc; periods of several minutes 
can readily be obtained. 

Finally. Figure 10.5 shows the circuit of a true self-latching 800 Hz switch
activated monotone alarm-call generator. Here. the two left-hand gates are 
wired as a manually triggered bistable multi vibrator, and the two right-hand 
gates as a gated 800 Hz astable that is activated via the bistable. 

The circuit action is such that the bistable output is normally high. so the 
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Figure 10,) Self~la/ching ROO H~ mon%ne alarm li)r (a) NO and (b) Ne switch 
acti\'iltion 

astable is disabled and the circuit consumes only a small leakage current. 
When S I is briefly operated a positive signal is fed to pin 2 of the Ie so the 
bistable changes state and its output locks low and activates the 800 Hz 
monotone generator. Once the alarm signal has been so activated, it can only 
be turned off again by removing the positive signal from pin 2 and briefly 
closing reset switch S2, at which point the circuit resets and its quiescent 
current returns to leakage levels. 

Power boosters 

The mean output power of the Figure 10.1 to 10.5 circuits depends on the 
individual values of speaker impedance and supply voltage used. but is 
usually of the order of only a few tens of milliwatts. Using a 9 V supply, for 
example. the output power to a 15 Q speaker is about 25 m W, and to a 100 Q 

speaker is about 160 m W, If desired. the output powers of these circuits can be 
greatly increased by modifying their outputs to accept the power booster 
circuits of Figure lIJ.o or J().7. 

In these circuits, R2 is wired in series with the collector of the existing Ql 
alarm output transistor and provides base drive to a one- or two-transistor 
booster stage. and the alarm's power supply is decoupled from that of the 
booster via R l-C 1 , Note that protection diodes are wired across the speakers 
of the booster circuits. and prevent the speaker back EMFs from exceeding 
the supply rail voltage. 

The Figure 10.6 booster circuit can be used with any speaker in the range 
5 Q to 25 Q and with any supply from 5 V to 15 V. The available output power 
varies from 250 mW when a 25 Q speaker is used with a 5 V supply, to 11.25 W 
when a 5 Q speaker is used with a 15 V supply. The Figure ]0.7 circuit is 
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+ 5 to + 15 V 

Figure 10.6 Medium-power (0.25 W 10 11.25 W) boosler slage 

ov 

Figure 10.7 High-power (18 W) hoosIer slage 

designed to operate from a fixed 15 V supply and to use a 3 Q speaker, and 
gives a mean output power of about 18 W. Note that, because of transistor 
leakage currents, the Figure J().6 and 10.7 circuits pass quiescent currents of 
roughly 10 IlA and 30 IlA, respectively, when in the standby mode. 

Multitone alarms 

Each of the Figure JO.I to 10.5 circuits has a single input switch and generates 
a distinctive sound when that switch is operated. By contrast, Figures 10.8 and 
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10.9 show a couple of multi tone alarm-call generators that each have two or 
three input switches and generate a distinctive sound via each input switch. 
These circuits are useful in identifier applications, such as in door announcing 
where, for example, a high tone may be generated via a front door switch, a 
low tone via a back door switch, and a medium tone via a side door switch. 

+510+15 V +510+15V 

(al (b) 

Figure 10.8 (a) Three-input multitone alarm, plus (b) power booster stage 

The Figure 10.8 circuit is that of a simple three-input monotone alarm-call 
generator. Here, two 4001B gates are wired as a modified astabled 
multi vibrator. The action is such that the circuit is normally inoperative and 
drawing only a slight standby current, but becomes active and acts as a 
square-wave generator when a resistance is connected between pins 2 and 5 of 
the Ie. This resistance must be less than the 2.2 MQ value of R4 , and the 
frequency of the generated tone is inversely proportional to the resistance 
value that is used. With the component values shown, the circuit generates a 
tone of roughly 1500 Hz via SI, 800 Hz via S2, and 450 Hz via S3' Note that 
these tones are each separated by about an octave, so each push-button 
generates a very distinctive tone. 

As in the case of most other alarms already described, the Figure 10.8 (a) 
circuit generates an output power of only a few tens ofmilliwatts. Ifrequired, 
the output can be boosted as high as 11.25 W by using the booster stage of 
Figure 10.8(b). 

Figure 10.9 shows the circuit ofa two-input multi tone unit that generates a 
pulsed-tone signal via SI or a monotone signal via S2. Here, the two left-hand 
gates of the Ie are wired as a low-frequency (6 Hz) gated astable and the two 
right-hand ones as a 800 Hz astable. The two astables are interconnected via 
silicon diode D 1 . The circuit action is such that the 6 Hz astable oscillates and 
activates the 800 Hz astable when SI is operated, thus producing a pulsed
tone output signal, but only the 800 Hz astable operates when S2 is closed, 
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thus producing a monotone output signal. This basic Figure 10.9 circuit 
generates output powers of only a few tens of milliwatts, but if desired this 
power can be greatly boosted via the circuits of Figure 10.6 or 10.7. 

Security alarms 

Most security alarms are sound-generating systems that can be triggered by the 
opening or closing of one or more sets of clectrical contacts. These contacts 
may be simple push-button switches, hidden pressure-pad switches, 
magnetically operated reed relays, etc., and the alarm systems may give an 
audible loudspeaker output, an alarm-bell output, or a relay output that can 
be used to operate any kind of audible alarm. 

Security alarms have many uses in the home and in industry. They can be 
used to grab attention when someone operates a push switch, when an 
intruder opens a window or door or treads on a pressure-pad, when a piece of 
machinery moves beyond a preset limit and activates a microswitch, and so 
on. Several different types of relay-output security alarm are described in this 
section; the simplest of these is shown in Figure 10.JO. 

Here, Sj is normally closed and relay A (RLA) is off, so the circuit 
consumes zero standby current. When any of the S2 switches are briefly 
closed. the relay turns on and is self-latched via contacts RLA2 and activates 
the alarm bell via contacts RLA j. Once activated. the alarm can be reset by 
briefly opening Sj. Note that any number of NO switches can be wired in 
parallel in the S2 position, and the alarm can thus be activated from any 
desired number of input points. 

A weakness of the Figure 10.10 design is that anyone of its S2 operating 
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+ 12 V 

switches can be disabled by simply cutting through the cable that connects it 
to the main circuit. This snag can be overcome by using the design of Figure 
10,11. in which all S, operating switches are NC types wired in series, 

Here, the 4001 B CMOS gate is wired as an inverter and activates the relay 
coil via QI' Normally, with all switches closed, the inverter output is high and 
QI and the relay arc off, and the circuit draws a quiescent current of about 
I pA via R 1 , Irany of the S2 switches open or have their cables cut, the inverter 
output rapidly switches low and drives the reby on via QI' and the relay selr
latches via contacts RLA2 and activates the alarm bell via contacts RLA 1-
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Note that R 2-C j -R, acts as a 'lightning suppressor' network that tilters out 
any rapid transient voltages that are induced into the S2 switeh cablcs by the 
action of lightning. These filter components should be placed as close to the 
inverter input as possible. 

standby off + 12 V 
~.--r-,~-------,--------~------~---4~-,----, 

Sj 

R j 

12 MU 

Figure 10.12 Simple sel(-latchinx burx/ar a/arm 
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IN4001 

S4 
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Figure 10.12 shows an example of a simple self-latching burglar alarm 
circuit that can be activated via any number of parallel-connected ]\<0 
switches (SJ or series-connected NC switches (S3); the circuit can also be 
activated in the non-latching mode at any time via any number of parallel
connected ]\<0 switches (S.d. 

In Figure 10.12 the self-latching alarm action is provided by the two 4001 B 
CMOS gates, which are wired as a bistable multivihrator and activate the 
relay via Q I. ]\<otctha t this hista ble can be set (turn the relay on) via the S2 or 
S3 switches and the R,-C 1-R4 suppressor network, but is automatically reset 
via C r R6 each time SI is switched to the standby position. 

Figure /0. /3 shows how the above circuit can be modified to give auto-turn
off (rather than self-latching) burglar alarm action, causing the relay to turn 
off after about four minutes of activation. I n this case the two 400lB gates arc 
simply wired in the monostable multivibrator mode, and the four-minute 
delay is determined by the CrRo values. 

Next, Figure /0,/4 shows a utility burglar alarm that can be used in many 
domestic situations. It can be used with any number of series-connected NC 
sensor switches, and gives a self-latching alarm action via relay contacts 
RLA I . The circuit action is such that an LED (driven via inverter IC la and 
emitter follower Q I) illuminates if any of the NC sensor switches arc open. 
However, the actual alarm system is automatically disabled (via the CrRs 
time-delay network) for an initial 50 seconds when key-switch S3 is tlrst set to 
standby, this giving the owner time to reset the switches or leave the house 
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Figure 10.13 Simple auto-tum-off burglar alarm 
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Figure 10.14 Utility burglar alarm 
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without sounding the alarm. The owner can subsequently re-enter the house 
without sounding the alarm by reactivating the 50 second delay via hidden 
external re-entry switch S2. Note that the actual alarm bell (activated via relay 
contacts RLA2) can use the same power supply as the Figure 10.14 circuit if 
desired. 

Finally, Figure 10.15 shows how another relay (RLB) can be wired to the 
above circuit so that it also gives fire and panic protection. Here, NC push
button switch S4 and NO switches S5-S6-RLB, are all wired in series with the 
coil of relay B, and the combination is permanently wired across the supply 
lines; the NO RLB2 contacts are used to connect the existing alarm generator 
to the supply lines. Normally, RLB is off, but turns on and self-latches and 
activates the alarm generator if any ofthe S5 or S6 switches briefly close. Any 
number of NO panic buttons can be wired in parallel with S5, and any number 
ofN 0 thermosta ts can be wired in parallel wi th S6. Once RLB has turned on, it 
can be turned off again via S4, which may be in a hidden position. 
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Figure 10.15 Add-on fire and panic facility for use with Figure 10.14 
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Figure 10.16 12 volt DC lamp dimmer 
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Figure IO.If! shows how a 400 I B CMOS IC and a couple of transistors can be 
used to make a highly efficient lamp dimmer that can be used to control the 
brilliance of the internal lights of any car fitted with a 12 V negative-ground 
electrical system. 
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Here, the t\\/O CMOS gates are wired as a 100 Hz astable muitivibrator that 
drives the lamp via Q j-Qz and has its duty cycle or mark/space ratio fully 
variable from I :20 to 20: I via R VI, thus enabling the mean power drive to the 
lamp to bc varied from about 5 to 95 per cent of maximum via RV,. Since the 
period of the 100 Hz waveform (10 ms) is short relative to the thermal time 
constant of the lamp, its brilliance can be varied from near-zero to maximum 
with no sign offlickcr. Note that on/off switch Sj is ganged to RV j , so the 
circuit can be switched fully off by simply turning RVj fully anti-clockwise. 

Manual clocking 

In Chapter 7 \\ e showed how simple clocked tli p-Ilop I Cs (such as the 4013 B 
dual D-typc) can be used as counter/dividers. One thing that we did not 
explain was how to clock these counters manually via a push-button switch. 
This omission is put right in Figure 10.17, which shows how to clock a single 
40138 stage via Sj. 

+ 5 to + 15 V 

,-------'"f'--- out 

14 

13 
12 

-+ 40 l3B 11 

ov 

10 

9 

8 

Figure 10.17 Manual clocking oj" a 4013B counter/divider stage 

Here, the two 4001 B gates arc configured as a monostable multivibrator 
that generates a single 10 ms clock pulse each time Sj is operated, thus causing 
the D-type flip-flop to change state; thus, S, must be operated twice to make 
the flip-flop go through a eomplcte on/off or divide-by-two sequence. Note 
that the C1-R j network effectively debounces SI and helps ensure e1ean 
triggering of the monostable circuit. 

40468 PLL circuits 

In Chapter 5 we introduced the 4046B ph,he-Iocked-Ioop (PLL) IC (sec 
Figu/"(' 5 . .:'5) and showed how it can be used in voltage-controlled oscillator 
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(yeO) applications. This chip actually contains two phase comparators, a 
wide-range yeO, a zener diode, and a few other bils and pieces, and is 
specifically intended for use in PLL applications such as automatic frequency 
tracking, frequency multiplication, and frequency synthesis. 

in I 

input signal 

phase 
comparator 

in 2 

out 

Figure 10.18 Basil' PLLfrequencr tracking circuit 

llutput signal 

)OW-pJSS 

I drer 

~ov 

The basic operating principle of the PLL can he understood with the aid of 
the frequency tracking circuit of Figure 10.18. Here, the phase comparator 
clement has two input terminals, one fed from an external input signal and the 
other from the output of the yeO element. The comparator compares the 
phase and frequency of the two inputs and generates an output proportional 
to their difference; this output signal is then smoothed via the low-pass filter 
network and !Cd to the control input terminal of the yeo. thus completing 
the phase-locked !Cedhack loop. 

The basic action of the above circuit is such that if the yeO frequency is 
below that of the external signal the comparator output goes positive and (via 
the filter network) causes thc yeO freq uency to increase until both its 
freq ueney and phase precisely match (phase lock with) those of the external 
signal. If the yeO frequency rises above that of the external signal the reverse 
action takes place, and the comparator output goes low and makes the yeO 
frequency decrease until it finally locks to that of the external signaL Thus. 
this circuit causes the yeO signal to automatically phase lock to the external 
input signal. 

Note that in the above tracking circuit the yeO generates a clean (noise
free) and symmetrical output waveform, even if the input signal is noisy and 
non-symmetrical, and that (because the low-pass tilter has a finite time 
constant) the yeO tracks the mean phase and frequency of the input signal. It 
can thus be uscd to track and clean up slowly varying input signals. or to track 
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the centre frequency of an FM signal and provide a demodulated signal at the 
comparator output. 

Figure ]0.19 shows how the 4046B can be used as a practical wide-range 
PLL that will capture and track any input signal within the 100 Hz to 100 kHz 
(approximate) span range of the yeO, provided that the pin 14 input signal 
switches fully between the logie-O and logic-I levels. Filter Rz-R3 -Cz is uscd 
hcre as a sampk-and-hold network. and its component values dc:termine the 
settling and tracking times of signal capture. The yeO frequency is controlled 
by CI-R I and the pin 9 voltage; the yeO span range (and thus the capture and 
tracking range of the circuit) varies from the frequency obtained with pin 9 at 
zero volts to that obtained with pin 9 at full supply rail value. 

Figure ]0.20 shows a lock detector/indicator that can be used with the 
above PLL circuit. The operating principle of this detector is moderately 

+9V( VODl 

from 1 pin 1 

4046B 

Iel is 4001B (pins 8,9.12.13 grounded) 

lock output 
):>--.--

Figure 10.20 PLL rock dClecloril1dicator 
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complex. Within the 4046B IC the output of each of the two phase 
comparators comprises a series of pulses with widths proportional to the 
difference between the two input signals of the comparator. When the PPL 
circuit is locked (see Figure 10.19) these two outputs are almost perfect mirror 
images of each other; when the loop is not locked the signals are greatly 
different. In Figure 10.20 these two outputs are fed to the inputs of NOR gate 
IC la. The circuit action is such that when the loop is locked the IC la output is 
permanently low and illuminates LEDI via IClb, but when the loop is not 
locked the output ofICla comprises a series of pulses that rapidly charge Cl 
via Dl-R l and thus drive IClb output low and turn LEDI off. 

R3 R4 + 9 V (regulated) 

100 kO IOkO 

13 16 

14 

fin 
14 

4046B 

Figure 10.21 Precision narrowband (1.8 kHz to 2.2 kHz) tone switch 

Figure 10.21 shows how a PLLcircuit can be combined with the above lock 
indicator to make a precision narrowband tone switch. In this case the 
maximum VCO frequency is determined by Cl-R l , and the minimum by Cl 
and Rl + R2 • The frequency is variable from about 1.8 kHz to 2.2 kHz with 
the component values shown, and the circuit can thus only lock to signals 
within this frequency range; the circuit output is normally low, but switches 
high when locked to a suitable input signal. 

Frequency synthesis 

One of the most useful applications of the PLL is as a frequency multiplier or 
synthesizer. Figure 10.22 shows the basic principle. This circuit is similar to 
that of the basic PLL (Figure 10.18) circuit, except for the addition of the 
divide-by-N counter between the VCO output and the phase comparator 
input. The circuit action is such that the VCO frequency automatically locks 
to a value at which the divider output frequency matches that of the external 
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input signal. and under this condition the YCO frequency is obviously N times 
the input freq uency (w here N is the counter's division ratio). If the input signal 
is derived from a precision crystal source, output signals of equal precision 
can thus be synthesized at any desired multiple frequency by simply using a 
divider with a suitable N value. 

Figure III.l3 shows a practical example of a simple freq uency synthesizer. It 
is fed with a precision (crystal-derived) I kHz input signal, and provides an 
output that is a whole-number multiple (in the range x 1 to x 9) of this signal. 
The 40178 is used as a programmable divide-by-N counter in this simple 
application. but can easily be replaced by a string of programmable decade 
down counters of the type described in Chapter 9. to make a wide-range 
(10Hz to 1 MHz) synthesizer. 
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Figure 10.24 A x 100 hJl\'~frequency prescaler 
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Finally. to complete this volume. Figure 10.l4 shows how the synthesizer 
principle can be used to make a x 100 frequency prescalcr that can be used to 
change a hard-to-measure 1 Hz to 150 Hz input signal into a 100 Hz to 15 kHz 
output signal that can easily be measured on a standard frequency counter. 
The 45188 IC used in this circuit actually contains a pair of decade counters. 
and in Figure JO.l4 t hcsc are cascaded to make a divide-by-IOO counter. 
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CMOS digital ICs have considerable advant
ages over other digita l IC types, Including all 
members of the TTL family. In particular. they 
can readily be operated from unregulated 
supply voltages in the range 5 to 15 volts, 
draw virtually zero qUiescent or standby cur
rent, have near-infinite input impedances, and 
are very easy to use. They are readily availab le 
in a large va riety of device types and have a 
multitude of practical applications in Industry 
as well as In the home and the car. 

CMOS Circuits Manual IS a useful slngle
volume gUide to the CMOS user, and has been 
written for the practical design engineer, 
technician, and experimenter, as well as the 
electrOnics student and amateur. It dea ls with 
the subject in an easy-to-read, down-to-earth, 
and non· mathematical but very comprehensive 
manner. It describes the basic prinCiples and 
characteristics of the devices and Includes 
cirCUits ranging from simple inverters, gates 
and logic networks to complex counters and 
decoders, with a large number of 'clock' and 
pulse generator designs. 

All the circuits have been designed, bui lt 
and fully evaluated by the author; all use in
expensive and internationally available devices. 
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